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ChapterChapter 1 

INTRODUCTIO N N 

1.11 Emerging role of hydrogen in semiconductor  technologies 

Thee electronic effects of hydrogen in semiconductors and particularly in silicon have 

beenn studied thoroughly since the early nineteen-eighties. However, it is only very recently 

thatt the role of hydrogen is beginning to be understood in relation to its dramatic 

significancee in silicon material and device technologies. It has become evident that 

substantiall  concentrations of hydrogen are easily introduced into the surface region of 

siliconn wafers, i.e., the active region of devices during device processing steps (wet 

etching,, cleaning, plasma processing, etc.), and can remain in a meta-stable form in the 

devicee or material. This, and the importance of SOI (Semiconductor On Insulator) wafers 

usingg implanted hydrogen to effect the Smart-Cut process [1.1] and the increasing demand 

off  hydrogen-soaked wafers used in the microelectronics industries, indicate that hydrogen 

inn silicon is becoming an important subject for the technologically applicable research. 

Theree are many aspects to this. One is the unavoidable contamination of hydrogen in 

siliconn and its largely unknown role in existing technologies. For instance, hydrogen-

siliconn interaction has been found to be capable of cleaving macroscopic wafer-size thin 

layerss (< 1 |im thick) of silicon from silicon crystal [1.1]. This hydrogen-induced cleaving 

processs occurs through a series of steps in which hydrogen first is implanted into silicon at 

1 1 
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highh concentrations (dose in the range of 3.5 x 1016 to 1 x 1017 cm"2). A subsequent anneal 

initiatess a planar cleaving process, resulting in a thin slab of silicon, either self-supporting 

orr transferable to other substrates [1.1]. The process has been employed extensively for the 

implementationn of silicon-on-insulator integrated circuit fabrication. A series of 

experimentall  findings has revealed a detailed picture of the process. Bech Nielsen et al. 

[1.2,, 1.3] have considered the dilute limit associated with implanted hydrogen and 

deuterium,, hydrogen-vacancy defects in silicon. The results identify a series of defect 

complexes,, which can be well described as VnHm, a vacancy or multivacancy with m 

attachedd hydrogen atoms passivating the dangling bonds. Weldon and co-authors [1.4, 1.5] 

havee used infrared spectroscopy to study the hydrogen-silicon system in the high-

concentrationn limit. The results illustrate the formation of hydrogen-decorated platelets, 

whichh eventually initiate a cleaving process, driven by the trapped, high-pressure gas. This 

process,, and the underlying science, may play a significant role in further development of 

thee microelectronics as well as other semiconductor industries employing thin crystalline 

silicon,silicon, such as silicon-based photovoltaics. 

Itt has recently been discovered and is now well confirmed that deuterium passivation 

off  the Si—S1O2 interface renders a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor 

(MOSFET)) very resistant to trap generation by hot-electron impingement [1.6, 1.7]. This 

hass led to expectations on the effect of deuterium passivation in other silicon-based 

materialss and devices. Indeed, the stability of deuterated a-Si (amorphous silicon) based 

solarr cells [1.8, 1.9] and deuterium-terminated porous silicon [1.10] has been found to 

improvee with the use of the deuterium isotope and has shown enhanced stability against 

degradationn due to light and field exposure. The practical applicability of deuterium 

processingg for the whole systems is still under consideration. Nevertheless, it is clear that 

neww understanding of the energetics and dynamics of hydrogen processes in silicon will 

emergee from this exciting research. 

1.22 Fundamental research on hydrogen in semiconductors 

Precedingg the motivating applications and discoveries of the role of hydrogen in 

semiconductorr technologies, the more fundamental investigations on the electronic and 

opticall  properties and the microscopic structure of hydrogen in semiconductors have 

alreadyy been carried out extensively. As early as the late 1970s and early 1980s, the 
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incorporationn of atomic hydrogen into amorphous semiconductors has been known to 

causee significant changes and improvements in both the electrical and optical properties of 

thesee materials. The periods of the middle 1980s till now saw a tremendous amount of 

workk performed on the properties of hydrogen in crystalline semiconductors, such as Si, 

GaAs,, etc. The field is attended by a large number of research groups employing different 

investigationn techniques such as deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), 

photoluminescencee (PL), infrared absorption (IR) and local-vibrational mode (LVM) 

spectroscopy,, magnetic resonance (EPR, ENDOR, FSE) for experimental research, and the 

ab-initioab-initio pseudopotential local spin density method for theoretical calculations. This 

researchh considers various aspects of hydrogen in silicon such as isolated hydrogen, 

hydrogenn passivation of shallow acceptors and donors, hydrogen interaction with double 

donors,, transition metals, and intrinsic impurities in silicon, i.e., hydrogen-vacancy 

complexes.. Under this substantial academic research effort, many insights into the 

behaviorr of hydrogen in semiconductors, especially in silicon, its electronic properties and 

microscopicc structure has gradually been acquired. A typical example demonstrating the 

successfull  understanding of hydrogen effects is the hydrogen passivation of shallow-level 

dopantss in semiconductors. It is now well established that atomic hydrogen passivates the 

electricall  activity of both shallow acceptor and donor dopants in virtually all 

semiconductors.. Depending on the type of semiconductor and material this passivation 

processs can be very effective or extremely difficult to observe experimentally. The 

microscopicc nature of shallow hydrogen complexes has been the subject of extensive 

experimentall  and theoretical investigations, and in most cases a quite detailed 

understandingg has been developed. In contrast to this, much less well understood is the 

interactionn of hydrogen with neutral impurities, extended defects, and defects with deep 

levelss such as double donors, vacancies and transition-metal impurities. Due to the fact that 

microscopicc nature of many deep levels themselves is not clear, the mechanism for 

hydrogen-deep-levell  interaction are at a much rougher stage. For example, one can take 

thee interaction of hydrogen with deep levels of transition metals in silicon. It was the 

generall  recognition that the interaction between transition metal and hydrogen creates 

severall  new transition-metal-hydrogen related levels in the band gap. These new defects 

mightt contain up to three hydrogen atoms. The important issue here is the electronic 

properties,, i.e., the electronic levels of the centers in the band gap of silicon, and their 

influencee on the important parameters of materials such as minority carrier lifetime, etc. 
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Thee principal technique used to determine these levels is DLTS. But, as there are always 

severall  coexisting hydrogen species or hydrogen-related defects, each producing levels in 

thee band gap, the task of assigning levels to specific defects is extremely difficult. This 

addingg to the fact that the DLTS is not designed to clear up the chemical composition of 

thee defect, neither the defect microscopic structure, the unambiguous identification of the 

defectt from DLTS alone, therefore, seems far from reliable. The combination of different 

experimentall  methods as well as the increasing power and precision of theoretical 

calculationss are obviously necessary. All this has meant that the study of the interaction of 

hydrogenn with deep-level defects is much less developed than that with shallow dopants. 

Andd yet, to comply with the emerging interest of hydrogen in semiconductor technologies, 

furtherr research to understand the fundamental properties of hydrogen in semiconductors, 

particularlyy the interaction with deep-level defects in silicon are of the utmost importance 

andd practical relevance for materials science studies. 

1.33 This thesis 

Inn this thesis, experimental investigations into hydrogen interaction with two distinct 

typess of deep-level defects, the selenium double donor and the noble transition metals 

gold,, platinum, palladium, and silver in silicon by magnetic resonance are presented. 

Applicationn of magnetic resonance has included the straightforward electron paramagnetic 

resonancee (EPR), as well as its extensions electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) 

andd field-scan ENDOR (FSE). In the first chapter, to clarify motivations of the study, a 

brieff  introduction into the emerging role of hydrogen in semiconductor technologies and 

thee fundamental research on hydrogen in silicon is given. In chapter 2, experimental results 

andd recently published papers on magnetic resonance studies of hydrogen in silicon are 

reviewed.. This chapter covers four main topics, the isolated hydrogen center in silicon, the 

interactionn of hydrogen with vacancy and multi-vacancy defects, the hydrogen passivation 

off  the sulfur double donor, and the interaction of hydrogen with transition metals in silicon. 

Inn chapter 3, an extensive study of hydrogen passivation of the selenium double donor in 

siliconn is described. Two selenium-hydrogen complexes, with their EPR spectra labeled 

Si-NL600 and Si-NL61, are observed and identified as containing one-selenium-one-

hydrogenn and one-selenium-two-hydrogen atoms for the Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 centers, 

respectively.. This chapter demonstrates the ENDOR and FSE as the most powerful 
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techniquess for the identification of the defect impurities in the materials. It also put into 

questionn the possibility of full passivation of double donors by two hydrogen atoms. 

Chapterr 4, chapter 5, and chapter 6 are devoted to the study of the microstructure of the 

transition-metall  impurities and transition-metal-hydrogen complexes in silicon. These 

studies,, for the first time, provide the direct experimental evidence of the ability of 

transition-metall  impurities to bind up to three hydrogen atoms without passivating their 

electricall  activities. In chapter 4, gold and gold-hydrogen-related complexes are 

investigated.. Three new EPR spectra, labeled Si-NL62, Si-NL63, and Si-NL64, are 

observedd and identified as a subsitutional gold center, a two-gold-hydrogen-related 

complexx and a one-gold-two-hydrogen complex in silicon. A microscopic model of each 

centerr is proposed and a comparison is made to results of theoretical calculations, as well 

ass results from other experimental methods. The observations of transition metal—hydrogen 

complexes,, which contain one and three hydrogen atoms, are discussed in chapter 5 and 

chapterr 6. The EPR spectra are labeled S1-NL65 and Si-NL68, respectively, for the one-

platinum-threee hydrogen and one-palladium-one-hydrogen complexes. In chapter 5, also 

thee complexes of one-platinum-three-iron (Si-NL66) and one-platinum-one-iron are 

reported.. Chapter 7 is divided into two separate parts. The first part describes the 

observationn of a new spectrum, the Si-NL67, in thee silver-doped silicon. From the analysis 

off  the experimental results, the hyperfine interaction with one silver atom and two distinct 

goldd atoms, the spectrum was identified as originating from a silver-gold-gold complex in 

silicon,, providing evidence that gold is a contamination in the silver diffusion. The second 

partt focuses on the identification of the previously claimed gold center, the Si-NL50 

center,, in silver-doped samples. The new appearance of the spectrum observed in K-band 

EPRR spectroscopy, its co-existence with the well-known Au-Fe pair and detailed analysis 

off  the formation probability and thermal annealing of the center as well as its origin is 

presentedd and brought up for discussion. 
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CHARACTERIZATIONN OF HYDROGEN AND 

HYDROGEN-RELATEDD CENTERS IN CRYSTALLINE 

SILICONN BY MAGNETIC-RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Inn recent years research by magnetic resonance has contributed substantially to the understanding 

off  hydrogen and hydrogen-related centers in silicon. As usual for magnetic resonance, which was 

appliedd in its varieties of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron-nuclear double 

resonancee (ENDOR), in several cases profound insight into the microscopic structure of centers has 

beenn the result of the studies. This includes atomic structure by identifying the chemical nature of 

impurityy atoms and the symmetry of their geometrical arrangement within in the defect, as well as 

electronicc structure by mapping of the defect-electron wave function. In this chapter research will 

bee reviewed on centers which after hydrogenation are in a paramagnetic state. Hydrogen in its pure 

configurationn of an isolated neutral atom on a bond-centered position in trigonal symmetry as the 

prototypee of hydrogen centers, is described first. Hydrogen binding on dangling bonds in mono- or 

multi-vacanciess has resulted in the observation and understanding of several fundamental defect 

structures,, and is considered next. Double donors, such as the substitutional chalcogen atom sulfur, 

havee been found to bind one hydrogen atom on several distinct positions remaining electrically 

active.. Hydrogen interaction with impurities with deep electronic levels has also been observed. 

Wee describe, as illustrative example, the observation of the well known one-platinum-two-

hydrogenn (Pt-H2) center. 

7 7 
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2.11 Introductio n 

Afterr the first observations of hydrogen passivation of defect levels in silicon, reported 

inn the nineteen-eighties, hydrogen as a multi-purpose impurity in silicon, with either 

beneficiall  or detrimental effects, has attracted enormous research interest. Due to its small 

sizee and the open lattice of the diamond structure, the hydrogen atom or ion can easily 

penetratee the bulk of the material. The activation energy for migration is only 0.48 eV, 

whichh is among the lowest for impurities in silicon [2.1, 2.2]. Hydrogen can easily 

intentionallyy be introduced by diffusion [2.1, 2.3,, 2.4], implantation [2.5-2.7], hydrogen 

plasmaa treatment [2.8], wet chemical etching [2.9, 2.10] or by boiling in water [2.11, 2.12]. 

Inadvertently,, hydrogen is present, often unknown, as an impurity introduced during 

processs steps in device manufacturing. Due to its half-filled Is electronic shell the 

hydrogenn atom has a high reactivity. A second electron can be accommodated in this shell 

withh low energy. As a result hydrogen reacts strongly with defects with broken bonds or 

otherr centers which offer single valence electrons. For most centers, intrinsic lattice defects 

orr chemical impurities with shallow or deep electronic levels, this condition holds. For this 

reasonn hydrogen is involved in a rich variety of defect interactions. As these interactions 

mayy change the electronic and optical properties of the material, this behavior of hydrogen 

iss of utmost relevance for material applications. The passivation of shallow acceptors 

[2.13-2.15]]  and shallow donors [2.16] is one of the more spectacular effects of hydrogen 

presence.. Another most important application is the passivation of dangling bonds with the 

eliminationn of their associated electron traps or recombination centers in amorphous 

material,material, for the objective of improving the electrical and optical properties of material 

usedused in solar cell production. Strongly motivated by the relevance for materials science, the 

moree fundamental studies of the atomic and electronic structures of hydrogen and 

hydrogen-relatedd centers have seen intensive activity since around 1985. As important as 

thee passivation process may be for the material properties, the direct observation of 

passivationn products is by definition difficult. Passivated defects do not have electronic 

levelss in the semiconductor band gap and are diamagnetic. The stable hydrogen molecule 

maybee is the most striking form of hydrogen presence to easily escape detection. For this 

reasonn several of the powerful experimental techniques for defect study fail. An 

outstandingg technique for defect characterization as electron paramagnetic resonance, 

requiringg centers with non-zero spin, suffers from the handicap that passivation products 
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aree not detectable. Nevertheless, in several cases the passivation by hydrogen bonding is 

nott complete. For instance, this will happen for larger defects, such as multi-vacancies and 

interstitiall  complexes. In the category of double donors and acceptors the binding of one 

hydrogenn atom may lead to partial passivation, with the possible consequence of the 

conversionn of a double dopant into a single dopant. For transition elements with in many 

casess a high value of electron spin, the binding of a hydrogen atom will not render them 

diamagnetic.. Even, as an opposite effect, the binding of hydrogen can activate a center, 

suchh as the iso-electronic impurity carbon [2.9]. Altogether, a vast field for fruitful studies 

iss still left open. As a result, continued efforts with magnetic resonance over the last 15 

yearss have seen a number of successful investigations. In this chapter a brief review of the 

mainn results obtained is given confined to four main subjects, which are the isolated 

hydrogenn center, hydrogen-vacancy complexes, passivation of chalcogen double donors 

byy hydrogen, and the interaction of hydrogen with transition-metal impurities in silicon. 

2.22 Isolated hydrogen 

Thee most prominent magnetic resonance spectrum related to hydrogen in silicon, no 

doubt,, is spectrum Si-AA9 [2.17, 2.18]. The spectrum is produced both in float-zoned and 

Czochralski-grownn silicon following high-energy hydrogen implantation in the range of 7 

too 30 MeV and at the temperature of 80 K. After hydrogen implantation samples received a 

thermall  anneal at 195 K for 40 minutes. The spectrum is observable only under band-gap 

lightt illumination and best for high-purity zone-refined silicon. It has been identified as 

arisingg from a single neutral hydrogen atom on the bond-centered position between two 

siliconn atoms. A most important feature in the spectrum is the splitting of the main line in 

twoo components of equal intensity. The structure is due to the hyperfine interaction with 

onee nucleus of spin ƒ = 1/2 and abundance of 100%, which must be identified as hydrogen. 

Thiss constitutes the first direct evidence in an EPR spectrum of hydrogen presence. 

Replacingg the hydrogen atom by deuterium the number of hyperfine structure lines 

increasess to three, but the splitting almost collapses [2.7]. This is consistent with the 

nuclearr spin I = 1 of the deuteron and its smaller nuclear g factor, i.e., gd/gp = 0.15, 

providingg confirmation of the hydrogen involvement. In the spectrum also hyperfine 

interactionn with 29Si nuclei of the host crystal is discernible. The positions of these 

resonancess are indicated in figure 2.1. Their intensity is near 5% of the main line, which, 
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givenn the 4.7% abundance of the 29Si isotope, implies that two silicon atoms are present in 

thee center on symmetry-equivalent sites. Measuring the angular variation of the resonance 

fields,, patterns revealing the trigonal symmetry for the EPR center are obtained, for the 

finefine structure of the electronic Zeeman effect as well as for the hyperfine interactions with 

hydrogenn and silicon. This leads to the defect model as one hydrogen atom on a bond-

centeredd position, midway between two nearest-neighbor silicon atoms. In the model the 

hydrogenn atom occupies a site with inversion symmetry. The crystallographic pointgroup 

symmetryy is thus established as 3 m. 
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Figuree 2.1. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum of the Si-AA9 center observed in 

proton/deuteron-implantedproton/deuteron-implanted silicon. Observation conditions: Sample illumination, temperature 77 

K,K, magnetic field parallel to [100], microwave frequency 37.47 GHz. (a) Hyperfine interactions 

withwith H and Si are indicated by the arrows, (b) hyperfine structure in deuterium-implanted 

silicon.silicon. Adapted from Gorelkinskii and Nevinnyi [2.18]. 

Forr the quantitative analysis of the spectroscopic information the spin Hamiltonian 

HH = /feBtfe-S + 2j [-(// j /Ij)BI j + S-Aj-Ij] , (2.1) ) 
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iss appropriate, with index j indicating the magnetic nucleus (proton p, deuteron d, silicon 
29Si,, or muon u.). Principal values of the tensors, parallel and perpendicular to the threefold 

rotationn axis, are given in table 2.1. Substantial support to the model follows from studies 

off  the anomalous muonium atom, Mu* or U.V, in silicon, which forms an analogue of the 

neutrall  hydrogen on the bond-centered site. On the one hand, the muon can be considered 

ass a light isotope, mass m  ̂= 207.769 me, of hydrogen with mp = 1837.15 me; on the other 

hand,, as a lepton, it has gM = 2.0016 ~ 2. The muon spin rotation (jiSR) method allows the 

determinationn of the hyperfine interactions with muon and silicon nuclei [2.19, 2.20]. 

Results,, included in table 2.1, directly show that the hyperfine interactions with the 29Si 

neighborss nuclei are almost identical in Mu* and (HBc)°- On comparing the hyperfine 

interactionn with the proton in (HBc)° and the muon in Mu* one finds a^ctp = 2.93 and b^/bp 

==  3.01. This matches quite well with the ratio of the magnetic moments of muon and 

proton:: jL^Z/ip = {g^lm^ig^m  ̂ = 3.17. It may be concluded from these EPR results on the 

Si-AA99 center and the data for Mu* obtained by uSR that the structures of the two centers 

aree equivalent. Also included in table 2.1 are theoretical data based on first-principles 

calculationss of the hyperfine interactions [2.21]. The agreement with data from experiment 

iss satisfactory and in particular the signs of the interactions, positive or negative, are given 

byy the theory, allowing adjustment of experimental results. To these hyperfine coupling 

strengthss the usual analysis based on a wave function constructed as a linear combination 

off  atomic orbitals (LCAO) can be applied. With restriction to the hydrogen atom and its 

twoo neighboring silicon atoms the wave function is given by 

1?=1?= ^H(«H<J9HS + Al^Hp) + 77Sil(<2sil#Si3S + A n <^i3p) + ^Si2(örsi2<?%i3s + Ai2^i3p),(2-2) 

withh wave functions on the atoms normalised by a? + ft2 = 1. The isotropic parts a and 

anisotropicc parts b of the hyperfine interactions are related to the s- and p-type wave 

functions,, respectively, by 

fljflj  = (2/3)^Qge^BgnJ"N?7j2^2|^s(0)|2 (2.3) 

and d 

bb}}  = (2/5)(A>/47T)geJ"Bgn^N77j2^2<np"3>- (2.4) ) 
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Forr the two silicon atoms the analysis is straightforward. With a = -94.9 MHz and b = 

-22.00 MHz, and using the atomic parameters |psi3s(0)|2 = 31.5xl030 m-3 and o-Si3p
 3> = 

16.1xl0300 m"3 [2.22], one obtains %? = 0.24, a*2 = 0.095 and fe? = 0.905. Considerable 

spinn density is thus localised on the two nearest-neighbor silicon atoms in orbitals of strong 

p-typee nature. Analysis of the hyperfine interaction with the hydrogen nucleus is more 

complex,, as is immediately obvious from the negative sign of the isotropic parameter a, 

oppositee to the sign of b, which is at variance with equations (2.3) and (2.4). Appreciable 

admixturee of hydrogen p orbitals, as included in equation (2.2), is highly unlikely as the 

correspondingg states are high in energy. In equation (2.2) one must have fa = 0. The 

anisotropyy in the hyperfine interaction is induced by remote spin density, in particular that 

onn the silicon neighbor atoms. Accepting a point spin density distribution on these two 

atoms,, the anisotropy parameter b can be calculated from the equation 

b]b]  = (/A/4Tt)ge//Bgp//N m\2r~3  (2.5) 

Withh the calculated rjSi
2 = 0.24 on each atom and the observed b = 8.4 MHz the 

requiredd distance between hydrogen atom and silicon neighbor is found as r = 0.165 nm. In 

thee rigid lattice the hydrogen inserted on the BC site is at the distance of 0.118 nm from the 

siliconn neighbors. The slightly increased value found for the distance is consistent with the 

establishedd outward relaxation of the silicon atoms, theoretically calculated as being 0.041 

nmm [2.23] or 0.045 nm [2.24] and here experimentally determined as 0.047 nm, and the 

enhancedd p-type character of the orbital. In this description the spin density is localised on 

thee silicon atoms without a lobe pointing preferentially inwards towards the hydrogen 

atom.. Such an assumption is consistent with the anti-bonding nature as regards the silicon 

orbitals.. A one-electron LCAO diagram, as given by figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(b), shows the 

hydrogenn atom on the site of the inversion center. The orbital belongs to the a1u irreducible 

representationn in the pointgrouplm. For the hydrogen an isotropic hyperfine interaction 

withh a = -23 MHz is measured. In the LCAO analysis, using the equations (2.2) and (2.3) 

andd ignoring the problem of the minus sign, this results in (r/u)2 = 0.016. Although the 

calculatedd localisation is small, it is inconsistent with the a]u symmetry type of the orbital 

carryingg the unpaired spin requiring a node at the hydrogen site. A solution towards this 
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problemm is provided by considering all three electrons in the system as given in Refs. [2.25, 

2.26]. . 

(a) ) CO''  Oo 
Si i 

(+-+) ) 

(+-) ) 
4--

(+o-) ) 
(b)) / \ i H 

// ^ ^ 
Is s 

b b 
# # 
(++) ) 

(++ + +) 

Figuree 2.2. Formation of a three-center bond for hydrogen in a bond-center site, (a) Schematic 

illustrationillustration of orbitals in the bond-centered configuration, (b) corresponding energy levels 

obtainedobtained from simple molecular-bonding (or tight binding) arguments for an elemental 

semiconductor,semiconductor, b and a indicate bonding and antibonding states. The paramagnetic electron 

occupiesoccupies the antibonding state, which has a node on the H atom at the bond center. After Van de 

WatteWatte [2.32]. 

Severall  other important features of the single hydrogen center in silicon have been 

studiedd by magnetic resonance. This includes defect alignment induced by uniaxial stress 

andd thermal relaxation [2.27], isochronal thermal annealing in dark conditions of (HBc)+ in 

thee temperature range 190-220 K, and of the Si-AA9 spectrum of (HBc)° under 

illuminationn between 110 and 130 K [2.18, 2.28-2.30], the stable position of H+ and H° on 

thee bond-center site versus the position of H"on the tetrahedral interstitial site [2.23, 2.31, 

2.32],, together with the negative-U character of the donor and acceptor levels rendering the 

neutrall  charge state unstable [2.24, 2.33, 2.34]. 
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Tablee 2.1. Hyperfine parameters from EPR and juSR experiments and from spin-density functional 

theory,theory, for the center Si-AA9 and anomalous muonium, Mu*. together with coefficients rf, or, and 

jfjf  from LCAO analysis. 

Center r 

Nucleus s 

A,A, (MHz) 

AALL (MHz) 

aa (MHz) 

bb (MHz) 

c? c? 

$ $ 

Method d 

References s 

AA9 9 

'H H 

-6.2 2 

-31.4 4 

-23.0 0 

8.4 4 

EPR R 

2.18 8 

Mu* * 

Mu u 

-16.82 2 

-92.59 9 

-67.33 3 

25.26 6 

u.SR R 

2.19 9 

Mu* * 

Mu u 

9.6 6 

-57.3 3 

-35.0 0 

22.3 3 

Theory y 

2.21 1 

AA9 9 
MSi i 

-139.0 0 

-72.9 9 

-94.9 9 

-22.0 0 

0.24 4 

0.095 5 

0.905 5 

EPR R 

2.18 8 

Mu* * 
5*Si i 

-137.5 5 

-73.96 6 

-95.1 1 

21.2 2 

0.23 3 

0.099 9 

0.901 1 

p.SR R 

2.20 0 

Mu* * 
2ySi i 

-128.0 0 

-63.5 5 

-85.0 0 

-21.5 5 

0.22 2 

0.09 9 

0.91 1 

Theory y 

2.21 1 

2.33 Hydrogen-vacancy centers 

Ass early as 1967 the SI EPR spectrum was observed, following 3 MeV proton 

irradiationn at room temperature and absent after neutron irradiation, for which production 

conditionss required the presence of hydrogen [2.5, 2.35, 2.36]. The spectrum corresponds 

too centers produced along the proton track with increasing density towards the end of the 

particlee range. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the <11 l>-axial defect are S = 1/2, gv, = 

2.0010,,  = 2.0103. In a 10-minutes isochronal anneal study the centers annealed out at 

temperaturess in the range 200-300 °C. The production was proportional to implantation 

dose.. In the higher resolution offered by Q-band EPR it was later discovered that the SI 

centerr actually is composed of several components, up to 5 in Czochralski silicon, with 

eitherr the trigonal or the monoclinic-I symmetry [2.18, 2.37]. Only recently the centers 

weree unambiguously identified as hydrogen related and their structure was unravelled in 

greatt detail. In this more recent literature the components of the SI group of spectra are 

noww labelled as VH°, Sla and Slb [2.6, 2.38]. Another spectrum, Si-B2, is very similar to 
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SI.. Both spectra belong to S = 1/2 centers with the trigonal symmetry, have equal g tensors 

withinn error limits, and equal temperatures for loss of spectra by thermal anneal, near 300 

°C.. It has therefore often be assumed that the two spectra are in fact identical. It is, 

however,, to be noted that in thee original paper the spectrum B2 has been observed after "NT 

andd P+ implantation [2.39] and in a later independent dedicated study also as the result of 

He+,, B+, C+ and N+ implantation and neutron irradiation [2.40]. In this latter case any 

specificc evidence for hydrogen presence was absent. This should leave open the possibility 

thatt B2 and SI are different, maybe quite similar, centers with accidentally the same 

characterizationn parameters. As another option, in view of the established frequent 

presencee of hydrogen in nominally pure silicon crystals, the possibility that samples were 

unintentionallyy contaminated with hydrogen is open as well. 

Productionn conditions and features of the spectra led to their identification as vacancy-

typee defects with hydrogen saturating a dangling bond [2.18]. In the most recent research 

thee detailed models for the SI centers were established. Spectrum VH° is related to a 

mono-vacancyy with one of its four dangling bonds saturated by a hydrogen atom. The 

centerr undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion resulting in monoclinic-I symmetry, pointgroup 

Cih,, or m, as observed at low temperatures, below 45 K. In this case the presence of the 

onee hydrogen atom is established by just resolved hyperfine interaction. The deuterium 

hyperfinee splitting, which will be around 6.5 times smaller, remains unobservable as it is 

smallerr than the line width. In agreement with the model a strong hyperfine interaction is 

presentt with a unique silicon atom, isotope Si. At higher temperatures a motional effect 

setss in related to electron switching between bonds, resulting in an apparent trigonal 

symmetryy of the center, as observed when measuring the spectrum above 110 K. The 

transitionn in the temperature range is illustrated in figure 2.3 by spectra taken for B // 

[111].. The low-temperature monoclinic spectrum has the lines labelled A, B, and C. The C 

linee corresponds to centers with their Si~H axis parallel to the magnetic field direction. 

Theirr position does not change when the electron hops between the dangling or extended 

bondss of the other three silicon atoms. Lines A and B correspond to defect orientations 

whichh are inequivalent with respect to the magnetic field. With fast bond switching 

present,, the resonance field will move to the weighted average of the original frozen 

positions.. This will be at position AB = (2A + B)/3. The process can be followed in figure 

2.33 for the temperatures spanning the relevant range of interest. The activation energy for 

thee electron jump process is determined as Ea = 0.06 eV. Such a value is equal to the one 
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measuredd for the same process in the phosphorus-vacancy complex (E center) with its 

EPRR spectrum Si-G8 [2.22]. This agrees with expectations, as the atomic and electronic 

structuree models for VH° and VP° have much in common. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of 

thee VH° center are given in table 2.2. 
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Figuree 2.3. Spectrum of VH" at different sample temperatures illustrating the transition from the 

low-temperaturelow-temperature monoclinic-I structure at T = 45 K to the motionally averaged trigonal symmetry 

atat T = 145 K. At T = 225 K the SI resonances Sla and Sh dominate the spectrum. Microwave 

frequencyfrequency 34.778 GHz, magnetic field BI I[111J. After Bech Nielsen, et al. [2.38]. 

Inn the same way as discussed for the Si-AA9 center, an LCAO analysis wil l yield a 

mappingg of the electron spin distribution. For the single silicon atom, with the observed 

hyperfinee principal values An = —435 MHz and Ax = -275 MHz, corresponding with 

isotropicc value a = (A// +  = -328 MHz and anisotropic part b = (A// - Ax)/3 = -53 

MHz,, one obtains, using equations (2.3) and (2.4), rf = 0.60, d = 0.13 and fi =  0.87. A 

comparisonn with the corresponding numbers for the VP° center, rf = 0.59, a = 0.14 and 

ftft = 0.86 [2.22], confirms the close similarity of the two defects. From the large s-type 
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hyperfinee interaction on the silicon atom one concludes that the wave function has the Ag 

symmetryy type. The very small isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction with the 

hydrogenn atom, a = 0.2 MHz, indicated that no s-type spin density is located on the 

hydrogen.. In contrast to the similar situation for center Si-AA9 one can, however, not 

concludee that the hydrogen is located on a mirrorplane with a node for the wave function. 

Thee low spin density is the result of the strong Si-H bond accommodating two electrons 

withh opposite spin. As before for the Si-AA9 center, the LCAO analysis does not include 

anisotropicc orbitals on the hydrogen site. The anisotropic part of the hyperfine interaction, 

bb = (-A] - Ai + 2Ai)/6 = 4.15 MHz has to arise from distant spin density. The unpaired 

spinn on the unique silicon atom can fully account for this interaction for rf = 1 and r = 0.27 

nm.. With a Si-H bond length of 0.148 nm this fits perfectly in an undistorted vacancy 

modell  where this distance is 0.28 nm. In a di-vacancy model the distance in the undistorted 

latticee amounts to 0.47 nm, which is far too big. It confirms the compact model of a mono-

vacancyy center. Taking rf = 0.60, following the result of the silicon LCAO analysis, the 

requiredd distance to the silicon atom with the dangling bond becomes 0.22 nm. This shorter 

distancee can correspond to inward distortion of the unique silicon atom. 

Twoo more spectra belonging to the S1 group of spectra were observed following proton 

implantationn at temperatures below 130 K. The two spectra, labelled Sla and Sib, are 

single-electronn centers with S = 1/2, correspond to centers with monoclinic-I, near trigonal, 

symmetry.. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters, as given in table 2.2, are very similar to 

thosee of VH°. They are therefore interpreted as multi-vacancy centers in which hydrogen 

bindss to a dangling bond. The main spin density is in another dangling bond of the vacancy 

structure.. Only for Sla a hydrogen hyperfine structure due to one proton is observable in 

thee spectra; for Sib such structure is absent. The isotropic part of this hyperfine interaction, 

aa = 2.3 MHz, is again very small, indicating low spin density on the hydrogen atom. The 

anisotropicc part, b = 0.77 MHz, is explained by remote interaction with spin density on the 

danglingg bond, which, using equation (2.5), should be at a distance r = 0.47 nm. This fits 

perfectlyy with the geometry of a hydrogen in an undistorted di-vacancy. The Sla defect is 

thereforee identified as a V2H center in thee paramagnetic neutral state. For SH the model of 

aa tri-vacancy center with hydrogen, (V3H)0, is proposed, with the tetra-vacancy center 

(V4H)00 as a possible alternative. In these larger centers, with r = 0.65 nm and r = 0.84 nm, 

respectively,, the distant hyperfine interaction would be too small to give observable 

splittingg in the Sib spectrum. 
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Tablee 2.2. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the VH°, Sla, and SIb signals. Principal axes are 

denotedX,denotedX, Y, andZ, with Yparallel to the[11 0] axis, andXandZ in the (llO) plane, dis the 

angleangle between Z and the [110] axis. Principal values of "As, and AH are given in MHz. "Two 

equivalentequivalent silicon sites, Z is taken along [1 11] and [111]. bThree nearly equivalent silicon sites, 

ZZ is taken along [111]. 'Three nearly equivalent silicon sites, Z is taken along [1 11],[111 ], 

[111]. [111]. 

Term m 

g g 

AAH H 

llAASi Si 

22A* A* 

X X 

44AAS] S] 

5^Si i 

% i i 

Principal l 

Direction n 

X X 

Y Y 

Z Z 

9 9 

X X 

Y Y 

Z Z 

9 9 

X,, Y 

Z Z 

9 9 

X,Y Y 

Za a 

X,, Y 

Zb b 

X,, Y 

Zc c 

X Y Y 

Zc c 

X,, Y 

Zb b 

VH° ° 

2.0090 0 

2.0114 4 

2.0006 6 

32.4° ° 

-3.3 3 

^1.6 6 

8.5 5 

8.0° ° 

-275 5 

^ 35 5 

35.3° ° 

-27 7 

-34 4 

-25 5 

-40 0 

-11 1 

-14 4 

-6 6 

-8 8 

(Sla) ) 

V2H° ° 

2.0110 0 

2.0100 0 

2.0008 8 

31.0° ° 

1.4 4 

1.6 6 

3.8 8 

4.5° ° 

-268 8 

^120 0 

35.3° ° 

-41 1 

-4% -4% 

-22.5 5 

-36.5 5 

-10.5 5 

-13.5 5 

(Sib) ) 

V3H° ° 

2.0100 0 

2.0094 4 

2.0009 9 

33.2° ° 

-261 1 

-420 0 

35.3° ° 

-37 7 

-A3 -A3 

-23 3 

-32.5 5 

-10.5 5 

-15 5 

-A -A 

-6 6 
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Siliconn hyperfine interactions were measured for several shells of the (VH)°, S1a and 

Sibb centers. They allowed a detailed mapping of the electron spin density in the defect and 

showedd great similarity between the three centers, as reflected in the modelling. Both 

centerss Sla and SU anneal out at temperatures around 250 °C. Motional effects, as reported 

forr (VH)°, are not observed for the Sla and Sib centers. 

Tablee 2.3. Parameters of the Si-HVH and Si-SLJ spectra, ascribed to the orthorhombic-I centers 

(VH2)(VH2)00 and OV*, respectively, observed in an excited spin triplet state with S = 1 [2.44, 2.45]. 

HyperfineHyperfine interactions A are for the ' Si isotope of two silicon neighbor atoms. 

Spectrum m 

Si-HVH H 

Si-SLl l 

Model l 

(VH2)° ° 

OV* * 

Principall  values coupling tensors 

^[ioo]]  = 2.002 

An»]]  = - 3 4 8 

A//[\\\]A//[\\\]  — 2 20 

£[,00]]  = 2.0076 

A'oo]]  ——350 

A//[\u]A//[\u]  = 216 

gloii]]  = 2.005 

Aon]]  =-302 

== 114 

#01,]]  = 2.0102 

Aon]]  ="307 

== 112 

[̂0-1111 = 2.002 

ZVii ]]  = 650 

g[o-ii]]  = 2.0058 

D[o-n]]  = 657 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Givenn the strength of the Si-H bond one may expect that vacancy centers with their 

severall  dangling bonds, if unreconstructed, can accommodate more than one hydrogen. 

Suchh expectations based on simple chemical bonding arguments are corroborated by 

modernn self-consistent theoretical calculations for the mono-vacancy, which predict 

stabilityy of VHn complexes, with n = \-4 [2.41]. Experimental evidence for such centers is 

basedd on local vibrational mode spectroscopy [2.42, 2.43] and on optical detection of 

magneticc resonance (ODMR) [2.44]. In the latter study hydrogen/deuterium plasma-treated 

siliconn was electron irradiated. A magnetic resonance spectrum labelled HVH, was 

observedd corresponding to an orthorhombic-I center with electron spin 5 = 1. This is 

associatedd with a (VH2)0 center, which due to complete pairing of electron spins is 

diamagneticc in its ground state. The excited spin triplet state is formed by the illumination 

inherentt in the ODMR method. Hydrogen hyperfine interaction is not resolved but is 

manifestt in the line shape of hydrogenated samples, which is absent in the case of 

deuteration.. Parameters of the spin-Hamiltonian analysis are given in table 2.3. Applying 

thee standard LCAO analysis, the spin density on the hydrogen is found to be a mere 0.9%; 
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itt is low, as usual, reflecting the full occupation of the Si-H bonds. The experimentally 

observedd S = 1 triplet state is formed by spins mainly residing on the silicon bond formed 

byy the two non-passivated atoms opposite to the hydrogen atoms in the vacancy; one finds 

thee localisation if - 0.68 for the two atoms together. Inspection of table 2.3 shows the near 

coincidencee of the parameters for the HVH and SL1 spectra, the latter spectrum 

correspondingg to the oxygen-vacancy complex (A center), which is also observed in an 

excitedd S= 1 state [2.45]. In both centers two of the vacancy dangling bonds are saturated, 

byy either two hydrogen atoms or one oxygen atom, the spin resides on an extended bond 

formedd between the two remaining silicon atoms of the vacancy. In view of this similarity 

inn the electronic structure of the VH2 and VO centers such a close correspondence of 

parameterss follows reasonable expectations. It build on the similarity as observed for the 

(VH)°° and (VP)° centers, as discussed earlier [2.38]. On the proper interpretation of the Si-

HVHH ODMR spectrum contradicting opinions have been expressed [2.46-2.48]. 

2.44 Hydrogen-chalcogen centers 

Thee interaction of hydrogen with double donors, e.g., the chalcogen elements sulfur, 

seleniumm and tellurium, in silicon offers attractive opportunities for impurity-passivation 

studies.. In contrast to passivated single dopants, one expects the complexes formed by 

partiall  passivation of dopants with double valency to be observable in magnetic resonance. 

Thiss might be correlated with the binding of one or more hydrogen atoms to the impurity. 

Chalcogenn impurities represent well-studied substitutional double donors in silicon [2.49]. 

Earlyy passivation studies using deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) showed that all 

chalcogenn double donors are passivated by binding hydrogen [2.11, 2.50]. Both band-gap 

levelss were removed and no new levels were reported. This means the full passivation of 

correspondingg levels by hydrogen. In contrast, in infrared absorption (IR) five donor states 

weree observed when hydrogen was diffused into sulfur-doped silicon [2.51]. Three of these 

spectraa displayed a hydrogen/deuterium isotope effect. 

Magneticc resonance experiments on the hydrogen passivation of sulfur-doped silicon 

havee been carried out as well [2.52]. Following the introduction of hydrogen by diffusion 

att high temperature in a wet environment of water vapor, the EPR spectra of sulfur and the 

sulfurr pair were replaced by two new spectra, labeled Si-NL54 and Si-NL55, respectively. 

Figuree 2.4(a) illustrates the spectra Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 over the full range of magnetic 
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field,field, whereas figure 2.4(b) shows the central part of the spectral region in higher 

resolution.. Following the interpretation of the spectrum as due to S-H complexes, the 

strongg central part, at around 817 mT in figure 2.4(a), corresponds to centers of sulfur 

isotopess with nuclear spin 1=0. The weaker four equal-intensity equidistant lines are due 

too the hyperfine interaction with the 33S isotope having nuclear spin I = 3/2. The relative 

intensityy of the side lines is consistent with the percentage of  33S isotope, in this case 

enrichedd to 25.5%. This observation indicates the presence of one sulfur atom in the 

centers.. Identification of the involvement of hydrogen in the Si-NL54 and SUNL55 centers 

iss more difficult . As the proton has nuclear spin 7=1 /2 and 100% natural abundance, one 

wouldd expect to observe the hyperfine structure of twofold splitting in each of the spectral 

lines.. However, in this case, the hyperfine interaction is small and is not resolved in the 

EPRR spectrum. The incorporation of hydrogen was only traced as a slightly different shape 

off  the spectra observed in hydrogen-doped and deuterium-doped samples. To observe and 

determinee the hydrogen effect, the higher resolution of ENDOR is required. 
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Figuree 2.4. (a) Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and field-scan-ENDOR (FSE) scans of the 

Si-NL54Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 spectra of S-H complexes over a range of magnetic field also covering the 

regionregion of sulfur hyperfine splitting; magnetic field B // [100]. Sample doped with isotopically 

enrichedenriched sulfur to 25.5% of the 33S, nuclear spin I = 3/2. (b) Central part of the EPR and FSE 

spectraspectra ofS—Hfor B // [011 J. Resonance F shown in figure 2.4(a) is not related to sulfur. 
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Tablee 2.4. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for Si-NL54 and Si-NL55. as obtained from computer fits 

ofof the ENDOR and the FSE angular dependencies. Electron spin S = 1/2, AHD, A"'D, QD , and 

QQLL are hyperfine and quadrupole tensor principal values for the H and D nuclei, As , A^. Qs. 

QQLL are hyperfine and quadrupole tensor principal values for the i3S nucleus. 

Parameters s 

g g 

AAs s 

4 4 
QQs s 

Qi Qi 

A" A" 

A'! A'! 

AAn n 

Al Al 

0° 0° 

QÏ QÏ 

Si-NL54 4 

1.9988611 4 xlCT5 

2.001266  4 xlCT5 

143.1+2.7 7 

137.77 + 2.7 

6.66 + 2.7 

^3.33 7 

6.281+9x100 J 

3.9366 0 J 

0.9599 + 3x10 J 

0.5911 + 3x10" 

-0.0488 +3 xlO"3 

0.0244  3 xlO"3 

SÏ-NL55 5 

1998233  4 xlO"5 

1.999744  4 xlO"5 

124.00 6 

117.99 6 

5.00 6 

-2.55 6 

5.8011 3 

5.5000 8 xlO"3 

0.8677  2 xlO"3 

0.8233 2 xlO3 

-0.038++ 2 xlO"3 

0.0199  9 xlO"3 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Onn all spectra extensive ENDOR measurements were made, using both the standard 'H 

hydrogenn and the H deuterium isotopes with 100% enrichment. With all experiments 

carriedd out in a K-band spectrometer, with a microwave frequency of 23 GHz, the proton 

ENDORR is observed near the Larmor frequency 35 MH z and the deuteron spectrum near 

5.33 MHz. From the ENDOR data the identification of hydrogen as part of Si-NL54 and Si-

NL555 centers under  discussion follows in an unambiguous manner. In the identification 

bothh the field-shift method and the recording of full angular  dependence patterns was 

applied.. For  the case of ^H with / = 1 the nuclear  quadrupole interaction was measured. As 

onee single hydrogen trigonal pattern is observed, the incorporation of one hydrogen atom 

inn each center  is established. With all spectral components resolved in ENDOR, the 
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methodd of field-scanned ENDOR (FSE) utilizing ENDOR tagging of spectral components, 

cann be used for revealing underlying EPR. Results, as are given in figure 2.4(a) and (b), 

resolvee two separated centers Si-NL54 and Si-NL55, which are observed as a 

superpositionn in the standard EPR. Under the improved conditions of FSE the angular 

dependencee patterns of the individual components were recorded revealing the overall 

trigonall  symmetry of the centers. From these observations, the quantitative spectroscopic 

analysiss of data was made with an appropriate spin Hamiltonian. Both centers have 

electronn spin S= 1/2, corresponding to a single unpaired spin. As all observed interactions 

givee a <11 l>-axial pattern, the tensors, i.e., Zeeman splittings g, hyperfine interactions A 

andd quadrupole interaction Q, have the trigonal form. Parameters of these spectra are 

collectedd in table 2.4. Following the experimental observations, it is concluded that the 

partiallyy hydrogen-passivated sulfur centers have a <11 l>-axial structure. Assuming the S 

atomss to stay on their regular substitutional site the hydrogen atoms must find a position on 

aa <111> axis through this site. Three different types of site may be distinguished: between 

thee sulfur atom and a nearest-neighbor silicon atom on a bond-centered (BC) site, further 

awayy from the sulfur atom on the anti-bonding site of a nearest-neighbor silicon atom (AB-

Si),, or finally, close to the sulfur atom on an anti-bonding site (AB-S). Which of such 

positionss is actually taken by the hydrogen atom requires more subtle analysis of the 

hyperfinee and quadrupole interaction parameters. Alternatively, the defect modeling is 

basedd on state-of-the-art theoretical calculations. An early treatment, predicting full 

passivationn of the sulfur defect by one or two hydrogen atoms in forming complexes of 

monoclinicc or orthorhombic symmetry, is at variance with presented experimental data 

[2.53].. In more recent research the interstitial BC and AB-Si sites were found to be stable 

positionss for hydrogen, with a small energy difference only [2.54]. In both cases a bond is 

formedd with a nearest-neighbor silicon atom. This allows a plausible interpretation of 

experimentall  data by assigning the Si-NL54 spectrum to the S-H complex with hydrogen 

onn the BC site, with Si-NL55 belonging to the complex with H on the AB-Si site. 

2.55 Hydrogen-transition metal centers 

Transitionn metals are common fast diffusing impurities in silicon, easily present in the 

materiall  as an unintentional contaminant, due to, e.g., insufficient control over purity in 

processingg treatments. Nearly all of them introduce deep levels in the band gap of silicon, 
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inn this way having a profound effect on materials properties, in particular related to carrier 

recombinationn processes. Hydrogen atoms can be bound in the deep local potentials of the 

transitionn metal impurities and affect their properties substantially. Interaction between s 

statess of hydrogen with d states of transition metals will lead to new defects with a possibly 

basicallyy different electronic structure. It is certainly not obvious that hydrogen binding 

wil ll  lead to electrical passivation of these impurities. As a result of exchange coupling 

betweenn spins in the d shells of transition elements states of high spin, compounded from 

orbitall  and intrinsic spin momenta, are formed (Hund's rule). It is not to be expected that 

thee high spin will be nullified completely by binding one or more hydrogen atoms. 

Transition-metal-hydrogenn complexes can still be paramagnetic, hence be observable by 

magneticc resonance, creating a field for fruitful studies of hydrogen-bonding physics. 

Thee most detailed studies were performed on a center identified as [Pts-(Hi)2] , which 

iss observed in platinum-doped silicon after hydrogenation treatment typically for 24-72 

hourss at 1000-1250 °C [2.3, 2.55]. The spin resonance is described by electron spin S = 1/2 

andd shows the angular dependence of an orthorhombic-I symmetry center. The atomic 

structuree is derived on the basis of the observed hyperfine interactions. The presence of 

onee platinum atom is indicated by the resolved hyperfine splitting related to the 195Pt 

isotope,, nuclear spin I = 1/2 and natural abundance of 33%, resulting in the characteristic 

splittingg of the resonance in three components with the intensity ratio of 0.25 : 1 : 0.25. 

Presencee of two equivalent hydrogen atoms is revealed by triplet structure with amplitudes 

scalingg as 1 : 2 : 1 of all resonances due to the hyperfine fields created by two hydrogen 

atomss (spin I = 1/2, 100%). In case of deuteration (spin I = 1) the associated hyperfine 

structuree will have five components in the intensity ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 : 2 : 1, but their mutual 

separationn will be reduced by the factor 2//H///D = 6.5. Due to the smallness of the splitting 

thiss has not been observed in resolved form, only as an appropriate line broadening. The 

spin-Hamiltoniann parameters of the center are given in table 2.5. A small difference of the 

gg tensors and platinum hyperfine interaction was reported for the Pt-I-h and Pt-Ü2 centers 

[2.3].. Atomic models consistent with the observed symmetry and atomic constituents are 

givenn in figure 2.5 [2.56]. The model of the orthorhombic isolated Pt~ center has provided 

ann obvious starting point for modelling of Pt-F .̂ Positions of the hydrogen atoms follow 

traditionall  chemical bonding arguments and are consistent with their hyperfine interactions 

withh the defect electron. The isotropic part of hydrogen hyperfine interaction, a = 8.6 MHz 

[2.3,, 2.4], corresponds to a localisation of around 0.6% on each of the two protons. The 
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positionn of the hydrogen atoms on a nodal plane of the defect accounts in a natural manner 

forr this small localisation. The still present non-vanishing component can be discussed in 

termss of many-electron effects, as in the case of center Si-AA9. Anisotropic hyperfine 

interactionn with hydrogen nuclei must be due to electron spin localised on remote orbitals. 

Fromm the reported values b = 0.6 MHz [2.3] or b = 1.1 MHz [2.4] and with equation (5) a 

distancee r of 0.4 to 0.5 nm between electron and nucleus is calculated. Assuming one full 

electronn spin to be present in the core position of the defect, the large distance found favors 

thee hydrogen positions anti-bonding to silicon as sketched in figure 2.5(b). In experiment 

[2.3]]  hyperfine interactions with two 29Si atoms have indicated a 26% localisation on these 

neighbors.. In reality the wave function is therefore spread out over a larger region of the 

defectt and the quantitative aspects of the model calculation should be taken with 

correspondingg care. A most important question is about the electrical activity of the Pt-H2 

center.. This has been probed by monitoring the effect of Fermi level on the observability of 

Pt-H22 in its paramagnetic state. Fermi level changes were imposed by different platinum 

and/orr donor doping concentration, by electron irradiation creating compensating acceptor 

centerss and by illumination [2.4, 2.55]. As a result it was concluded that the paramagnetic 

statee of the complex corresponds to (Pt-H2)~, and that a level (Pt-H2)
27(Pt-H2r is 

positionedd between ECB - 0.045 eV and ECB - 0.1 eV and another level (Pt-H2)7(Pt-H2)° 

betweenn ECB - 0.23 eV and EVB + 0.32 eV. Hence, it must be concluded that hydrogenation 

off  platinum-doped silicon leads to the formation of a double acceptor center. Such 

conclusionss are in remarkable agreement with results of other studies. 

Fromm deep-level transient spectroscopy levels related to a Pt-H2 defect were reported at 

EQBEQB - 0.18 eV and £VB + 0.40 eV [2.57-2.59]. Very recently published theoretical results 

placee a first acceptor level at £CB - 0.45 eV, but do not report a (2-/-) level [2.60]. In 

additionn to the acceptor level the theoretical study finds a donor level close to the valence 

band,, thus describing Pt-H2 as an amphoteric defect. In the recent DLTS studies also 

electricall  levels related to Pt-Hi and Pt-H3 are identified. The center Pt-H4 is considered 

too be a fully passivated Pt center without electrical activity. In an early report on DLTS of 

hydrogenatedd platinum-doped silicon the full passivation of platinum was deduced [2.13]. 

Obviouslyy in contradiction to the more recent observations, it may have occurred that the 

levell  at ECB - 0.1 eV has been too shallow and the midgap level has been too deep for 

observation.. In a close parallel to the magnetic resonance the platinum-hydrogen 

complexess were investigated by optical absorption due to the local vibrational modes 
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(LVM )) of hydrogen [2.4]. Absorptions at 1888.2 cirf1 and 1901.6 cirf' were identified as 

anti-symmetricc and symmetric hydrogen stretching vibrations, respectively, in the 

paramagneticc state of Pt-H2. Corresponding pairs of bands for the PtHD and Pt-D2 centers 

aree at the frequencies 1894.6 cm"' and 1366.9 cm"1 for PtHD and at 1362.5 cm"1 and 

1370.77 cm" for Pt-D2. The isotope shifts confirm the presence of two hydrogen atoms in 

thee centers. Vibrational spectroscopy is not restricted to the paramagnetic state of the 

complex.. There are corresponding pairs of vibrations for the two other charge states. By 

varyingg the charge state of the defect, the changes in vibrational frequencies have helped to 

locatee the levels. Probing the thermal stability of the Pt-H2 center it was found that the 

EPRR spectrum anneals out by exposure to 500 °C for 3 hours [2.3] or to 600 °C [2.55]. The 

simultaneouss loss of LVM spectra indicates that both spectra are associated with the same 

centerr [2.55]. 

r^fr^f  /—/" 
/!!  H / h / 

(a)) S' (b) \ ^ 

H H 

Figuree 2.5. Tentative models for the Pt-H2 complex in silicon, (a) in the left side of the picture-

hydrogenhydrogen terminating bonds inwards into the vacancy (hydrogen atom inside the cage, close to 

platinumplatinum atom) (b) on the right side—hydrogen atom pointing away from the platinum atom (outside 

thethe cage, bonds to silicon atom). Orthorhombic symmetry allows distortions of the center, which 

leaveleave the (011) mirrorplane symmetry. 

Anotherr spectrum of a more complex structure has been interpreted as arising from a 

trigonall  [Pts-(Hi)2]3 center [2.3]. It is formed by hydrogenation of platinum-doped silicon 
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whenn a retarded quenching procedure is applied. Centers revealing the tendency of 

platinumm to coalesce into larger complexes with Si—Pt3 groups as building blocks have 

earlierr been identified [2.61, 2.62]. In the common way important atomic structure 

informationn is derived from the observed hyperfine interactions. For a center with three 

equivalentt platinum atoms a sevenfold line splitting should occur, each component 

correspondingg to a distinct total m\ in the range -3/2 to + 3/2, in steps of 1/2. Given the 

abundancee 0.33 of the magnetic isotope '95Pt the expected intensities must reflect the ratios 

0.011 : 0.13 : 0.57 : 1 : 0.57 : 0.13 : 0.01. As shown in figure 2.6 such a structure is actually 

observed,, with the reservation, however, that the two outermost lines are missing; due to 

theirr weakness they are below the noise level. 
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Figuree 2.6. Part of the Si-NL53 spectrum recorded with the magnetic field parallel to a [111] 

crystalcrystal direction, at the microwave frequency of 9.2164 GHz and at temperature T = 7.5 K. 

HyperfineHyperfine structure due to three platinum atoms (isotope Pt, I = 1/2, abundance 33%) and six 

hydrogenhydrogen atoms (isotope 'H, I = 1/2, abundance 100%) is exhibited. 

Ass also shown in figure 2.6, each of the '95Pt components has characteristic identical 

furtherr structure, which is caused by hydrogen hyperfine effects. As the number of 
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componentss in this latter structure is odd, there must be an even number of hydrogen nuclei 

responsiblee for it. From comparison with the observed spectra this number of hydrogen 

atomss is deduced to be 6. Predicted intensities scaling as 1 : 6 : 15 : 20 : 15 : 6 : 1 are in 

goodd agreement with experimental line heights. Besides, six hydrogen atoms can easily be 

incorporatedd in a defect model of the required trigonal symmetry. Spin-Hamiltonian 

parameterss of the spectrum, known under label Si-NL53, are given in table 2.5. As for Pt-

H22 also for the present center the electron spin localisation on the hydrogen is small, again 

nearr 0.6%. 

Tablee 2.5. Principal values of the spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the hydrogen-platinum 

complexescomplexes Pt-H2, Pt-D2 and Si-NL53. 

Center r 

Pt-H2 2 

Pt-D2 2 

Si-NL53 3 

Tensor r 

g g 

AAFt Ft 

AAn n 

g g 

A* A* 

g g 

A* A* 

||| [100] 

2.1299 9 

175.7 7 

«9.8 8 

2.1319 9 

182.5 5 

giinm m 

2.5082 2 

432.7 7 

] ] 

III  [0111 

2.1683 3 

237.3 3 

=8.2 2 

2.1688 8 

239.9 9 

& i [ i i i ] ] 

2.0206 6 

327.3 3 

/// [lTo] 

l loTi ] ] 

1.9563 3 

541.2 2 

=7.9 9 

1.9554 4 

545.8 8 

349.4 4 

] ] 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Reference e 

[2.3] ] 

[2.3] ] 

Itt should be noted that in the defect model as presented in Ref. [2.3] the hydrogen 

atomss are not finding their positions on a symmetry plane with a node of electron density. 

Too explain the low spin density the effective pairing-off of spins in the hydrogen bond has 

too be invoked, as for several others of the hydrogen-related centers. As was found for the 

Pt-H22 defect, also the Si-NL53 center is observed as a so-called bulk defect in silicon 

sampless with minimum dimensions of more than 1 mm. Mechanically removing a layer of 

aboutt 10 urn thickness all over the sample surface did not notably reduce the signal 

intensity.. It follows that centers throughout the volume of the samples become hydrogen 

bondedd using the introduction method of high-temperature diffusion. It is this bulk 
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passivationn that has allowed the powerful but less sensitive tools of optical and magnetic 

resonancee spectroscopy to be employed for defect characterization. This forms an apparent 

contrastt with other common introduction techniques as chemical etching, ion implantation 

andd plasma treatment. 

Deep-levell  transient spectroscopy has made substantial contributions to understanding 

thee reactions between hydrogen and transition elements. Besides gold and platinum, the 

hydrogenn interaction processes were studied for the 4d elements rhodium [2.63], palladium 

[2.58,, 2.64, 2.65] and silver [2.10, 2.58, 2.66] and for the 3d elements titanium [2.58, 

2.67],, vanadium [2.68, 2.69], chromium [2.69], cobalt [2.58, 2.70, 2.71], nickel [2.58] and 

copperr [2.72]. Reports on magnetic resonance characterization are scarce. They are limited 

onlyy to iron [2.73] suggesting a fruitful field of future research left uncovered. 
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forfor action arrives, stop thinking and go in." 

-- J. Andrew -

ChapterChapter 3 

HYDROGENN PASSIVATION OF THE SELENIUM 

DOUBLEE DONOR IN SILICON 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Thee passivation by hydrogen of selenium double donors in silicon has been investigated by 

magneticc resonance. Hydrogen was introduced by heat treatment at high temperatures in an 

atmospheree of water vapor. Two new spectra were observed, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 for 

furtherr reference, both showing trigonal symmetry for the paramagnetic center. By using 

isotopicallyy enriched selenium and heavy (deuterated) water, the participation of selenium and 

hydrogenn in the structure of the centers was conclusively established. By analysis of the 

experimentall  data, microscopic models for the centers were developed. It is concluded that 

spectrumm Si-NL60 corresponds to a Se-H pair in a neutral charge state. An unambiguous 

interpretationn of the Si-NL61 spectrum cannot yet be presented. According to the spectroscopic 

informationn from the experiment, Si-NL61 is the spectrum of a selenium center with two hydrogen 

atomss on non-equivalent sites, which is observed in an ionized state. Alternatively, it could 

correspondd to two neutral one-selenium-one-hydrogen pairs which resemble each other so much 

thatt they are indistinguishable by electron paramagnetic resonance. 

33 3 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Inn recent years the chalcogen elements - sulfur, selenium, and tellurium - as dopant 

impuritiess in silicon have been subjected to intensive investigations, both by experiment 

andd theory. As a result the microstructure of these electronic centers and their properties 

aree well established. The chalcogen impurities occupy substitutional sites in the crystalline 

silicon.. Electronically they behave as double donors, though with deep levels for both first 

andd second ionization processes [3.1, 3.2], The chalcogen impurities have shown a strong 

tendencyy to be involved in complex formation. They easily form complexes among 

themselvess of homo-nuclear type, such as S2 and Se2, or of a hetero-nuclear structure as for 

instancee SSe [3.3]. Complex formation between chalcogen atoms and other impurities, e.g. 

ironn and copper, has been reported as well [3.4-3.8]. In this perspective the interaction of 

chalcogenn atoms with hydrogen, also known for its reactivity, is an interesting field for 

study.. The issue is of practical technological relevance as the presence of hydrogen in 

crystallinee semiconductors has been shown to cause significant changes in the properties 

electrical,, optical, etc. - of the material. Hydrogen passivation of electrically active centers 

hass become an engineering tool. Early observations demonstrated the passivation of 

shalloww single acceptor and donor impurities in silicon [3.9, 3.10]. Also, neutral centers 

cann bind hydrogen and become electronically active centers. A most interesting example in 

thiss category is the iso-electronic carbon impurity [3.11]. Double donors are another 

interestingg category of impurity, as, due to their electronic structure, the effect of partial 

passivationn is likely to occur, possibly correlated with the binding of one or more hydrogen 

atoms. . 

Passivationn studies on all three chalcogen double donors, using the experimental 

techniquee of deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), were carried out by Pensl and co-

workerss [3.12, 3.13]. They found that hydrogenation fully passivated the donors, i.e., both 

bandgapp levels were removed, no new levels were introduced. In later experiments carried 

outt by Peale et al. using infrared-absorption spectroscopy, three new donor levels related to 

sulfur-hydrogenn centers were identified [3.14]. Stimulated by this apparent controversy the 

magneticc resonance technique has been applied more recently on sulfur-doped silicon. In 

thesee studies two spectra, known as Si-NL54 and Si-NL55, were identified as arising from 

twoo structurally different impurity pairs of substitutional sulfur and interstitial hydrogen in 

thee neutral charge state [3.15, 3.16]. Samples in which the two magnetic resonance spectra 
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weree observed also showed the presence of the three infrared-absorption spectra [3.17], on 

thee one hand providing mutual support but on the other hand indicating that the correlation 

betweenn the two techniques is not known in full detail. Formation of analogous complexes 

iss anticipated for the two other chalcogen elements. 

Inn this chapter, we therefore report on a study of hydrogen passivation of the selenium 

doublee donor in silicon. The method of magnetic resonance, in its varieties of electron 

paramagneticc resonance (EPR) and the double-resonance techniques of electron-nuclear 

doublee resonance (ENDOR) and field-scanned ENDOR (FSE), has been applied. Magnetic 

resonancee has proven itself to be a most suitable tool for identification and further 

characterizationn of the chalcogen impurities in single isolated [3.4, 3.18-3.20] or 

complexedd forms [3.21-3.23], as well as for chalcogen-impurity complexes [3.4, 3.5, 3.8]. 

Thee observation of two new EPR centers, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61, corresponding to 

twoo different selenium-hydrogen complexes will be reported. 

3.22 Sample preparation and experimental apparatus 

Thee samples were prepared by thermal diffusion of natural selenium, having 7.6% of 

thee magnetic isotope 77Se, or of selenium enriched to 99.1 % in 77Se into the starting 

materiall  which was p-type float-zoned silicon doped with boron to the room temperature 

resistivityy between 75 and 125 Ohm.cm. The samples, shaped as a rectangular bar with the 

typicall  dimensions 2 x 2 x 15 mm3, were enclosed in quartz ampoules together with 0.5 to 

11 mg of selenium powder mixed with an excess amount of silicon powder to create a SiSe 

atmosphere.. They were heated to 1350 °C for a period of 120 to 360 hours. After the 

diffusionn the rough surface layers of the samples were mechanically removed and the 

sampless were etched in CP6 solution (HN03 : HF : CH3COOH = 2 : 1 : 1 ). Hydrogen or 

deuteriumm was introduced in a high-temperature treatment, at 1250 to 1350 °C, in water 

vaporr for 30 to 45 minutes, followed by a rapid quench to room temperature. Before 

measuring,, all samples were once again etched in the CP6 solution. 

Magneticc resonance experiments were carried out using a superheterodyne 

spectrometerr operated in the K-band with the frequency near 23 GHz. Signals were 

observedd with the spectrometer tuned to dispersion under conditions of adiabatic fast 

passage.. The magnetic field was modulated to a depth below around 0.1 mT with a 

frequencyy of 175 Hz. To allow double phase-sensitive detection of ENDOR signals also 
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thee radio-frequency (RF) field inducing ENDOR transitions was modulated, on/off at the 

ratee of 3.3 Hz. The spectrometer has an option of operation under full computer control. It 

iss equipped with facilities for ENDOR and FSE measurements. In the latter mode, the 

magneticc field is scanned through the EPR condition while the RF is varied in such a way 

thatt the NMR condition remains satisfied. For a more complete description of the 

equipmentt and the experimental techniques, see, e.g., Ref. [3.24]. 

3.33 Results 

3.3.11 EPR spectrum 

Inn the samples diffused with natural selenium the EPR spectra of single isolated 

seleniumm and of the selenium pair were detected at the observation temperature of 4.2 K. 

Thee intensity of these resonances was found to depend strongly on the quenching speed 

afterr selenium diffusion. A fast quench favors the creation of the isolated selenium centers. 

Thee spectra are not shown because of their generally low intensity, which possibly is due 

too full ionization of the donors in the p-type material. The spectra are identified as arising 

fromm Se+ and (Se2)+ by their known g tensors and selenium hyperfine splittings. They are 

clearlyy different from the new spectra Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 to be reported. 

Afterr the hydrogen introduction treatment the selenium spectra are replaced by new 

resonances.. A typical result recorded at the temperature T= 1.5 K with the magnetic field 

BB oriented along a crystallographic [100] direction is depicted in figure 3.1. The spectrum 

iss interpreted as selenium related. In that view the strong central line corresponds to centers 

withh the selenium isotopes with a zero nuclear spin /, whereas the two outermost pairs of 

lower-intensityy satellites are from centers with the 77Se isotope, having I = 1/2. The relative 

intensityy of the side lines to the central line is consistent with the 7.6% natural abundance 

off  this isotope. The pair of very weak resonances indicated by arrows was detectable for 

somee magnetic-field directions only. They might as well correspond to a selenium-related 

center,, but no study of them was made. Also the spectral lines 1, 2, and 3, which were 

alwayss found to exist, will not be discussed at this stage. 

Ass shown on an expanded magnetic field scale in figures 3.2(a)-3.2(c), the central line 

hass a multi-component structure. The g-tensor anisotropy indicates a center symmetry 

lowerr than cubic. The resolution in EPR is, however, insufficient to reveal individual 

componentss and angular patterns. In spite of this handicap it appears that the line width and 
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structuree observed for hydrogenated and deuterated samples are different. This hints at a 

hydrogenn involvement. In agreement with such an interpretation the line width in the 

deuteriumm spectrum is smaller. The insets of figure 3.1 show the structure of the high-field 

satellitee lines in greater detail. Lines are labelled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61, respectively, as 

theyy belong to different independent spectra. As can be observed by comparing upper and 

lowerr insets the ratio of the intensities of the spectra can be vastly different in differently 

preparedd samples. For the Si-NL60 spectrum a twofold splitting is apparent in the 

hydrogenatedd sample, and corresponds to hydrogen hyperfme interaction which is just 

resolvable.. For the deuterated sample (lower inset) the hyperfme splitting, which must be 

=6.55 times smaller, is not visible. For the Si-NL61 spectrum any hydrogen hyperfme 

interactionn wil l be smaller, as no splitting is observed in EPR. 
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Figuree 3.1. EPR over the full field range of the SI-NL60 and Si-NL61 centers for the magnetic field 

BII[100]BII[100]  crystallographic direction, temperature T = 1.5 K, and microwave frequency ƒ = 22.8153 

GHz.GHz. The upper and lower insets show the structure of the high-field hyperfme satellite lines in 

samplessamples doped with hydrogen and deuterium, respectively. 
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Figuree 3.2. Central part of the EPR spectrum (thick curves) for B // [Oil]  on an expanded field 

scale.scale. Components as resolved by FSE (thinner curves) indicate a center symmetry lower than 

cubic.cubic. Labels A' . etc., specify the hydrogen ENDOR transitions selected for FSE. The line width 

andand structure for hydrogenated [(a) and (b)] and deuterated (c) samples are different. 

Itt has been possible to measure the full angular dependence of the selenium hyperfine 

componentss of the spectra. The result, as shown in figure 3.3, reveals trigonal symmetry 

forr both centers. Accidentally the g and A tensors give an equal anisotropy resulting in the 

quasi-isotropicc behavior of the hyperfine lines on the high-field side, where the two 

interactionss act in an opposite senses. 

3.3.22 Hydrogen identification 

Forr further study of the spectra, the ENDOR technique was applied. Following from 

thee sample preparation the participation of hydrogen in the paramagnetic centers is 

anticipated.. For that reason the range of hydrogen interaction frequencies has been 

carefullyy examined. With the magnetic field coincident with the central component of the 

EPRR spectrum, i.e., at B ~ 820 mT, the ENDOR transitions are expected to be near the 

hydrogenn nuclear Zeeman frequency (VZ)H = {gn)\\HKBIh ~ 35 MHz. For the proton the 

nuclearr g value (gn)H = 5.58556 [3.25]. As shown in figure 3.4, indeed several ENDOR 
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liness are observed in this frequency range with a pair-wise symmetrical displacement with 

respectt to the hydrogen nuclear frequency. ENDOR spectra as shown in figure 3.4 were 

observedd for several samples at slightly different values of the magnetic field for EPR and 

thereforee also slightly different frequencies for the ENDOR transitions. 
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Figuree 3.3. Angular dependence of the Si-NL60 and Si-NL6I spectra of the Se hyperfine lines, 

temperaturetemperature T = 1.5 K, microwave frequency ƒ = 22.8252 GHz. Experimental data: . Solid 

lineslines are computer fits using the spin Hamiltonian described in equation (3.1). The double loops 

observedobserved for the SI-NL60 center are due to hydrogen hyperfine interaction. 

AA plot of these data for center Si-NL61 is given in figure 3.5. As the variation of the 

ENDORR frequency with magnetic field is given by dv/dB = gn/inlh the slope of the straight 

liness fitting the data points gives the nuclear g value. With the result dv/dS = 42 MHz/T all 

ENDORR lines are directly identified as arising from hydrogen as no other candidate 

nucleuss has its g value close to the observed value. For these ENDOR spectra the complete 
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angularr dependence was as well obtained for the rotation of the magnetic field around a 

[011]]  direction of the silicon crystal. Results are shown in the figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) for 

thee smaller and larger hyperfine splittings, respectively. The rotational patterns indicate 

trigonall  symmetry of the underlying centers. As three patterns are observed, on either side 

off  the nuclear frequency, with distinct hyperfine interactions three different hydrogen 

atomss must be present. 
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Figuree 3.4. Hydrogen ENDOR observed on the central line in the EPR spectrum, (a) close to 

protonproton Zeeman frequency (Vz)H and (b) more distant from (VZ)H- The ENDOR transitions of 

differentdifferent patterns for three hydrogen atoms are labeled A and B for the Si-NL61 center and C for 

Si-NL60.Si-NL60. ENDOR frequencies are symmetrically displaced with respect to the hydrogen nuclear 

frequency.frequency. Magnetic field B //[011]. 

Forr the larger hyperfine interaction the resonances for B || [100] do not exactly coincide. 

Thiss is due to a small misalignment of this sample. The four lines as observed for an 

arbitraryy angle of B correspond in a one-to-one manner with the four EPR orientations of 

thee <11 l>-axial center. The magnitude of this hyperfine interaction is around 6.7 MHz. In 

thee EPR such a hyperfine strength gives a splitting of 0.24 mT, which is as observed for 

thee spectrum labeled Si-NL60 in figures 3.1 and 3.3. It links the hydrogen and selenium 

hyperfinee interactions to the same center. Also, for the deuterated samples the ENDOR 

spectraa have been taken. Following from (g-n)D = 0.85742 [3.25] for the deuteron the 
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spectraa are found near (VZ)D = 5-3 M H z - A n example of such ENDOR is given in figure 

3.7.. The angular variation of the deuterium hyperfine coupling shown in figure 3.8 agrees 

withh the already established <11 l>-axial symmetry of the defect structure. Again, the 

mirrorr symmetry of the spectrum with respect to the Zeeman frequency of deuterium 

provess that the deuteron is the origin of the interaction. Due to the nuclear spin ID = 1 the 

numberr of transitions has doubled. The transitions nt\ = -1 to m\ = 0 and m\ = 0 to m\ = +1 

aree split by the quadrupole effect which is effective for this center of the axial symmetry. 

Thee frequencies for hydrogen and deuterium scale properly according to the ratio of their 

nuclearr g values (gn)H/(gn)D = 6.5144. Deuterium ENDOR corresponding to the lower of 

thee hydrogen frequencies was not observed as it is too close to the Zeeman frequency. 
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Figuree 3.5. Frequency variation of the ENDOR lines of the center Si-NL.61 as a function of the 

magneticmagnetic field change, fitted with a linear function. The proportionality constant is equal, within 

experimentalexperimental error, to the nuclear Zeeman frequency of the proton v (MHz) = 42.5758B (T). 

Havingg collected the ENDOR data all on the central line in the EPR spectrum with its 

unresolvedd structure, it remains to establish in more detail with which EPR transitions they 

aree associated. For this goal the procedure of field-scanned ENDOR (FSE) is available. In 

ann FSE scan the radio frequency remains locked to a selected NMR transition of ENDOR, 
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evenn when the magnetic field is scanned to trace the EPR part of the double resonance. By 

thee choice of an ENDOR frequency an impurity and the defect to which this impurity 

belongss are selected. Also specific defect orientations can be tagged and observed. FSE 

scanss through the central region of the EPR were made for directions of B parallel to [100], 

[111]]  and [Oil] . 
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Figuree 3.6. Angular dependence of the hydrogen ENDOR spectra as observed for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (Ol 1) plane from [100] to [011]. Results are shown in fig. 3.6(a) for the 

smallersmaller and in fig. 3.6(b) for the larger hyperfine splittings. Measurement conditions are 

temperaturetemperature T = 9 K, microwave frequency ƒ = 22.909 GHz. magnetic field B = 814.812 mT in 

3.6(a)3.6(a) andT= 8.2 K. f = 22.7067 GHz and B = 813.168 mT in 3.6(b). 

Thee selected ENDOR transitions with B\\ [011] are labeled in figure 3.6 by A, B, and 

CC for the three different hydrogen patterns, with a subscript indicating the angle between 

thee [011] direction and the defect axis. Superscripts + and - distinguish between 

frequenciess above and below the hydrogen Larmor frequency. The FSE spectra as obtained 

aree shown in figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) and it is seen that they form components of the 

resonancee line as observed in EPR. The result suggests that with FSE the structure of the 

centrall  line is fully resolved. For the A and B hydrogen atoms the resonance lines coincide, 

indicatingg equal g tensors for the centers of these atoms. Hydrogen atom C generates FSE 
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liness at somewhat higher fields and belongs to a center with a different g tensor. The two 

peakss are the result of the hydrogen hyperfine coupling of around 6.7 MHz in ENDOR and 

0.244 mT in EPR. For the A and B hydrogen atoms the hyperfine interaction constant of 

aroundd 0.8 MHz leads to an EPR splitting of 0.03 mT which is too small compared to the 

linee width to be observable. 
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Figuree 3.7. Deuterium ENDOR observed on the central line of spectrum Si-NL60 for B = 816.193 

mTmT in a direction about 20° away from [100] in the (01 1) plane. The nuclear Zeeman frequency of 

deuteriumdeuterium is (Vz)D = 5.334 MHz. 

Thee angular dependence pattern based on FSE measurements in the three main 

directionss are shown in figure 3.9. The trigonal symmetry of the centers is confirmed by 

thesee results. From the data obtained by FSE the two g tensors are determined. FSE cans 

weree also made over a wider range of magnetic fields covering the regions of selenium 

hyperfinee split lines as presented in figure 3.1 as well. From an inspection of the spectra 

shownn in figure 3.10 one concludes that with the C hydrogen atom only the selenium atom 

withh the wider doublet splitting, labeled Si-NL60, is related. Such a result is consistent 
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withh the observed hydrogen hyperfine splitting in both central and peripheral lines. 

Hydrogenn atoms A and B both only produce the selenium component labeled as Si-NL61. 

Fromm this coincidence it is concluded that the A and B hydrogen atoms belong to a center 

withh equal selenium hyperfine interaction. This converges to the conclusion that the Si-

NL611 center has the two inequivalent hydrogen atoms A and B as its components. 
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Figuree 3.8. Angular dependence of the deuterium ENDOR of spectrum Si-NL60 for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (Ol 1) plane from [100] to [011 J. Experimental data (•) are presented 

togethertogether with computer fitting (solid lines). Temperature T = 5.2 K, microwave frequency ƒ = 

22.799422.7994 GHz. magnetic field B = 816.193 mT. 

Inn a short summary, this latter conclusion is based on the equal g tensor of A and B 

hydrogenn centers as revealed by FSE, the equal selenium hyperfine interaction as also 

indicatedd in FSE, and, moreover, the equal intensity ratio between A and B ENDOR lines 

inn many samples made with varying quenching rates. The hyperfine interaction for the A 

hydrogenn atom is some 8% smaller than that for the B atom. 

 i i 
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Figuree 3.9. Angular dependence of the central lines of spectra Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 measured by 

FSE.FSE. The double loop pattern for Si-NL60 is due to the hydrogen hyperfine interaction of about 

0.240.24 mT. 

3.3.33 Selenium identification 

Noo ENDOR experiments were performed on the selenium nucleus. Conclusions about 

itss presence are entirely based on the correlation between the resonance intensities and the 

abundancee and nuclear spin of the 77Se isotope. As 77Se has the nuclear spin I = 1/2 a 

twofoldd splitting is characteristic and required for its hyperfine structure. Figure 3.11 

showss the EPR spectrum of a deuterated sample doped with natural selenium, containing 

7.66 % of  77Se, and quenched very rapidly. Only the Si-NL60 spectrum was generated. The 

intensitiess of the two hyperfine lines at around 807 and 825 mT together satisfy the 

expectedd ratio of 1:12 compared with the central line for the presence of one selenium 

atom.. In passing it may be noted that in this sample with only the NL60 spectrum and 

deuterium,, rather than hydrogen, the central line became narrow and without structure. 
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Alsoo the twofold splitting of the selenium hyperfine lines as characteristic for 

hydrogen,, and apparent in figure 3.1, is absent. The proper intensity ratio stays to be 

observedd for all samples with a mixed presence of the Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 spectra. 

Therefore,, also for Si-NL61 a single selenium atom must be present. Further substantiation 

off  the conclusion is derived from the spectra observed in samples doped with selenium 

enrichedd to 99.1% in 77Se. In such spectra, an example is given in figure 3.12, the central 

componentt has disappeared; all intensity has moved in equal proportion to the lines with m\ 

==  +1/2 and -1/2. If two equivalent or inequivalent selenium atoms were present in the Si-

NL600 or Si-NL61 centers, the spectra would have been essentially different. In the former 

casee the centers produce a triple-line structure with an intensity ratio 1:2:1. As this is not 

observedd the spectra do not correspond to a hydrogenated selenium pair, even though such 

pairss were present before hydrogen introduction. 
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Figuree 3.10. EPR and FSE scans over a range of magnetic field also covering the regions of 

seleniumselenium hyperfine splitting. FSE Si-NL61 is observed on the hydrogen EN DOR frequencies A and 

B;B; FSE Si-NL60 is related to the C hydrogen ENDOR; Magnetic field B //[100]. 
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Figuree 3.11. EPR spectrum of deuterated sample doped with natural selenium, containing 7.6% 
7777Se,Se, only spectrum Si-NL60 is observed. The intensity ratio between the central line and two 

hyperfinehyperfine lines is about 12 : I. Temperature T = 4.2 K, microwave frequency f= 22.7940 GHz. 

magneticmagnetic field B //flOOJ. 

3.3.44 Spin-Hamiltonian analysis 

Followingg the qualitative description of the spectra, the quantitative spectroscopic 

analysiss is based on the energy levels of the spin system. For both centers the electronic 

spinn is S = 1/2 due to a single unpaired electron spin, and the nuclear spin is / = 1/2 for 

hydrogen,, / = 1 for deuterium, / = 1/2 for isotope mass 77 of selenium and / = 0 for other 

seleniumm isotopes. The suitable form of the spin Hamiltonian 

H=H=  +//BB.g.S + S.Ase.Ise + IS.AH/D-IH/D - I(&I)H/D//NB.I H /D + HD-QD- ID, (3.1) 

hass as a leading term the Zeeman energy of the electron, followed by hyperfine interaction 

off  the electron with selenium and one or two hydrogen/deuterium nuclei. The last two, 
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purelyy nuclear, terms, the Zeeman energy and quadrupole energy, are required only for the 

ENDORR spectroscopy. The coupling tensors g, ASe, AH/D and QD all have the trigonal 

form.. Results of computer fitting of data using the above Hamiltonian are collected in table 

3.1.. For comparison, the constants for the assumed similar centers Si-NL54 and SUNL55 

aree given as well. 

u u w w 

a> > 
c c 

C C 

C C 

<J5 5 

8055 810 815 820 825 

Magneti cc  Fiel d (mT) 

830 0 835 5 

Figuree 3.12. EPR spectra Si-NL60 and Si-NLól observed in a hydrogenated sample doped with 

seleniumselenium enriched to 99.1% in 77Se. The central component corresponding to mi = 0 is almost 

absent,absent, all intensity is in the hyperfine lines with m, = -1/2 and m, = +1/2. The spectrum was 

measuredmeasured at T = 4.2 K.f= 22.8777 GHz. B //[100J. 

3.44 Discussion 

3.4.11 Defect geometry 

Fromm experiments the trigonal symmetry of the Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 centers seems to 

bee unambiguously established. As the centers contain one selenium this atom must be 

situatedd on the <l l l>-ax is. The observed <l l l>-axial symmetry of the hyperfine 

interactionn with 77Se confirms this statement. Selenium atoms occupy a substitutional site 

inn silicon, either in their single isolated form or in a Se2 pair. Also, in complexed form with 
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Cuu the selenium atom stays on the lattice site. This situation is assumed to be true as well 

forr the selenium-hydrogen complexes as observed in this experiment. Also, for the 

hydrogen/deuteriumm atoms a <lll>-axial symmetry of their hyperfine interaction is 

measured.. This implies that these atoms must find their position on a <11 l>-axis passing 

throughh the substitutional selenium atom. With one selenium atom on a substitutional site 

thee center cannot have inversion symmetry. It follows that the hydrogen shells contain one 

atom.. The hyperfine interactions A, B, and C thus each correspond to single hydrogen 

atoms.. One can distinguish several possibilities for their sites: a bond-centered site 

betweenn selenium and a neighboring silicon atom, an anti-bonding site with respect to 

selenium,, an anti-bonding site with respect to silicon, or a site at larger distance from 

seleniumm along the <111> defect axis. Figure 3.13 illustrates some possibilities, all with 

thee point-group symmetry 3m (C3V). The main question to be answered about atomic 

structuree is on the position of the hydrogen atom(s) along the <lll>-axis. The main 

questionn for the electronic structure is whether the hydrogenated centers still are 

electricallyy active. 

3.4.22 g Tensor 

Thee g values of the sulfur-hydrogen and selenium-hydrogen complexes, given in table 

3.1,, show small deviations only from the free-electron value ge = 2.0023. These deviations 

aree due to admixture of orbital momentum in the ground state by the spin-orbit interaction. 

Ass the effects are small they can be calculated by perturbation theory. A simple formula 

expressess the principal values g\ of the g tensor as 

Stt = ge - 2XL»o (0 | U | n) (n | I , | 0>/(£„-£0), (3 -2) 

withh i = 1,2, and 3 [3.26]. Application of the formula in a practical case is a formidable 

taskk as interactions between ground state | 0 ) and several excited states | n ) have to be 

takenn into account. So far, a calculation yielding excellent agreement with experimental 

valuess has only been reported for electrons in a conduction-band minimum [3.27]. 

Avoidingg the detailed calculation of matrix elements and energies E„  expression (3.2) can 

bee the starting point for a semi-theoretical treatment of the g tensor problem for certain 

seriess of defects with similar structures. If the defect wave function is of an extended 

character,, the spin-orbit coupling constant k~ 20 meV for silicon 3p orbitals [3.28] will be 
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applicable.. The summation in Eq. (3.2) is replaced by an average constant assumed to be 

equall  for all impurities in the series. In such a case the g value will depend only on the 

defectt electron energy in its ground state E0. Using this approach the g values for 

chalcogenn donor impurities were related to the ionization energies of these deep double 

donorss [3.29]. Results are illustrated in figure 3.14. Also included in this figure are data for 

thee single substitutional donors P, As, and Sb [3.30], and for some species of the thermal 

doublee donor TDD+[3.31]. 

Tablee 3.1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of equation (3.1) for the trigonal Si-NL60 and Si-NL6I 

centerscenters obtained by computer fitting to experimental angular dependence data, g Tensor principal 

valuesvalues are based on FSE measurements, selenium hyperfine interactions on EPR, 

hydrogen/deuteriumhydrogen/deuterium hyperfine and quadrupole interactions on ENDOR. Corresponding values for 

thethe sulfur-hydrogen spectra Si-NL54 andSi-NL55 are included for comparison [3.15. 3.16]. 

Parameter r 

symmetry y 

S S 

8\\ 8\\ 

(/4||)se/S S 

(A(A hhe/S e/S 

(^||)H.1 1 

W E U U 

(A\\h (A\\h 

(Q\\h (Q\\h 

( £ I ) D D 

S1-NL60 0 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.996355 5 

1.994599 5 

535.66 5 

495.33 5 

6.7822 1 

6.6033 + 0.01 

1.0177 5 

0.9900 1 

-0.0322  0.005 

+0.0166 + 0.005 

SUNL61 1 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.996277 5 

1.995122 5 

321.55 5 

296.88 5 

1.0600 1 

1 1 

1.0200 1 

0.7355 + 0.01 

SÏ-NL54 4 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.99886 6 

2.00126 6 

143.1 1 

137.7 7 

6.281 1 

3.936 6 

0.959 9 

0.591 1 

-0.048 8 

+0.024 4 

SÏ-NL55 5 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.99823 3 

1.99974 4 

124 4 

117.9 9 

5.801 1 

5.500 0 

0.867 7 

0.823 3 

-0.038 8 

+0.019 9 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Inn understanding the substantial differences in the empirical relations, one must 

appreciatee basic differences in the centers: deep and shallow electronic states, neutral 
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singlee and ionized double donors, and cubic, trigonal and orthorhombic symmetries, 

resultingg in different sums of matrix elements of the orbital momentum operator, g Values 

off  the sulfur-hydrogen and selenium-hydrogen centers are indicated in figure 3.14 as well. 

Itt does not appear to be possible to estimate their ionization energies this way. 

Forr shallow donors with their ground-state level close to the conduction band one may 

expectt the conduction band states to have a larger effect than the energetically more remote 

valencee bands. With X ~ 20 meV, an average En - EQ ~ 1.5 eV (Ref. [3.29]) and 0 < 

(00 | L; | n) (n | L\ \ 0) « 1, a small negative g shift follows from equation (3.2). An empirical 

classificationn of defects after their g values, initiated by Lee and Corbett [3.32] and later 

discussedd by Sieverts in more detail [3.33], confirms the validity of the prediction. 

Paramagneticc centers known as effective-mass donors all have their g values slightly 

beloww ge. It may therefore be concluded that the S—H centers Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 and 

thee Se-H centers Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 are also in this category of donors with not too 

deepp ionization energies. Again, no estimate can be made of the ionization energies. 

Onee more aspect of the g tensors of Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 must be discussed. Center 

Si-NL611 was identified as a selenium-two-hydrogen complex. The threefold independent 

evidencee for the model is the equal  77Se hyperfine interaction linked to the two hydrogen 

atomss revealed in FSE, the equal g tensor of the center related to the two hydrogen atoms 

alsoo determined by FSE measurements, and the invariable ratio of the two hydrogen 

ENDORR intensities over several samples. Having two hydrogen atoms the magnetic 

resonancee of the Si-NL61 center is observed in an ionized state. Contrary to this situation, 

thee magnetic resonance of S1-NL60 will be observed in its neutral state. In view of the 

presentedd classification of centers, one would expect a clear difference in their g tensors. 

However,, the g tensors of the two centers are remarkably close. In view of this fact the 

interpretationn of the Si-NL61 spectrum as arising from two different one-hydrogen centers 

cannott be ruled out. It might be the case that two very similar Se-H pairs, indistinguishable 

byy their EPR spectrum, exist. In this respect the observation in optical absorption of two S-

HH pairs with very close ionization energies of 135.07 and 135.45 meV might be relevant 

informationn [3.14]. Two different EPR spectra related to these infrared centers were not 

reportedd in previous studies of the sulfur hydrogenation [3.15]. There could exist a parallel 

withh the oxygen-related thermal donor centers, where species can be identified in infrared 

absorptionn but are not separable in magnetic resonance at the usual frequencies. 
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(c)) Si-NL61a / (Ses°Hi +) + e"  (d) Si-NL61b / (Ses°Hi+) + e" 

Figuree 3.13. Atomic structure models illustrating possible sites for hydrogen in the selenium-

hydrogenhydrogen complexes; the bond-centered site is not considered. Silicon O, selenium , hydrogen^. 

(a)(a) Model for the Si-NL60 center, (b) and [(c) and (d)J alternative models for center Si-NL61. All 

modelsmodels have the point-group symmetry 3m (C3J. 

3.4.33 Hyperfin e interaction tensor 

Fromm the observed hyperfine interaction constants, the wave function at the sites of the 

magneticc nuclei can be calculated. If a full set of hyperfine interaction data is available, a 

detailedd map of the wave function of the defect electron can be constructed. For the present 

casee of hydrogenated selenium centers the unpaired defect electron experiences hyperfine 

interactionss with the magnetic nuclei  77Se, 'H/2D and 29Si; these wil l be discussed 

successively. . 
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Figuree 3.14. Zeeman splitting factors gfor the chalcogen double donors S+, Se", and Te* in silicon 

versusversus the ionization energy [3.29]. Data for the single substitutional donors P, As, Sb [3.30], for 

somesome species of the thermal double donor TDD* (Si-NL8) [3.31], for the sulfur-hydrogen centers 

Si-NL54Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 [3.15] and for the selenium-hydrogen centers, present work, are included as 

well.well. For the non-cubic centers, the trace of the g tensors is taken as g value. 

Onn the site of a selenium atom the wave function of the defect electron can be written as 

aa linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) expression 

y/=y/= T][a<p 4s(r ) + /?<p4p(r ) ] , (3.3) 

wheree <p4S( r ) and (pnp( r ) represent the atomic 4s and 4p wave functions of selenium, 

respectively.. The localization of the defect electron at the selenium site is given by rf, and 

thee s and p characters of the wave function are measured by parameters a and /?. A 

SJ-NL61 1 
Si-NL60 0 

JJ I I I I I L 
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normalizationn condition or + j3~ = 1 is imposed. The spherically symmetric 4s function 

leadss to an isotropic hyperfine interaction, known as the Fermi contact interaction. The 

hyperfinee interaction constant a is related to the wave function by 

aa = (2/3)/iog/iB(gn)sc^N72ör I p4s(0) 12. (3.4) 

Fromm the 4p orbital on the selenium site an axially symmetric hyperfine interaction will 

resultt with strength b related to the wave function by 

bb = (2/5)( l/4^(^//B(gn)se//N72^<^5>4p. (3.5) 

Onn the principal directions of the trigonal center the hyperfine interaction tensor will be 

specifiedd by its parallel principal value A\\ and perpendicular value  These follow from 

thee components in the <100> Cartesian coordinate system by 

A^aA^a + lb (3.6) 

and d 

AAxx = a-b. (3.7) 

Thee measured hyperfine interaction data for the Se isotope (see table 3.1) were 

analyzedd following this schedule. In these calculations the atomic wave function quantities 

weree taken as | (p4s(0) 12 = 137.73x10™ m 3 and <r~3>4p = 81.32xl030 m 3 [3.34]. Atomic 

wavee functions coefficients T], a, and fi are given in table 3.2. The localization on the 

seleniumm atoms is found to be rf ~ 5% for the center Si-NL60 and rf ~ 3% for Si-NL61. 

Suchh a result is intermediate between the localizations rf ~ 1% for the shallow 

substitutionall  single donors P, As, and Sb in silicon and rf ~ 9% for the double donors S\ 

Se",, and Te . The wave function has a substantial s-type character which is invariant under 

alll  operations of the 3m symmetry group of the center. This indicates the Ai symmetry 

typee for the ground state. 

Followingg the same procedure the isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction with the 

hydrogenn isotopes 'H with / = 1/2 and 2D with 7 = 1, can be analyzed. Using | #>is(0) |2 = 
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2.15x100 m , localizations if below 0.5%, as given in table 3.2, are obtained. Interactions 

ass observed for the proton and the deuteron always scale properly according to the nuclear 

gg values, i.e., no indications of a hyperfine anomaly are present. Analysis of the anisotropic 

partt requires a different approach. An LC AO description using the lowest-lying p orbital of 

hydrogenn is inappropriate as the energy of this state is too high to be occupied. Contrary to 

thee previous cases, the hyperfine interaction does not arise from orbitals centered on the 

sitee itself, but on spin density on neighboring sites. By an equation similar to Eq. (3.5), one 

calculatess that for a nearest-neighbor distance in the silicon crystal, r = 0.235 nm, and for a 

fullyy occupied orbital the anisotropic interaction on the 'H nucleus is 6.10 MHz. Taking 

thee model of hydrogen located on an interstitial T site at nearest distance to the selenium 

atom,, as for Si-NL60 in figure 3.13(a), the 5% spin density on selenium will have an 

interactionn strength of b = 300 kHz with hydrogen. This is more than observed for the Se-

HH centers and sulfur center S1-NL55. Hydrogen on the interstitial T site will be surrounded 

ass well by three equivalent silicon neighbors at tetraeder corners, all at a distance of 0.235 

nm.. The spin density on these silicon neighbors will make contributions to the hydrogen 

hyperfinee pointing in the opposite <111> direction. Also on a more general site along the 

<111 l>-axis, T site or not, near to selenium or not, the hydrogen atom will be surrounded 

fromfrom all sides by silicon neighbors carrying spin densities of similar magnitude. 

Altogether,, the anisotropic part of the hyperfine interaction on the hydrogen may well be 

accountedd for by spin density on neighbor sites. The situation is different for sulfur center 

Si-NL54,, which has a much larger anisotropic hyperfine interaction, the factor eight 

differencee with Si-NL55 suggesting a twice-smaller distance of the remote spin density. 

Thiss is provided in an obvious manner if the hydrogen occupies the bond-centered (BC) 

interstitiall  site between S and Si. This is the preferred model for the Si-NL54 center. The 

absencee of the strong anisotropic interaction for Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 is an indication that 

thee BC site is not available as a hydrogen position in the Se-H pairs. The spin density is 

nearlyy zero in the hydrogen atomic cell. Apparently the spin and charge of the electron 

introducedd by the neutral hydrogen atom disappeared from the cell when the complex with 

thee selenium was formed. The atomic cell around hydrogen carries one unit of positive 

charge.. No hyperfine interactions with Si were observed. These must be present as the 

naturall  silicon crystals contain 4.7% of this magnetic isotope with / = 1/2. Their absence is 

nott due to their small intensities, which in the minimum case of a shell with one silicon 

atomm is = 2.5% of the corresponding I = 0 resonance. The signal-to-noise ratio of recording 
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thee spectra was sufficiently high to observe also the small hyperfine satellites, see, e.g., the 

figuress 3.10 to 3.12. Most probably all  29Si hyperfine interactions are so weak that the 

doublett splittings occur within the line width of one composite line. A typical line width 

(FWHM)) in the EPR of 0.5 mT, corresponds to a hyperfine constant a ~ 15 MHz and a 

localizationn of 0.33% of a silicon 3s orbital. In order to account for the whole wave 

functionn it must be spread over at least 300 atom sites. A spherical volume with a radius of 

11 nm is required to contain this number of atoms. The absence of resolved " Si hyperfine 

structuree thus indicates an extended wave function, typical for an electron bound in a long-

rangee Coulomb potential. 

Tablee 3.2. Parameters related to the analysis of hyperfine interactions of the Si:Se,H spectra Si-

NL60NL60 and Si-NL6l, and of the Si.SM spectra Si-NL54 and Si-NL55. The localization on the 

impuritiesimpurities is given by If, and the fraction ofs- and p-type wave function by cc and ft, respectively. 

NuclearNuclear g values, from Ref 25, are g„  = 1.0682 for 77Se, g„  = 0.4289 for i3S, g„  = 5.58556 for lH 

andgandgnn = 0.85742 for2 D. 

Parameter r 

Nucleus s 

a a 

b b 

rf rf 

ot ot 

f f 

Si-NL60 0 

"Se e 

508.7 7 

13.4 4 

5.67 7 

52 2 

48 8 

Si-NL61 1 
77Se e 

305.0 0 

8.2 2 

3.43 3 

51 1 

49 9 

Si-NL54 4 
33S S 

139.5 5 

1.8 8 

5.89 9 

70 0 

30 0 

Si-NL55 5 
33S S 

119.9 9 

2.0 0 

5.54 4 

64 4 

36 6 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

% % 

% % 

% % 

Nucleus s 

a a 

b b 

rf rf 

'H H 

6.663 3 

0.060 0 

0.47 7 

'H H 

0.897 7 

0.081 1 

0.063 3 

'H H 

0.830 0 

0.095 5 

0.058 8 

'H H 

4.718 8 

0.782 2 

0.33 3 

'H 'H 

5.600 0 

0.100 0 

0.39 9 

MHz z 

MHz z 

% % 

Nucleus s 

a a 

b b 

rf rf 

22D D 

0.999 9 

0.009 9 

0.46 6 

7D D 

0.714 4 

0.123 3 

0.33 3 

2D D 

0.838 8 

0.015 5 

0.38 8 

MHz z 

MHz z 

% % 
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Thee model emerging from the wave-function mapping by hyperfine measurements is 

thatt of a (Ses)°(Hj)+ impurity pair, giving the center a trigonal core structure. The positively 

chargedd core is surrounded by an electron with a typical effective-mass wave function 

radiuss around 1 nm. The probability of the defect electron is distributed over hundreds of 

sites,, with that on the selenium atom somewhat enhanced by a central-cell correction. 

3.4.44 Quadrupole interaction tensor 

Thee quadrupole term represents the energy of the nuclear electric quadrupole moment 

inn an inhomogeneous electric field on the site of the nucleus. It only occurs for nuclei with 

spinn / > 1 and therefore, in the present study, only the deuteron is available as suitable 

nucleuss for monitoring electric field and corresponding charge distributions in the defect 

environment.. Electric charges in a complex center are usually divided into charge on the 

sitee of the nucleus itself and those on neighboring sites. In the former category are core 

electronss in inner full electron shells, electrons in valence states, and unpaired defect 

electrons.. Due to their proximity to the nucleus, these interactions usually dominate over 

thosee from more distant charge unbalance. The present case of the deuteron in the Se-H 

center,, however, is exceptional as none of these electrons exist in the ionized D , a unique 

featuree of the element hydrogen. The only charge present on the deuteron is in a symmetric 

Iss orbital and does not create any electric field gradient. The quadrupole effect is therefore 

madee by distant charges and will be small. In previous studies of the sulfur-hydrogen 

centerss Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 this was confirmed as indeed the quadrupole interactions 

withh deuterium, of order 20 kHz, were small compared to those of sulfur, as measured on 

isotopee 33S with I = 3/2 and quadrupole energy near 3 MHz. Taking into account that the 

quadrupolee moment for 33S, qs = -55*10 30 m2 [3.25], is larger than that of the deuteron, 

<7DD = 2.86xl0"30 m2 [3.25], one still concludes that the electric-field gradients on the 

hydrogenn site are smaller by an order of magnitude. A unit charge e at a distance r from the 

nucleuss creates a radial electric-field gradient of 

&& 22VlérVlér22 = 2el4mri (3.8) 

andd an off-diagonal quadrupole parameter 

qq = ( l /4^)[eV/2/(2/- l)](/ /r3). (3.9) ) 
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Forr a full electron charge at the nearest-neighbor distance r = 0.235 nm parameter q 

wil ll  be 3.83 kHz. As this is some factor 4 smaller than the observed 16 kHz for Si-NL60, 

theree must be considerable charge redistribution in the core of the center. An obvious 

possibilityy is the movement of the two electrons in the neutral sulfur double donor toward 

thee positive hydrogen position. A shift of two electrons by 0.07 nm would be required to 

accountt for the quadrupole effect as observed. 

3.55 Conclusions 

Byy magnetic resonance (EPR, ENDOR, and FSE) two spectra, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-

NL61,, related to Se-H complexes in silicon were detected. Their atomic and electronic 

structuress were characterized by their g tensors, hyperfine interactions, and nuclear 

quadrupolee effect. The selenium-hydrogen complexes have the trigonal symmetry, with all 

impuritiess on a <111> crystal axis, selenium on a substitutional site, hydrogen atoms on 

interstitiall  sites. For the Si-NL60 center a single hydrogen position on the Se or Si 

antibondingg sites is preferred. The Si-NL61 center can correspond to two very similar one-

Se-one-HH centers or to one SeHaHp center with two slightly inequivalent hydrogen sites. 

Thee ambiguity is not finally resolved. To first approximation the core of the center consists 

off  a neutral selenium atom and a positive hydrogen. Some transfer of charge is likely to 

occurr resulting in a Se^FT1-5 charged pair. An electron is electrostatically bound to this 

coree in an extended orbit. The center resembles in its properties the shallow single or 

doublee donors which are well described by the effective-mass theory with an additional 

central-celll  potential accounting for the ground-state properties. 
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"If"If  you worry about what might be, and wonder 

whatwhat might have been, you will  ignore what is.' 

-- Dr. Robert Anthony -

ChapterChapter 4 

MAGNETIC-RESONANCEE INVESTIGATION OF GOLD 

ANDD GOLD-HYDROGEN COMPLEXES IN SILICON 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Threee paramagnetic centers related to gold have been observed in gold-doped and gold-doped 

hydrogenatedd silicon by magnetic resonance. One spectrum, labeled Si-NL62, corresponding to a 

centerr with monoclinic-I symmetry, presents a fourfold splitting due to the hyperfine interaction 

withh one gold atom and further hyperfine interaction with two silicon nearest-neighbor atoms. After 

beingg diffused with hydrogen in a wet atmosphere of water vapor at 1300 °C for about 30 minutes, 

aa second electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum, labeled Si-NL63, is detected, also of the 

monoclinic-II  symmetry. The spectrum of the center is characterized by a complex hyperfine 

structure,, in which, depending on magnetic field orientation, a sevenfold splitting with the 

intensitiess 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 1 ,a fourfold splitting 4 : 4 : 4 : 4, and other more arbitrary structures 

aree observed. Extra small splitting is observed in the sample diffused with deuterium, indicating 

hydrogenn involvement in the microscopic structure of the Si-NL63 center. Under band-gap 

illuminationn the third center of a one-gold-two-hydrogen complex is observed. The center, labeled 

S1-NL64,, has the low triclinic symmetry and features the hyperfine interactions with one gold and 

twoo nearly equivalent hydrogen atoms. This results in a (1 : 2 : 1): (1 : 2 : 1): (1 : 2 : 1) : (1 : 2 : 1) 

structuree of each group of spectral lines. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the three spectra are 

determinedd and microscopic models are discussed. 
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4.11 Introductio n 

Transitionn metals are important impurities in semiconductors, including silicon. If 

presentt in the materials, the transition metals create deep electronic levels within the band 

gapp of the semiconductor, as a result of which the properties of the materials or devices are 

changedd dramatically. 

Goldd in silicon is one of the most studied defects, due to its technological importance 

ass carrier lifetime controller and its vital role in the understanding of the electronic 

propertiess of transition metals in a covalent host crystal. The amphoteric behavior of gold 

inn silicon was clearly established [4.1-4.3]. Substitutional gold in silicon is known to 

introducee a deep acceptor level at Ec - 0.54 eV and a donor level at Ev + 0.35 eV [4.4-4.6]. 

Transitionn metals are easily involved in impurity-pair or complex formation and in 

precipitationn processes. A large variety of centers resulting from interaction of hydrogen 

withh the transition metals Ti, Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, Pd, and Pt was observed using deep-level 

transientt spectroscopy (DLTS) [4.7-4.16]. Also, the interaction of hydrogen with gold in 

siliconn has been investigated [4.17-4.23]. Using samples exposed to plasma between 150 

andd 350 °C, Pearton and Tavendale reported a substantial loss of the Au activity. No such 

effectt was found, however, for samples annealed in hydrogen gas. 

Usingg the DLTS technique and a simple way of introducing hydrogen by wet chemical 

etching,, Sveinbjömsson et al. observed four deep levels, named G1-G4, in n- and p-type 

silicon.. It was suggested that the Gl, G2 and G4 levels are related to the same Au-H defect 

consistingg of a single-gold-single-hydrogen pair. The G3 level was assigned to a Au-H2 

complex.. Unfortunately, DLTS does not provide direct information about the microscopic 

structuree or chemical composition of the defects. Magnetic resonance, capable of providing 

detailedd insight into the atomic and electronic structure of centers, has so far only been 

reportedd for the orthorhombic Pt-H2 center and for the trigonal complex [Pt-H2]3 

(spectrumm Si-NL53) [4.24, 4.25]. 

Inn the present study an effort has been made to elucidate the atomic and electronic 

structuree of defects related to gold and gold-hydrogen complexes using electron 

paramagneticc resonance (EPR). We report on three EPR centers, which will be labeled Si-

NL62,, Si-NL63 and Si-NL64, and which, on the basis of the analysis of experimental 

observations,, will be assigned to a single gold center, a gold-hydrogen complex, and a 

complexx of AU-H2, respectively. 
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4.22 Experiment 

Thee material used in this experiment is silicon, either p-type float-zoned boron-doped 

withh the room-temperature resistivity of 75-125 Qcm or n-type Czochralski-grown 

phosphorus-dopedd single crystal with the resistivity in the range 0.75-1.25 Qcm at room 

temperature.. The crystals were oriented and cut into rectangular bars with the typical 

dimensionss of 1.5x1.5x15 mm3, with the longest side parallel to a [Oil ] crystallographic 

direction. . 

Goldd and hydrogen were separately diffused into the samples in the following 

procedure.. First, gold was introduced by thermal diffusion at a temperature between 1200 

andd 1300 °C for two hours (set 1) or 12 hours (set 2) from a thin layer covering one side of 

thee sample and for 48 hours (set 3) or 72 hours (set 4) from a thicker layer on all surfaces 

off  the sample in an argon gas atmosphere. Diffusion was terminated by a fast quench into 

waterr at room temperature. After the gold diffusion step, the gold-covered surface regions 

weree mechanically removed and the samples were further cleaned by etching in a CP6 

(HNO33 : HF : CH3COOH = 2 : 1 : 1) solution. Subsequently the samples were measured by 

EPRR spectroscopy. For the diffusion of hydrogen, samples were again put into a quartz 

ampoulee filled with argon gas and a few milligrams of pure or heavy water, and then 

heatedd to 1300 °C for about half an hour. Again, a quench in water at room temperature 

concludess the diffusion stage. 

Magneticc resonance measurements were carried out with a superheterodyne 

spectrometerr which is operated in the K band, i.e., with the microwave frequency near 23 

GHz.. Signals were observed with the spectrometer tuned to dispersion under conditions of 

adiabaticc fast passage. The magnetic field was modulated with an amplitude of 

approximatelyy 0.1 mT and a frequency near 175 Hz. The spectrometer has an option of 

operationn under full computer control. 

4.33 Magnetic resonance spectra 

4.3.11 EPR spectrum Si-NL62 

Inn n-type gold-diffused samples quite strong signals covering a wide magnetic field 

rangee were observed. A typical spectrum recorded at a temperature of 4.2 K for magnetic 

fieldfield B II [100] crystallographic direction of the sample is shown in figure 4.1. The 

spectrumm is characterized by a prominent splitting into groups of four equal-intensity lines 
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duee to hyperfine interaction with a nuclear  spin / = 3/2 of a magnetic nucleus of 100% 

naturall  abundance. In addition, weaker  spectral lines due to hyperfine interactions with 

siliconn neighbor  atoms are observable. For  further  reference this new spectrum is labeled 

Si-NL62.. At the same time, a weaker  signal of the well-known Au-Fe center  is observed in 

thee magnetic field region of 765 to 770 mT [4.26, 4.27]. 

ro ro 
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c c 

V) V) 
c c 
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c c 

Si-NL62 2 

JJ I I I I I JJ l _ 

7600 78 0 80 0 82 0 84 0 86 0 88 0 90 0 92 0 94 0 

Magneti cc  Field (mT) 

Figuree 4.1. Typical EPR spectrum of the Si-NL62 center observed in n-type gold-diffused silicon 

forfor magnetic field B // [100], microwave frequency v = 22.7856 GHz, temperature T = 4.2 K. 

FourfoldFourfold splitting due to hyperfine interaction with one gold atom, nuclear spin I = 3/2, abundance 

100%,100%, is clearly observable. The EPR spectrum A23 of the well-known Au~Fe pair is also present, 

asas indicated. 

Fromm the full angular  dependence pattern upon rotation of magnetic field in the (011) 

plane,, as presented in figure 4.2, the monoclinic-I  symmetry for  the Si-NL62 center  is 

concluded.. Due to a misorientation of about 5 degrees all twelve orientations of the defect 

aree distinguishable. The angular  dependence of the four  main lines of the spectrum is well 

describedd with electron spin S = 1/2 and a nuclear  spin / = 3/2 by the Hamiltonian 
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HH = MiB-g-S - gn//NB-I + S-A-I  + I Q I , (4.1) 

inn which A and Q represent hyperfine and quadrupole interaction tensors, respectively, 

relatedd to the '97Au isotope. 

[100]]  [111] [011] 

II  I  I I I  I  I  1 1 1 

00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Anglee (degrees) 

Figuree 4.2. Monoclinic-I angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL62 spectrum for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (01 1) plane from [100] to [011]. Experimental data recorded at temperature 

TT = 4.2 Kfor microwave frequency v = 22.8155 GHz are presented by symbols x. Solid lines are 

fromfrom the computer fit using the spin Hamiltonian of equation (4.1), with a sample misorientation of 

aboutabout 5°. Labeling of the defect orientations following the convention as outlined in Ref [4.53] is 

indicated. indicated. 

Previously,, gold-related spectra have been analyzed assuming a large quadrupole effect 

[4.28-4.30].. A large quadrupole effect wil l cause an appreciable mixing of nuclear states, 

ass a results of which different transitions become dominant in the electron spin resonance. 

Alsoo for the Si-NL62 spectrum the quadrupole term has a strong effect on the spectrum as 

manifestedd by spectra recorded in the three principal directions of the g tensor. Spectra 
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recordedd for the magnetic field parallel to the principal g-tensor directions, as shown in 

figuree 4.3, reveal the quadrupole effect by the non-equidistance of the spectral 

components.. By an analytical analysis of the eigenvalue problem of equation (4.1) in the 

regimee of strong quadrupole effect compared to hyperfine effect, the separations AB of the 

innerr and of the outer pairs of lines in the spectra are obtained as 

MlIUU  2/{ l + [(Ö2/Ö3) - lf/3[(fi2/Ö3) m, m, (4.2) ) 

andd cyclic expressions in the principal values gj, A\, and Q, of the g, A and Q tensors, i 

2,, and 3. 

IVbgieticRdd(mT ) ) 
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Figuu re 4.3. EPR spectra of center SI-NL62 recorded with magnetic field B parallel to the principal 

directionsdirections of the g tensor, (a) on orientations be and cb for B // [011 J, (b) on orientation ad with B 

15"15" away from [Oil],  (c) on orientation da with B 15" away from [100]. 

Inn the derivation, the principal axes of g, A and Q tensors were assumed to coincide. 

Thee positive sign refers to the outer doublet, the minus sign to the inner doublet. The result 

showss that ratios of quadrupole parameters are directly derived from the ratio of inner to 

outerr pair splitting. An absolute value of quadrupole parameters cannot be obtained from 

thee experimental data, only a lower limit of the Q parameter can be established. Once the Q 

parameterss are fixed, the hyperfine constants are calculated from the absolute values of the 

splittingss using equation (4.2). For spectrum Si-NL62 the analysis is illustrated in figure 

4.4.. Following equation (4.2) the splitting of the inner pair is plotted with the positions of 
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thee lines of the outer pair normalized to unity. From the experimental field splittings the 

ratioss of quadrupole parameters are obtained as QilQi, - -1.23, QilQ\ - +4.85, and Q\IQ2 = 

-0.20.. These ratios are taken as input data for the numerical computer diagonalisation of 

equationn (4.1) with the calculation of resonance fields. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

calculatedd from fitting the resonance fields are given in table 4.1. Principal values of the Q 

tensorr are determined as Q\ = q,Qi = -5.2q and £>3 = +4.2q, with q > 15 MHz, as given in 

tablee 4.1. The average least-squares error of 10 uT is much smaller than the experimental 

uncertainty.. There exists a remarkable similarity between the parameters of the Si-NL62 

centerr and the only other monoclinic gold-related center, the Cn, center of Höhne [4.29]. 

Onee can notice a clear correspondence between the principal values of the g, A and Q 

tensors,, even if differences are several tenths of times outside experimental error and 

principall  directions are interchanged. 
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Figuree 4.4. Separation of the inner pair of resonance transitions as a fraction of outer pair line 

distance,distance, as a function of the ratio of quadrupole tensor principal values Qt, Q2 andQ}, calculated 

fromfrom equation (4.2) in text. Magnetic field is parallel to a principal axis of the g, A and Q tensors, 

whichwhich are assumed to coincide. Fit of data for spectrum Si-NL62 indicated. 

Besidess with gold, a hyperfine structure due to silicon neighbors was observed, as 

noticeablee in figure 4.1. From the intensity of the weak lines it is concluded that two Si 
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neighborr nuclei on probably equivalent sites are involved. As the resonances are close to 

thee gold structure, the angular dependence could not well be followed. Only the value in 

thee B II [100] direction is therefore given in table 4.1. No other hyperfine structure was 

revealedd in the EPR spectra. A conclusion toward a single isolated gold atom is, however, 

unlikely,, as it has been shown that the gold center has tetragonal symmetry and is 

unobservablee in EPR due to its vanishing perpendicular g value. Since in the same sample 

thee Au-Fe pair appeared to be present, the involvement of other transition element 

impuritiess in the Si-NL62 center has been examined. In additional experiments with the 

introductionn of copper, silver, iron, and other 3d impurities, with or without gold co-

doping,, the Si-NL62 spectrum was not observed. 

Tablee 4.1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the spectra Si-NL62, Si-NL63 and Si-NL64, following 

fromfrom analysis by equations (4.1) and (4.5). All centers are described by electron spin S = 1/2. For 

thethe monoclinic centers, the direction labeled I is parallel to [Oil],  direction 3 is inclined against 

[100][100]  by an angle 0 (degrees). 

Parameter r gi/Ai/Q i i g2/A2/Q2 2 g3/A3/Q3 3 e e Unit s s 

Spectrumm Si-NL62 - Symmetry monoclinic-I 

g g 

AAAu Au 

QQAu Au 

AA [100] 

1.8424 4 

B 3 1 .4 4 

++ q 

110 0 

2.2435 5 

(+)57.5 5 

-5.2q q 

1.7165 5 

(-)65.7 7 

++ 4.2q 

15 5 

15 5 

15 5 l q l > 15 5 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Spectrumm Si-NL63 Symmetry monoclinic-I 

g g 

\A\AAuAu\ \ 

1.9138 8 

34.5 5 

2.2942 2 

46.8 8 

2.0387 7 

42.2 2 

21 1 

10 0 MHz z 

Spectrumm Si-NL64 - Symmetry triclinic 

g g 

\A\AAuAu\ \ 

AAH H 

gxxx = 2.1282 

gxyy = -0.0732 

/*xx=13.8 8 

^ x y =8 .72 2 

^xxx = 8.68 

/ l x y=1.73 3 

gyy== 2.0690 

gyzz = 0.0394 

AAyyyy = 23.5 

AAyzyz = ~6.36 

Ayy=Ayy= 11.39 

^y zz = -0.24 

g z z== 2.0039 

gZxx = 0.0361 

^zz== 18.1 

AAzxzx==  1.06 

^^ = 8.54 

4 **  = 0.14 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 
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Inn the starting n-type material the phosphorus EPR spectrum is strongly present, but no 

tracee of it is left after the diffusion with gold. This hints at an electron capture of the Si-

NL622 center, becoming paramagnetic in a possibly negative charge state. Consistent with 

thiss observation, the gold diffusion in the boron-doped p-type floating-zone silicon did 

neitherr give the Si-NL62 spectrum, nor other gold-related signals. However, right after the 

hydrogen-dopingg treatment, the Si-NL62 spectrum, and the Au-Fe spectrum as well, are 

observedd in all samples. A role of hydrogen in the formation of the centers is thus 

indicated.. As the monoclinic symmetry of the Si-NL62 center indicates a complex core, a 

directt involvement of hydrogen as a constituent of the center is suggested. As this 

possibilityy is not supported by observed hydrogen hyperflne structure, the thermal stability 

off  the assumed gold-hydrogen complex has been studied by isochronal anneal. Samples 

weree enclosed in ampoules with argon gas at 200 mbar and annealed at temperatures in the 

rangee 100 to 650 °C, with temperature increments of 20 °C, for durations from 1 to 2 hours. 

Thee Au-Fe pair is lost by dissociation after 520 °C/1 hour annealing. The Si-NL62 center 

iss observable under normal measurement conditions til l 580 °C. At this temperature the 

EPRR spectrum of phosphorus becomes weakly detectable and the Si-NL62 spectrum 

requiress visible-light illumination. After annealing at 600 °C the P spectrum has recovered 

too its original doping concentration, but Si-NL62 remains visible under illumination. After 

6500 °C annealing for two hours the Si-NL62 signal has disappeared without creating any 

neww center. The SÏ-NL62 center has a remarkable thermal stability, in contrast to 

establishedd hydrogen-complex centers [4.31]. 

Whilee the Si-NL62 spectrum is observed in all gold-diffused samples, its strength varies 

withinn the different sets of samples. Samples from the sets 1 and 2 gave rather weak 

signalss compared to those observed in thee samples from sets 3 and 4. The difference in the 

concentrationn of the Si-NL62 center is correlated to the creation ability of the new centers 

Si-NL633 and Si-NL64, to be described in following paragraphs. 

4.3.22 EPR spectrum SÏ-NL63 

Thee same samples in which the SUNL62 center is present were subjected to a further 

heatt treatment in which hydrogen is uniformly introduced throughout the sample volume 

byy diffusion, as described. Following this processing step, a new EPR spectrum, labeled 

Si-NL63,, is observed. Figure 4.5 shows the spectrum, simultaneously present with the 

spectrumm Si-NL62 in a similar concentration and the much stronger Au-Fe pair. 
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Figuree 4.5. EPR spectra observed after gold doping and hydrogenation for a wide range of 

magneticmagnetic field, with direction of B about 1° away from the [011] crystallographic direction. 

MicrowaveMicrowave frequency v = 23.0217 GHz, temperature T = 4.2 K. The observed spectra Si-NL62, Si-

NL63NL63 and Si-A23 of Au-Fe are indicated by bold, solid and dashed arrows, respectively. 

Alsoo spectrum Si-NL63 has the monoclinic-I  symmetry, as indicated by the angular 

rotationn shown in figure 4.6. Principal g values following from the pattern are given in 

tablee 4.1. Spectrum Si-NL63 is exceptional by its complex hyperfine structure. Spectral 

liness with a typical width of 0.7 mT are about four  times broader  than line widths of the Si-

NL622 center. Characteristic hyperfine structures are observed in the principal directions of 

thee center. For  B II  <011>, i.e., for  the resonance in the g\ direction, seven equidistant 

componentss with the typical intensity rati o 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 1 , as shown in figure 4.7, are 

observed.. Such a structure, composed of a total of 16 transitions, cannot be explained with 

aa single / = 3/2 nucleus of gold. On the other  hand, the structure is easily explained as the 

superpositionn of spectra of two equivalent I  = 3/2 nuclei, i.e., gold, and is usually taken as 

itss unambiguous fingerprint . In principal direction labeled 2, the spectrum, as shown in 

figur ee 4.8, collapses into four  lines with equal distance and intensity. Whil e this would be 
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typicall  for a one-gold center, the structure is hard to explain by two such atoms on 

symmetry-relatedd positions. Assuming, as usually correct for gold centers, a large 

quadrupolee effect, there is an abundance of normally forbidden transitions which become 

allowedd and which actually can dominate the spectrum, but their number is likely to be 

largee and odd, contrasting to the observed four. 

900 0 
[100] ] 

6900 -

[111] ] 

300 40 50 60 

Anglee (degrees) 

[011] ] 

90 0 

Figuree 4.6. Monoclinic-I angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL63 spectrum for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (01 1) plane from [100] to [011]. Experimental data recorded at temperature 

TT = 4.2 Kfor microwave frequency V = 23.0217 GHz are presented by symbols x. Solid lines are 

fromfrom the computer fit using the spin Hamiltonian of equation (4.1) with Q = 0. Labeling of the 

defectdefect orientations is indicated 

Inn a similar case, in the analysis presented for the two-gold center LAu2 [4.30] no four-

linee spectra occur. In an alternative model, offering more matching parameters, a center 

withh one gold atom plus an additional impurity also with a nuclear spin I = 3/2 can be 

considered.. Suitable candidates for this additional impurity are a second inequivalent gold 

atom,, and 6 Cu, Cu, or 'B atoms. Although for general directions of magnetic field a 

moree complex hyperfine structure is observed, in no case of defect orientation and 
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directionn of magnetic field a line structure is met which can be decomposed as a 

superpositionn of two hyperfine quartet structures with a different splitting. In view of all 

observations,, our preference is still for a model incorporating two gold atoms on 

symmetry-relatedd sites. We have not succeeded in finding a unique and convincing match 

too these data rigorously based on a spin Hamiltonian. In that respect the hyperfine 

parameterss given in table 4.1 and the fitting curves in figure 4.6 should be considered as 

indicative. . 
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Figuree 4.7. EPR spectrum Si-NL63 recorded in the principal direction B // [011] on defect 

orientationsorientations (be + cb). The typical line structure with seven equidistant lines with the intensity 

ratioratio 1:2:3:4:3:2:1 is observed. 

Too further examine the relation to gold, the formation of the spectrum Si-NL63 was 

quantitativelyy monitored in the samples from sets 1 to 4. In samples with a low 

concentrationn of gold, those from sets 1 and 2, after hydrogenation only the Si-NL62 

spectrumm is detected, no Si-NL63, nor other centers. Spectrum Si-NL63, and another 

spectrumm Si-NL64, to be described in section 4.3.3, are generated only in the gold-rich 
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sampless of sets 3 and 4. This evidence relating the formation of the Si-NL63 center to the 

presencee of gold in higher concentrations supports the pair model. 
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Figuree 4.8. EPR spectrum SI-NL63 recorded with magnetic field B along the principal direction 

15"15" away from [Oil]  in the (01 1) plane on defect orientation ad. The typical line structure of four 

lineslines at equal distance and intensity ratio as 4 : 4 : 4 : 4 is observed. 

Followingg from its formation conditions, the presence of hydrogen in the Si-NL63 

structuree is expected. Hyperfine interaction with hydrogen often has a strength of 10 MHz, 

correspondingg to splittings in the EPR of 0.3 mT. Structure of such a magnitude is 

abundantlyy observable and determines the line shapes of Si-NL63 resonances as shown in 

thee figures 4.7 and 4.8. The hydrogen origin is confirmed by replacing hydrogen with 

deuterium,, diffused under the same conditions of time and temperature. A slow scan with 

optimizedd resolution, as presented in figure 4.9, shows the different deuterium-related 

structure.. As the resonance lines are broad, the angular dependence could not be followed 

andd interaction tensors not quantitatively be determined. Neither could the number of 

hydrogenn atoms be unambiguously established. However, in view of the rich structure, 

theirr number should be from two to four. 
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Figuree 4.9. EPR spectra of the Si-NL63 center showing the effect of deuterium substitution on 

defectdefect orientations ad and (bd + cd). Magnetic field is in the (011) plane at an angle of 20° away 

fromfrom [Oil]. 

4.3.33 EPR spectrum Si-NL64 

Underr visible-light illumination, in the hydrogenated gold-diffused samples, another 

previouslyy not reported spectrum appeared to be present. The spectrum, labeled Si-NL64, 

arisess from a low-symmetry center with a corresponding large number of fine-structure 

liness reflecting the orientational degeneracy. As the center is observed in the simultaneous 

presencee of the Si-NL62, Si-NL63 and Au-Fe centers, the complete recorded spectrum is 

ratherr full of resonances over a field range less than 100 mT. To demonstrate this 

complexity,, a spectrum over the full range is presented in figure 4.10 for the magnetic field 

inn a more general direction, i.e., in the (011) plane at about 10° away from the [011] 

direction.. As a result the angular dependence of the Si-NL64 spectrum is difficult to 

follow.. In the experiment, fortunately, the Si-NL64 spectrum could be enhanced. First, the 

threee centers Si-NL62, Si-NL63 and Si-NL64 are observed under different conditions of 

fieldfield passage and can be optimized individually. Secondly, the intensity of the Si-NL64 

spectrumm increases in a sensitive way with the level of illumination. Since at the same time 
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thee Si-NL62 intensity decreased significantly, the Si-NL64 could be made the dominant 

spectrum.. Thirdly, by a heat treatment of the sample at 150 °C the Si-NL64 spectrum 

becamee observable without illumination. 
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Figuree 4.10. Typical EPR spectrum of the Si-NL64 center as indicated by arrows, with the spectra 

Si-NL62,Si-NL62, Si-NL63, and Au-Fe also present. Observation of the spectrum is made under visible-

lightlight illumination, with magnetic field about 10° away from the [011] crystallographic direction, 

withwith microwave frequency v = 23.0217 GHz, at temperature T = 4.2 K. 

Ann angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL64 center produced under optimized 

conditionss is shown in figure 4.11 and has the unique features of the triclinic symmetry. 

Duee to overlap of the Si-NL64 resonances with the Au-Fe spectrum, the experimental data 

pointss in the magnetic field range 775 to 780 mT are omitted. The experimental data show 

aa good coincidence with the simulated angular dependence using a spin Hamiltonian of 

equationn (4.3) with parameters tabulated in table 4.1. Spectrum Si-NL64 has a clear and 

informativee hyperfine structure. Each fine-structure transition shows as a main feature a 

fourfoldd splitting which can be ascribed to the hyperfine interaction with a gold atom. In 

addition,, a threefold splitting of each gold component reveals further hyperfine interaction 

withh two nuclei / = 1/2, identified as hydrogen atoms. Altogether, the hyperfine structure is 
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aa twelve-line group with relative intensities of (1 : 2 : 1) : (1 : 2 : 1) : (1 : 2 : 1) : (1 : 2 : 1). 

Thosee splittings are all just resolved in EPR as illustrated in figure 4.12 on an expanded 

fieldfield scale. Of course, in the triclinic symmetry of the center, no symmetry-equivalent 

positionss are available for two hydrogen atoms. However, in view of the quite constant 

hydrogenn hyperfine interactions found in a number of independent cases, the assumed 

equall  interaction for two sites does not present a problem in the practical sense. 

R Rnn [100] [111] [011] 

00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Angl ee (degrees ) 

Figuree 4.11. Triclinic angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL64 spectrum for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (Ol 1) plane from [100] to [011J. Experimental data recorded at temperature 

TT = 4.2 K for microwave frequency v = 23.0217 GHz are presented by symbols x Solid lines 

representrepresent simulation of the spectrum using the spin Hamiltonian of equation (4.3) with Q = 0 and 

parametersparameters of table 4.1. 

Confirmationn of the hydrogen identification has been obtained by deuterium 

substitution.. With a nuclear spin / = 1, the number of hyperfine states wil l be larger than 

forr the proton. As the deuteron also experiences quadrupole interactions, many more 

transitionss wil l be possible. As a result, the nuclear structure in the spectrum no longer is 

resolvable.. The clear isotope effect provides direct evidence for hydrogen incorporation in 

thee Si-NL64 center. 
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Quantitativee analysis has been performed with the Hamiltonian 

HH  = /feB-g-S + S-AAu-I Au + I i =1,2 S-AiH-I,H, (4.3) ) 

takingg into account hyperfine interaction with one gold and two hydrogen atoms. No 

quadrupolee energy was invoked. Parameters determined by fitting are given in table 4.1. 
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Figur ee 4.12. Part of the EPR spectrum of the Si-NL64 center with clear presence of the hyperfine 

interactioninteraction with one gold and two quasi-equivalent hydrogen atoms, resulting in the structure (1 : 2 

::  1) : (1 : 2 : 1) : (1 : 2 : I) : (I : 2 : 1) of spectral lines. The spectrum is recorded at temperature T 

== 4.2 K, with microwave frequency v = 23.0217 GHz, and with magnetic field B in the (011) 

planeplane at an angle about 10° away from [Oil]. 

4.44 Discussion 

4.4.11 Center  Si-NL62 

Inn all models of gold and gold-related centers in silicon, the gold impurity is concluded 

too be on a substitutional site, forming the core atom in a silicon vacancy. In the bonding 

betweenn gold and surrounding silicon atoms issues of interest are the symmetry of the 
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resultingg defect structure and the distribution of electrons over the defect site. From 

theoreticall  calculations by Lowther and Fazzio et al. the isolated substitutional gold atom 

inn silicon tends to bond with two silicon atoms, with the bonds on the other two atoms of 

thee vacancy site reconstructed [4.1-4.3]. The model results in an amphoteric two-level 

systemm with three charge states of the gold atom possible [4.5-4.6, 4.3]. With a Fermi level 

abovee the donor state at £v + 0.35 eV and below the acceptor state at Ec - 0.54 eV, the 

neutrall  defect is paramagnetic and an obvious candidate for observation by EPR. 

Experimentally,, an unambiguous interpretation for the atomic configuration and 

electronicc structure of neutral substitutional gold in silicon has been presented. From 

Zeemann studies of the donor and acceptor excitation spectra at 793 and 611 meV, Watkins 

ett al. have concluded that the neutral isolated gold center is paramagnetic, is described by 

electronn spin S = 1/2, an axial g tensor with g//[ioo] ~ 2.8 and ] = 0 corresponding to a 

staticc tetragonal distortion [4.32]. The fact that  = 0 prevents the EPR detection of Au°. 

Forr a theoretical interpretation the vacancy model, following Watkins' early proposal 

[4.33],, was developed into a quantitative model [4.34, 4.35], and provides the most 

powerfull  tool for analysis of data. For the present application to the Si-NL62 center 

referencee is made to these papers for the definition of quantities and the meaning of 

symbols.. The electron state is described as a linear combination of t2 gap states of the 

vacancyy and d states of the gold atom. Normalized wave function coefficients are given as 

u,u, v and w, with u2 + v2 + w2 = 1. The relative localization on the gold atom is JV2. 

Deviationn of the g value from its free-electron value ge = 2.0023 will be due to admixture 

off  orbital angular momentum which is attributed to the heavy gold atom only. Taking into 

accountt the opposite sign of matrix elements in the effective spin for the triplet, the orbital 

gg factor \s gi = - N . Solving for the eigenvalues of the Zeeman Hamiltonian, the g tensor 

hass the following principal values: 

gxxgxx = ge(2wv - w2) - 2^2gLw(u - v), (4.4) 

ggyyyy = ge(2wv + w2) + 2^2gLw(u + v), (4.5) 

and d 

gzzz = ge( 1 - 2w2) - 2gl(u
2 - v2). (4.6) 
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Withh the experimental data for the g tensor gxx = 1.8424, gyy = 1.7165 and g  ̂ = 2.2435, 

thee valid exact solution of equations (4.4) to (4.6) will give u = 0.83, v = 0.55, w = 0.09 and 

gLL = - 0.37. The small value of w reflects the small admixture to the wave function of the 

higher-lyingg orbital singlet I £" > formed after Jahn-Teller distortion which lifts the 

degeneracyy of the triplet level in the original tetrahedral symmetry. However, the small 

non-zeroo value of w with the result that gxx * gyy and non-axial structure of the center and 

itss g tensor, allows centers with a near-axial symmetry, such as the present Si-NL62, to be 

treated.. The result TV2 = - gL = + 0.37 shows a remarkable similarity to the electron 

localizationn of the single gold atom, for which, following the simplified treatment of Ref. 

[4.34],, the localization is found to be N2 = {gu - 2)/(4 - 2)1/2 = 0.40. This result implies 

considerablee support for a comparable electronic structure of the two centers. 

Withh the wave function characterized, the hyperfine interactions may as well be 

considered.. The lengthy expressions for the tensor components as given in Ref. [4.34] will 

nott be reproduced here. On substituting the values calculated for u, v v and w, and putting gL 

==  - N2, one obtains Axx = + 0.9\AC + 16.277V2, Ayy = + 0.92AC - 98.20/V2 and Aa = + Q.98AC 

++  150.59/V2. To obtain the result, the factor P = 2(jUe/4K)jUBgnM^<r  3>5d//i for orbital 

magnetismm on the gold atom has been taken as P = 132 MHz [4.36]. Parameter Az accounts 

forr the, nearly isotropic, core polarization. On comparing with the measured data, one must 

realizee that in the experiments signs of hyperfine constants are not determined. With the 

helpp of the above theoretical result, one can conclude that Azz will be the largest value, and 

AyyAyy the smallest. Taking account of this indication, the experimental values are taken as Axx 

== - 31.4 MHz, Ayy = - 65.7 MHz and Azz = + 57.5 MHz. A best match with the data from 

experimentt is then obtained for Ac = - 25.34 MHz and N2 = + 0.48. For these values of Ac 

andd N2 the calculated hyperfine constants become Axx = - 15.2 MHz, Ayy = - 70.2 MHz 

andd Azz - + 46.8 MHz. Given the approximations in the theoretical treatment, and also the 

factt that w, v and w parameters as obtained from g-tensor analysis were used without any 

furtherr optimization, the result should be considered as quite satisfactory. Parameter Ac has 

ann expected negative value with a comparable magnitude to core polarizations calculated 

forr the Au-Li and Au-Li3 centers [4.37, 4.38]. Decomposing the hyperfine tensor into its 

isotropicc part a and anisotropic part b in an axial approximation, one obtains a = (l/3)(^xx 

++ Ayy + Azz) = - 13.2 MHz and b - (1/6X2^ - Axx - Ayy) = + 35.4 MHz. Relating the 

anisotropicc part to the gold 5d orbitals in the common LCAO analysis, an occupation rfft 

==  0.94 is calculated. This could easily lead to a conclusion of almost a full hole in the d 
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shelll  of gold, in a strong contradiction to the basic idea behind the vacancy model. The 

discrepancyy with the earlier result for N' can, however, be traced to be due to neglect of 

orbitall  interaction in the LCAO treatment, which can lead to substantial errors, as, e.g., 

demonstratedd in the calculations for the Au-Li and Au Li3 centers [4.37, 4.38]. Analyzing 

thee A tensor in its full anisotropic form, after subtraction of the isotropic matrix a.\, the 

anisotropicc traceless tensor B has components bxx = - 18.2 MHz, byy = - 52.5 MHz and bVJ 

==  + 70.7 MHz. One notices that b}y/bxy, = + 2.9 and b/ylbxx - - 3.9, showing a good 

correspondencee to the ratio's as derived for the quadrupole tensor qyylqxx = + 4.2 and qzz!q^ 

==  - 5.2. Both hyperfine and quadrupole parameters are related to the occupancy of the gold 

5dd orbitals. Components are given, respectively, by 

bb = rf0"(2/7)ijj ()/47z)gjUBgnju^<r i>$<i, (4.7) 

qq = /r^(2/7)(l/4rcs,)[e2Ö/2/(2/-l)] <r  3>5d, (4.8) 

andd are, therefore, related by 

qlbqlb = e2Q/2I(2I-i)EbtioM*g*MN. (4.9) 

Substitutingg the physical parameters for the l97Au isotope, ƒ = 3/2, gn = 0.09717 and Q 

—— 0.59x10 m , the ratio qlb is calculated as 2.51. The result supports the earlier 

assumptionn of large quadrupole effects on the spectrum, which is an established specific 

featuree for gold following from its unusually small gn factor and large quadrupole moment 

Q.Q. With qlb = 2.51 the quadrupole component for the Si-NL62 center is estimated at q — 

(\l6)(2q(\l6)(2q/7/7 - qxx - qyy) = 90 MHz. One electron is therefore held responsible for both the 

unpairedd spin density and the charge unbalance in the center. It is also concluded that all 

threee tensors, g, A, and Q, have a near-axial symmetry along a common axis. 

Besidess with gold, the ligand hyperfine interaction with 29Si was also observed in the 

experimentt and associated with two neighbor atoms. In the vacancy model the electron 

distributionn over the neighbor pairs, labeled (a,d) and (b,c), is given by pa(\ = (l/2)(w + v)2 

andd jt?bc = (l/2)(w - v)~. With the numerical values for u and v substituted, these occupation 

ratio'ss become /?ad
 = 0-96 and p ĉ = 0.04. The orbital on the a and d atoms strongly 

predominatess over the orbital between the b and c atoms, consistent with the experimental 
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observationn of hyperfine interaction with only two of four silicon neighbors. In experiment 

thee isotropic part of the 29Si hyperfine interaction is determined as 110 MHz, 

correspondingg to an s-type density otrf = 2.2%. When accepting a real orbital of 

hybridizedd sp3 type the neighbor bonds a and d could each account for as much as 8.8% of 

ann electron. With the estimated N2 ~ 40% for the localization on gold the description of a 

molecularr orbital constructed from gold states and four vacancy neighbors does not fully 

coverr the whole region of electron distribution. 

Followingg from the discussion, the Si-NL62 center is concluded to be a one-gold 

center.. Whereas it shows distortions leading to the observed low monoclinic symmetry, 

theree are no other indications of strong perturbations of its electronic structure. Formation 

off  a gold-impurity complex is not manifest in corresponding hyperfine interaction with 

suchh an additional impurity. Accommodation of the gold atom in a larger intrinsic defect is 

stilll  an open option. The divacancy with monoclinic symmetry in both positive and 

negativee charge states is a suitable candidate. All the same discussion as for the spin-

Hamiltoniann parameters of spectrum Si-NL62 applies to the Cih spectrum as well, with the 

conclusionn that the two associated centers must be very similar, if not identical [4.29]. The 

orthorhombicc center Si-NL50, also a one-gold center without any observed other 

component,, cannot be analyzed within the vacancy model [4.39]. 

4.4.22 Center  SUNL63 

Ass described in the experimental section 4.3.2, the SÏ-NL63 center is only formed after 

hydrogenation/deuterationn of the samples from sets 3 and 4 with high gold concentration 

andd strong presence of the Si-NL62 center. The participation of one gold atom is suggested 

byy the hyperfine structure 4 : 4 : 4 : 4 as observed for defect orientations ad and da, 

illustratedd by figure 4.8. In spite of this evidence, the conclusion towards one gold atom is 

nott adopted. In other directions, see, e.g., figure 4.7, a line structure 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 3 : 2 :1 is 

observed.. Although these 16 transitions could be understood as the observation of all 

transitionss between the four upper | ms = +l/2,mi> levels and the four lower | ms = -M2,m\> 

levels,, this would require equal probability of four allowed and twelve forbidden 

transitions.. Also, the equal distance between resonance lines would be difficult to 

reconcile.. For large quadrupole effect, the four levels for each ms, separate into two 

doublets,, at about the energy +3£>eff for the states m\ = 2 and around energy -30efr for 

thee states mi = . This leads to a spectrum with an intensity structure 4 : 8 : 4 at energies 
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++  6Qeff, 0 and - 6(?efr, respectively. Finally, the g tensor of center Si-NL63 does not lend 

itselff  to analysis within the vacancy model. The conclusion toward two gold atoms in the 

centerr is therefore strongly raised for the discussion. As the given spectra are characterized 

byy equidistant lines, the gold atoms are most likely on symmetry-equivalent lattice sites. 

Homo-nuclearr impurity pairs are by no means exceptional complexes in silicon. Such 

defectt structures have been identified for the transition elements iron [4.40, 4.41], copper 

[4.42],, silver [4.43, 4.44], platinum [4.45-4.47] and also for gold. A gold-gold pair of 

orthorhombic-11 symmetry, the Si-LAu2 center, has been observed in electron paramagnetic 

resonancee [4.30]. The appearance of a 1 : 2 : 1 structure of spectral lines was explained as 

beingg the result of two equivalent Au atoms lying in one of the mirrorplanes, on sites 

symmetricallyy placed above and below the other mirror plane. The spectrum was also 

observedd in the present experiments under illumination by visible light. Although being 

formedd under similar conditions of gold diffusion and hydrogenation, center Si-LAu2 is 

distinctt from the Si-NL62 spectrum, having different symmetry and g tensor. 

Inn optical spectroscopy a different gold pair of trigonal symmetry was identified [4.48]. 

Onn the basis of detailed studies the equivalence of the two gold atoms was established. As 

aa model, a pair of gold atoms inside a divacancy was proposed. This defect might well be 

thee core of the Si-NL63 center. Experiment shows that formation of the Si-NL63 center 

followss the formation of the Si-NL62 center, and the presence of Si-NL62 might be a strict 

requirement. . 

Inn the previous section, for Si-NL62 a half-filled divacancy was presented as a suitable 

defectt model. From this structure the trigonal optical center can be formed by the 

subsequentt capture of another gold atom taking the position of the neighboring vacant site. 

Withh the accommodation of two gold atoms, each with the 5d106s configuration, the 

analoguee of the W"~ defect is created, which by itself is not a paramagnetic center. 

Addingg two hydrogen atoms in symmetry-equivalent positions will create a monoclinic-I 

point-groupp m (Cm) center, which upon ionization becomes paramagnetic. Alternatively, 

addingg three hydrogen atoms, in one (110) plane, will still create a monoclinic defect with 

aa point-group symmetry m (Cv) but with the gold atoms no longer on strictly equivalent 

positions.. The center is paramagnetic when neutral. The first of these options for SUNL63 

modelss is illustrated in figure 4.13(b). 
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4.4.33 Center  SÏ-NL64 

Forr the center Si-NL64, a most attractive feature is the well-resolved hyperfine 

structuree in its EPR spectrum. For all defect orientations and several directions of magnetic 

fieldfield four equally spaced identical groups of lines are observed, each consisting of three 

equallyy spaced lines with an intensity ratio 1 : 2 : 1. For an illustration, see figure 4.12. In 

vieww of the present sample preparation conditions, such a structure forms almost 

compellingg evidence for a center consisting of one gold atom (ƒ = 3/2, 100%), responsible 

forr the fourfold splitting, and two hydrogen atoms (/ = 1/2, 100%) with an equal hyperfine 

interaction.. For spectrum Si-NL64, in contrast to spectrum Si-NL62, the splitting of 

resonancess by the nuclear interactions always shows a pattern with equal distances 

betweenn lines. Even though quadrupole effects are almost inevitably present and large, 

theree is no manifestation of them in the recorded spectra. For this reason angular 

dependenciess are analyzed, using equation (4.3), without a quadrupole interaction energy. 

Ass the neutral gold is iso-electronic to negative platinum, a neutral center AU-H2 could be 

ann atomic and electronic analogue of the well-established negative Pt-H2 center [4.24, 

4.25,, 4.49]. Recently, a similar situation was met in the study of lithium complexing with 

goldd and platinum, leading to defects with a comparable trigonal or orthorhombic structure 

[4.37].. Hyperfine interaction with the transition metals arises mainly from orbital and 

dipole-dipolee interaction, which both are proportional to the nuclear g factor. As evidenced 

byy the data in table 4.2, the hyperfine interactions scale corresponding to gn, which is gn = 

0.097177 for 197Au and gn = 1.2190 for 195Pt. Applying a similar scaling to the hyperfine 

interactionss of Pt-Fb, the values obtained match well with those for the Si-NL64 Au-Fb 

center,, indicating a similar electronic density. The suggestion on similar electronic 

structuree is firmly supported by the hydrogen hyperfine interactions. For both the gold and 

platinumm centers the isotropic part is found near 10 MHz, corresponding to a very low s-

typee spin density around 0.7% on the hydrogen position, probably by nearly complete 

fillin gg of the Is states by two electrons of opposite spin. Anisotropic hyperfine interaction 

withh hydrogen is due to remote electron spin density, assumed to be mainly present on the 

gold/platinumm site. With parameter b = 1.3 MHz for the Si-NL64 spectrum and using b = 

(jUQ/4n)g^iBgpM^(jUQ/4n)g^iBgpM^rr  3>  m e distance r = 0.4 nm is calculated. With this distance the preferred 

positionn of hydrogen is on an antibonding site of a nearest silicon neighbor of the transition 

metal,, an identical result for both the gold and platinum centers. Whereas the analysis of 

hyperfinee interactions indicates a strong similarity of the two centers, their overall 
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symmetryy is different, as indicated by their g tensors. It is not possible to analyze the g 

tensorss within the vacancy model, which can be taken as an indication of strong distortion 

inn the core of the center where a vacancy provides room to accommodate the transition 

metal.. The Pt-H2 center has an orthorhombic-I symmetry, in which the two hydrogen 

atomss are positioned on symmetry-equivalent sites on an (Oil) mirrorplane through the 

platinumm atom. For the Au-fh center the lower triclinic symmetry suggests to use more 

flexibilit yy in positions for hydrogen in modeling the center. This would be allowed as long 

thee distance r ~ 0.4 nm is observed. With reference to the model of the Si-NL62 center, it 

mightt well be that the low triclinic symmetry is derived by binding two hydrogen atoms to 

thiss one-gold center with one hydrogen atom outside the monoclinic mirrorplane. An 

atomicc model in this spirit is presented in figure 4.13(c). The center is observed in 

magneticc resonance in its neutral state [Aus(Hj)i(Hj)2]° . If both hydrogen atoms form a 

centerr of one negative charge, the gold atom, having transferred two electrons to the stable 

hydrogenn orbitals, has become double positive. With an electron configuration on the gold 

off  5d9 the center is not a good candidate for a treatment in the vacancy model. 

H H 

(a)) Si-NL.62 (b)) Si-NL63 (c)) SJ-NL64 

Figuree 4.13. Atomic models considered for the observed EPR spectra, (a) A single gold atom on 

(Oil)(Oil)  plane in monoclinic-I symmetry for center Si-NL62. (b) Two gold atoms on (Oil) plane with 

additionaladditional hydrogen atoms in monoclinic-I symmetry for center Si-NL63. (c) One gold and two 

hydrogenhydrogen atoms in triclinic arrangement for the Si-NL64 center. 

Gold-hydrogenn centers have also been observed in other experimental studies. 

Especiallyy in DLTS and the technique of wet chemical etching to introduce hydrogen, 

severall  electronic levels due to gold-hydrogen complexes have been reported [4.22, 4.23]. 

Thee actual number of hydrogen atoms in the centers can vary from one to four. In 
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particularr for the case of gold, three different electric levels named Gl, G2, and G4, were 

assignedd to one-gold-one-hydrogen complexes. A level G3 was assigned to a one-gold-

two-hydrogenn complex. By infrared absorption Evans et al. [4.50] observed vibrational 

modess ascribed to a neutral AU-H2 center with orthorhombic symmetry, i.e., with features 

veryy similar to those observed for the Pt-H2 defect. These results, though unanimously 

reportingg the binding of hydrogen to gold, platinum, etc., to be an effective process, differ 

neverthelesss still in the details of complexes formed and their activity. Further studies, in 

whichh theoretical work on stability, symmetry and electrical activity of centers will play an 

importantt role [4.51, 4.52], are required for future progress in this field. 

Tablee 4.2. Comparison of the hyperfine interactions observed for Au- and Pt-related centers with a 

similarsimilar structure. Parameters for Au-H2 are from the spectrum Si-NL64. 

Center r 

Au/Pt t 

Tensor r 
Component t 
gn gn 

Au u 

0.09717 7 

Pt t 

1.2190 0 

Ratio o 
Au/Pt t 
0.0797 7 

Au-Li/Pt-Li i ^4[oii] ] 8.5 5 118 8 0.072 2 

Au-Li 3/Pt-Li3 3 A„ A„ 
AAL L 

51.7 7 

36.3 3 

696 6 

321 1 

0.074 4 

0.113 3 

Au-H2/Pt-H2 2 AAx x 

AA2 2 

A3 A3 

7.0 0 

17.7 7 

30.7 7 

175.7 7 

237.3 3 

541.2 2 

0.040 0 

0.074 4 

0.057 7 

4.55 Conclusion 

Inn this chapter the atomic and electronic structure of three new paramagnetic centers 

observedd in silicon after doping with gold or gold plus hydrogen/deuterium are discussed. 

AA center labeled Si-NL62 requires the diffusion of gold only and reveals itself in the 

measurementss as a single substitutional gold atom, but in a monoclinic-I environment. It 

cann be characterized by Zeeman interaction g, gold hyperfine interaction A and quadrupole 

interactionn Q of nearly axial symmetry with axes of the three tensors coinciding. The 
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centerr is successfully discussed within the vacancy model and then shows almost equal 

electronn localization N2 ~ 0.40 in the 5d electron shell of gold as the established single 

substitutionall  gold center. Center Si-NL63 has a more complex structure consisting of two, 

probablyy equivalent, gold atoms decorated by two or three hydrogen atoms, with all atoms 

inn a monoclinic-I configuration. Hydrogen atoms occupy the common interstitial 

antibondingg sites to a silicon nearest neighbor. The third center, Si-NL64, has one gold and 

twoo nearly equivalent hydrogen atoms in a triclinic arrangement. It appeared to be quite 

similarr to the well-studied platinum center Pt-H2 and the (dis)similarities between these 

centerss are discussed. In all modeling the idea of accommodating gold atoms in a silicon 

divacancyy has been a leading thought. 
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"There's"There's nothing remarkable about it. All one has 

toto do is hit the right keys at the right time and the 

instrumentinstrument plays itself." 

-- Johann Sebastian Bach -

ChapterChapter 5 

E PRR SPECTROSCOPY OF P t - H 3 AND P t - F e3 

COMPLEXESS IN HYDROGENATED SILICON 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Wee report on the observation of two paramagnetic centers identified as platinum-related complexes 

inn n-type platinum-doped hydrogenated silicon. The first center, labeled Si-NL65, is characterized 

byy a resolved hyperfine structure of 1:3:3:1 - 4:12:12:4 - 1:3:3:1 revealing the presence of one 

platinumm atom and three equivalent hydrogen atoms in the complex. The center, with an overall 

trigonall  symmetry, discloses a large anisotropy of platinum- and a slight anisotropy of hydrogen-

hyperfinee interactions. An analysis using a linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) 

approximationn provides adequate materials for an atomic model, in which the platinum occupies 

thee substitutional site and three interstitial hydrogen atoms anti-bonding sites to three silicon 

nearest-neighborr atoms. The second center, labeled Si-NL66, is observed in the platinum-diffused 

samplee co-doped with iron, enriched to 95.1% in the 57Fe isotope, presenting hyperfine structure of 

1:4:11 related to platinum, with each group containing eight spectral lines as due to additional 

hyperfinee interactions with three atoms with / = 1/2 and 100% abundance. In this case, as no 

isotopee effect was observed in the samples doped with either hydrogen or deuterium, the direct 

incorporationn of hydrogen in the center was excluded. Having the low symmetry of monoclinic-I, 

thee Si-NL66 spectrum was described as a complex of substitutional platinum and three 

nonequivalentt interstitial iron atoms in silicon. 

89 9 
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5.11 Introductio n 

Inn the last few years the subject of interaction of hydrogen with transition metal 

impuritiess in semiconductors has become of great interest [5.1-5.3]. Especially for silicon, 

severall  theoretical and experimental papers have been published concerning new electronic 

levelss related to transition-metal-hydrogen complexes in the band gap [5.4-5.11]. Among 

these,, the experimental studies using capacitance transient spectroscopic measurements 

suchh as DLTS and theoretical calculations using first-principle local-density formalism 

clusterr theory have shown great success in identifying the electronic levels of transition-

metal-hydrogenn complexes in silicon [5.6, 5.9]. Results obtained from these techniques are 

closelyy similar and support each other, for the first time, creating quite a good correlation 

betweenn theoretical calculation and experiment. However, in several cases the chemical 

combinationn and the structure of the defects are not directly, fully, identified. One problem 

iss that electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), an outstanding and powerful technique for 

defectt characterization, has shown a drawback in determining the transition-metal-

hydrogenn complexes due to its lower sensitivity compared to that of the DLTS method and 

duee to the low concentration of transition-metal hydrogen complexes [5.12]. 

Fromm the experimental point of view the DLTS technique has the advantage of high 

sensitivityy and the ability to measure a very low concentration in a thin surface layer of the 

samples.. Hydrogen introduction can easily be accomplished by wet chemical etching, i.e., 

thee hydrogen is injected into a surface layer while etching the transition-metal doped 

sampless in CP4 or CP6, different mixtures of HN03:HF:CH3COOH solution. The 

measurementss were done following heat treatments at certain temperatures from 100 to 

3500 °C depending on transition metal. In most cases, the assignment to transition-metal-

hydrogenn related complexes was based on the appearance of electronic levels and the 

hydrogenn depth distribution. In contrast to this, samples used for EPR or IR absorption 

measurementss usually are bulk samples which require a more difficult and less controlled 

hydrogenationn process to produce uniform defect concentrations of ~-10!4-1015 cm"3 

throughoutt the investigated samples. The hydrogenation process, therefore, usually is done 

byy heating the sample in H2 gas or wet environment of water vapor at high temperatures 

betweenn 1200 and 1300 °C followed by rapid quenching to room temperature. This method 

off  hydrogen introduction has so far been successfully applied for observation of platinum-

hydrogenn and gold-hydrogen complexes in silicon [5.3, 5.13, 5.14]. In this study an 
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extensivee investigation of interaction of hydrogen and the transition metal platinum, with 

andd without co-doped enriched 57Fe, has been carried out by electron paramagnetic 

resonance.. A large number of samples has been prepared with different initial 

concentrationss of platinum. Different conditions for the formation of transition-metal-

hydrogenn related centers are established by adjusting the cooling rate of the sample after 

hydrogenn diffusion, and the gas pressure inside the ampoules during diffusion at high 

temperature.. The observation of the Si-NL65 spectrum of the Pt-H3 center with very low 

creationn probability and its characterizing hyperfine interaction with one platinum and 

threee hydrogen atoms provides solid experimental evidence confirming the existence of 

thiss center in silicon, as was already concluded from DLTS measurements. The 

observationn of the Si-NL66 spectrum identified as a complex of a platinum and three 

nonequivalentt iron atoms, only after hydrogenation, once again is practical evidence that 

supportss the important issue of hydrogen enhancing the aggregation of impurities into 

complexess in silicon. 

5.22 Sample preparation and EPR spectrometer 

Withh the main purpose being the investigation of platinum and platinum-hydrogen 

complexess in hydrogenated silicon, in this experiment platinum and hydrogen were 

diffusedd into silicon by thermal diffusion at high temperatures from 1200 to 1300 °C for a 

moderatee time from a few to 72 hours. As a routine, the diffusion procedure is divided into 

twoo steps. In the first step only the transition metal is diffused. After that all samples are 

measuredd carefully before subjecting them to further heat treatment to diffuse with 

hydrogen.. Up to 40 samples have been prepared from starting material Czochralski-grown 

n-typee phosphorus-doped silicon single crystal which has a room temperature resistivity of 

0.755 to 1.25 Qcm to the final bar-shaped samples with typical dimensions of 1.5 x 1.5 x 15 

mm3,, and the longest side parallel to the [011] crystallographic direction. The 

concentrationn of platinum was controlled by changing the diffusion time and the amount of 

platinumm rubbed onto one or otherwise four surfaces of the samples. The diffusion 

pressuree was adjusted usually from 100 to 300 mbar by changing the initial argon gas filled 

inn the ampoules. The cooling rate was varied by dropping the ampoules immediately into 

waterr at room temperature or by keeping the ampoules in air for a certain amount of time 

beforee dropping into water. 
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Magneticc resonance experiments were carried out using a superheterodyne 

spectrometerr operated in the K-band with the frequency near 23 GHz. Signals were 

observedd with the spectrometer tuned to dispersion under conditions of adiabatic fast 

passage.. The magnetic field was modulated with an amplitude of approximately 0.1 mT 

andd a frequency of 477 Hz. The spectrometer has an option of operation under full 

computerr control. For a more complete description of the equipment and the experimental 

techniques,techniques, see, e.g., Ref. [5.15]. 

5.33 Experimental results 

Afterr platinum diffusion, depending on the quenching speed, the spectra of platinum 

andd several platinum-related complexes are observed in the samples. In the fast-cooling 

sampless the dominant centers are the substitutional platinum Pt(I) and the platinum-iron 

pairr Pt(II) [5.16]. In the samples with a slower cooling rate (kept in air about 5 to 10 

secondss before dropping into water at room temperature) the Pt(III) and Pt(VI) pairs are 

observedd simultaneously with the Pt(I) and Pt(II) centers [5.17, 5.18]. 
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Figuree 5.1. Typical EPR spectrum of the Pt—Fe spectrum presenting the hyperfine interaction with 

oneone wFe atom for the magnetic field B // [011] crystallography direction, the microwave 

frequencyfrequency ƒ'= 22.99676 GHz, temperature T = 4.2 K. 
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Thee identification of the Pt(II) center as Pt-Fe pair was unambiguously confirmed by 

thee spectra observed in the samples co-doped with the 57Fe enriched iron, which showed 

thee twofold splitting as due to hyperfine interaction with one 57Fe atom (ƒ= 1/2, 95.1%), in 

agreementt with the previously published result [5.19]. A typical EPR spectrum is shown in 

figuree 5.1 for the magnetic field B II [011], at temperature T= 4.2 K, and with microwave 

frequencyy ƒ = 22.99676 GHz. It is clear that the 57Fe hyperfine interaction is anisotropic as 

thee splitting is only observed in one of the two group of lines in this direction. 
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Figuree 5.2. EPR spectra of the Si-NL65 center associated with the trigonal Pt-H3 center observed 

inin the platinum-doped hydrogenated sample (a) for the magnetic field B // [Oil] direction; (b) for 

thethe magnetic field B // [111] direction. The spectra are observed under visible-light illumination 

revealingrevealing hyperfine structure of 1:3:3:1 - 4:12:12:4 - 1:3:3:1 as due to hyperfine interaction with 

oneone platinum atom and three equivalent hydrogen atoms. The spectrum of the well-known Pt-H2 

centercenter is also observed and indicated. The microwave frequency ƒ = 22.71369 GHz and 

temperaturetemperature T = 4.2K. 

Onn the basis of these observations the samples were all subjected to the hydrogen 

diffusionn process. The experimental results that show after hydrogenation the Pt(I) center 

hass disappeared, in its place the well-known Pt-H2 center is observed in all samples 

investigated.. Depending on the cooling rate, other centers can be either very dominant or 
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veryy weak in intensity. The formation of the Pt—H3 center is in strong competition with the 

formationn of the Pt-Fe pair, as well as other Pt-Pt pairs [5.17, 5.18]. As a result of this 

competition,, the spectrum has a very low formation probability explaining the absence of 

detectionn of this center by magnetic resonance in the past. In our experiments by changing 

thee cooling rate over 40 samples with different concentrations of platinum and diffused 

hydrogen,, we observed the Si-NL65 spectrum weakly in only two samples, while the Pt-

H2,, Fei, and Pt-Fe centers are intensively observed in all others. 
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Figuree 5.3. Angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL65 spectrum as measured for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (01 I) plane from [100] to [011]. The experimental data recorded for 

temperaturetemperature T = 4.2K and microwave frequency f'- 22.71369 GHz are presented as solid circles. 

SolidSolid lines are from a computer fit using the spin Hamiltonian described in equation (5.1). 

Thee typical EPR spectra of the Si-NL65 center are depicted in figure 5.2(a) for the 

magneticc field B II [011] and in figure 5.2(b) for B II [111] crystal direction of the sample 

att 4.2 K under visible4ight illumination and for the microwave frequency ƒ = 22.71369 

GHz.. The spectrum is characterized by the relative intensity of spectral lines of nearly 
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1:3:3:11 - 4:12:12:4 - 1:3:3:1 obviously revealing the hyperfine interaction with one 

platinumm atom (/ = 1/2 and 33.8%) and three atoms with 7 = 1 /2 and 100% abundance. 

Consistentt with this hyperfine structure, the Si-NL65 spectrum is attributed to a Pt-H3 

center.. Also seen in figure 5.2 is the spectrum of the Pt-H2 center with well-known 

hyperfinee structure of 1:2:1 - 4:8:4 - 1:2:1 of spectral lines, as indicated. The Fe; center 

hass completely disappeared and the Pt-Fe center is still weakly detected. 

Measuringg the full angular dependence of the spectrum, i.e., the position of all spectral 

liness versus angle of applied magnetic field, the symmetry of the center is determined to be 

trigonall  with the principal g values g\\ = 1.96728 and  = 2.15699. In figure 5.3 the 

angularr dependence pattern of the Si-NL65 spectrum as measured for rotation of the 

magneticc field in the (0 1 1) plane from [100] to [011] is presented. The solid lines are 

simulationss using spin-Hamiltonian parameters as listed in table 5.1; the points are 

experimentall  data. 
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Figuree 5.4. EPR spectrum of the Si-NL66 center for magnetic field B // [011], microwave 

frequencyfrequency f = 22.61104 GHz, temperature T = 4.2 K. The spectrum indicated by the stick diagrams 

isis characterized by hyperfine structure of 1:4:1 as due to hyperfine interaction with one platinum 

atom.atom. Further splitting into eightfold structure of each spectral line is also resolvable. The spectra 

ofof the Fe", the Pt—Fe, and the P° centers are observed with much higher intensity. 
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Thee second spectrum, the Si-NL66, is observed only in the hydrogenated samples co-

dopedd with iron, in an enrichment to 95.1% of the 57Fe isotope. A typical spectrum is 

plottedd in figure 5.4 for the magnetic field B II  [Oil] , microwave frequency ƒ = 22.61104 

GHz,, and at 4.2 K. The spectrum is characterized by more complicated hyperfine 

structures,, which are angular dependent and unresolved in most directions of applied 

magneticc field. This hyperfine structure, as shown in more detail in figure 5.5, reveals 

hyperfinee interaction with at least one platinum atom and three other atoms with nuclear 

spinn / = 1/2 and abundance close to 100%, creating a platinum hyperfine structure of 1:4:1, 

withh each group containing up to eight lines. 
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Figuree 5.5. Part of the EPR spectrum of the Si-NL66 center observed in the deuterated samples 

revealsreveals the hyperfine interaction with one platinum and three non-equivalent iron atoms with I = 

1/2.1/2. The spectrum is recorded for the magnetic field B about 1" away from the [Oil] 

crystallographiccrystallographic direction, microwave frequency f = 22.91678 GHz and temperature T = 4.2 K. 

Fromm the sample preparation process, there are two intentionally doped elements 

matchingg with this requirement, the hydrogen (7 = 1/2, 100%), and the 57Fe (/ = 1/2, 
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95.1%).. However, the direct incorporation of hydrogen into the Si-NL66 center was 

experimentallyy excluded following the observation of an identical EPR spectrum in the 

sampless diffused with deuterium. This leaves iron as the most prominent candidate. The 

angularr dependence of the Si-NL66 spectrum as shown in figure 5.6 corresponds to 

monoclinic-II  symmetry with the principal g values as listed in table 5.1. 
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Figuree 5.6. Angular dependence pattern of the S1-NL66 spectrum as measured for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (01 I) plane from [100] to [011] for microwave frequency f = 22.61104. The 

experimentalexperimental data, recorded for temperature T = 4.2 K, are presented as solid diamonds. Solid 

lineslines are from a computer simulation using the spin Hamiltonian described in equation (5.2). 

5.44 Discussion 

5.4.11 Si-NL65 center 

Thee observation of the Si-NL65 spectrum after hydrogenation with very low formation 

probabilityy and hyperfine structure of 1:3:3:1 - 4:12:12:4 - 1:3:3:1 no doubt is strong 

evidencee for the possibility that the center is a complex of one-platinum-three-hydrogen 

atoms.. Indeed, from the experimental data we find that the Si-NL65 spectrum can be very 

welll  described with the 5= 1/2 spin Hamiltonian 
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HH = juBB-ge'S + S-Apt-Ipt + I i=1.3 S-AiH-I,H, (5.1) 

inn which the sum is over three equivalent hydrogen atoms. Results of the fit using equation 

(5.1),, as given in table 5.1, disclose a large anisotropic hyperfine interaction of platinum 

withh Ax = 52.2 MHz and A\\ = 708.8 MHz, corresponding to an isotropic contact interaction 

aa = 271.1 MHz and anisotropic dipole-dipole interaction b = 218.9 MHz. For the hydrogen 

aa slightly anisotropic hyperfine interaction is calculated with  = 12.7 MHz and A  ̂= 14.5 

MHz,, a = 13.3 MHz, and b = 0.6 MHz. Using the standard analysis based on linear 

combinationn of atomic orbitals (LCAO) the spin densities ifd in the 6s and rfy in the 5d 

orbitall  on the site of the platinum atom are determined to be about 2 % and 47.6%, 

respectively.. For hydrogen, the hyperfine interaction leads to a localization in a 1 s orbital 

off  about 0.95% on each of the three protons. 

Thee slight anisotropy of hydrogen hyperfine interaction of about 0.6 MHz, in a similar 

interpretationn as for the Si-AA9 and Si-NL64 centers, must be due to the electron spin 

localizedd on remote orbitals. From this value 0.6 MHz of hyperfine interaction anisotropy, 

aa distance of about 0.5 nm between electron and nucleus is deduced implying the 

interstitiall  anti-bonding sites to the silicon nearest-neighbor atoms for the protons. 

Fromm these results one recognizes that: 

(i)) With about 50% of spin density localized on the s and d orbitals of the platinum 

atomm and only about 0.9% spin density localized on each of the three protons, 

thee Pt-H3 center must behave as a platinum-like center in silicon; 

(ii )) The hyperfine interaction tensor AH of the Pt H3 center is resembling closely 

thee values of hydrogen hyperfine interaction tensors reported for the other two 

transition-metal-hydrogenn complexes, the Pt-H2 and Au-H2 centers, i.e., the 

valuess of the isotropic and anisotropic parts about 10 MHz and 1 MHz, 

respectivelyy [5.3,5.12, 5.13]. 

Thiss enables us to establish a detailed microscopic model for the Pt-H3 center in which 

thee platinum atom occupies the substitutional site and three interstitial hydrogen atoms are 

anti-bondingg to three silicon nearest-neighbor atoms. In a trigonal symmetry configuration, 

thee three hydrogen atoms are arranged with trigonal symmetry on <111> axes intersecting 

thee substitutional platinum site. The model, as illustrated in figure 5.7, is similar to the 

microscopicc structure proposed for the Pt-H3 center by Jones et al. [5.6] following the 

theoreticall  calculation using first-principle local-density formalism cluster theory. 
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Tablee 5.1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the Pt-Fe pair, Si-NL65, and SI-NL66 centers, as 

obtainedobtained from computer fits and simulation of the EPR spectra and the EPR angular dependencies. 

TheThe electron spin S = 1/2 for all centers. The iron hyperfine interaction of center Si-NL66 is 

roughlyroughly estimated. 

Pt-Fee - Symmetry trigonal 

Parameters s 

g g 

A* A* 

AAFe Fe 

g\\g\\/A/A\\ \\ 

2.0124 4 

468 8 

18.3 3 

gJAgJAL L 

2.1264 4 

186 6 

-0.3 3 

Units s 

MHz z 

MHz z 

SÏ-NL655 - Symmetry trigonal 

Parameters s 

g g 

AApt pt 

A" A" 

g\\g\\/A/A\\ \\ 

1.96728 8 

708.8 8 

14.5 5 

2.15699 9 

52.2 2 

12.7 7 

Units s 

MHz z 

MHz z 

SÏ-NL666 - Symmetry monoclinic-I 

Parameters s 

g g 

A* A* 

A™ A™ 

A™ A™ 

A™ A™ 

g\M\ g\M\ 

1.9475 5 

492 2 

gi/Agi/A2 2 

2.1989 9 

212 2 

gilM gilM 

2.05 5 

281 1 

-32 2 

== 12 

== 10 

9 9 

25 5 

21 1 

Units s 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Thee similarity of the hydrogen hyperfine interaction tensors of all EPR observed 

transition-metal-hydrogenn complexes in silicon as presented in table 5.2 suggests that 

thoughh the hydrogen atom lends itself to bind with the transition metal atom to create the 

complex,, its character seems to be very much determined by its own atomic orbital with a 

spinn density localization on the proton about 1%. The hydrogen atom seems to find itself 

easilyy stable at the interstitial anti-bonding site to the silicon nearest neighbors. 
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C3-axis s 

Figuree 5.7. Atomic model for the Si-NL.65 center of the Pt-H3 complex in which the platinum 

occupiesoccupies the substitutional position on the <111> symmetry axis, and three interstitial hydrogen 

atomsatoms arrange themselves equivalently in trigonal C3v configuration anti-bonding to three silicon 

nearest-neighbornearest-neighbor atoms 

Tablee 5.2. The results of LCAO analysis of the hyperflne interaction with '95Pt and 'H nuclei for 

thethe SI-NL65 spectrum of the Pt-H3 center. Values for the Pt-H2 and Au-H2 centers are given for 

comparison. comparison. 

Center r 

Si-NL65 5 

Pt-H3 3 

Si-NL64 4 

Au-H2 2 

Pt-H2 2 

Nucleus s 

19Spt t 

1977 Au 

'H H 

195pt t 

a a 

MHz z 

271.1 1 

13.3 3 

18.5 5 

9.5 5 

318.1 1 

8.6 6 

b b 

MHz z 

218.8 8 

0.6 6 

2.6 6 

0.95 5 

111.6 6 

<1 1 

c c 

MHz z 

--

--

30.1 1 

rfê rfê 

% % 

2 2 

1.7 7 

2.3 3 

% % 

47.6 6 

6.26 6 

24.27 7 

rf rf 

% % 

49.6 6 

0.95 5 

8 8 

0.67 7 

26.6 6 

0.6 6 

Refs. . 

thiss work 

[5.3,5.12] ] 

[5.13,5.14] ] 

Noww we wil l consider  the charge state of the Pt-H3 center. As predicted from 

theoreticall  calculation, the Pt-H3 complex is paramagnetic in its neutral charge state with 

thee e-manifold containing three electrons, being able to trap a single electron. This 

complexx produces a single acceptor  level (-/0) lying exceptionally deep at 1.35 eV below 
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thee conduction band. The Pt-H3 center does not possess any donor levels. The 

experimentall  measurement using the DLTS technique by Weber et al. seemss to support this 

calculatedd result with the observation of a deep acceptor level, the so called H(150), at EQ -

0.99 eV, that from the deep-level depth profiling was assigned to the Pt-H3 complex [5.8, 

5.9].. The spectrum Si-NL65 of the Pt-H3 center in our experiment is observed only under 

visiblee light. To be in its paramagnetic neutral charge state the center has to behave as an 

acceptor-likee center with the capture cross section for holes larger than that for the 

electrons.. The defect is in negative charge state under normal conditions in n-type material, 

underr the light illumination it captures a hole to become a neutral center. 

5.4.22 S1-NL66 center 

Thee suggested interpretation for the chemical composition of the Si-NL66 center is 

basedd mostly on the sample preparation conditions and the observed spectrum. In the past, 

severall  platinum-related complexes, which contain up to six platinum atoms, have been 

observedd in EPR [5.13, 5.14, 5.20, 5.21]. With the observed multi-line hyperfine structure 

onee may think that the SUNL66 spectrum is a complex of several platinum atoms. 

However,, from careful inspection of the hyperfine structure of the Si-NL66 spectrum, such 

aa possibility has to be excluded as a defect containing two equivalent platinum atoms will 

producee a hyperfine structure with relative intensity ratio of 1:8:18:8:1 of the spectral lines 

andd this ratio will be 1:12:51:88:51:12:1 for the complex with three equivalent platinum 

atoms.. In the experiment we had already eliminated the direct involvement of the hydrogen 

intoo the Si-NL66 center, leaving 57Fe iron the only suitable impurity, which may involve in 

thee center. In order to account for the observed hyperfine structure of 1:4:1, in which each 

off  its components contains eight lines with nearly equal intensity, the incorporation of one 

platinumm atom and three iron atoms must be assumed as the most likely option. The 

complicatedd hyperfine structure, which is unresolved in most directions of observation, 

indicatess that the three iron atoms are non-equivalent. This non-equivalence of the three 

ironn atoms will result in a lower symmetry of the defect compared to that of Pt-H3 and 

anotherr similar platinum-related defect, the Pt-Li3 center as reported in Refs. [5.21-5.25]. 

Indeed,, the observed monoclinic-I symmetry of the angular dependence of the Si-NL66 

spectrumm supports this argument. 

Duee to the not fully resolved angular dependence of the hyperfine structure and the 

non-equivalencee of hyperfine interaction of the three iron atoms, the exact determination of 
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thee hyperfine interaction tensors of iron atoms is not possible; only estimated values, as 

listedd in table 5.1, can be given. The angular dependence of the Si-NL66 center can be 

simulatedd and fitted with electron spin S = 1/2 and the following spin Hamiltonian 

HH = //BB-£e-S + S-APl-IPl + L=1.3 S-AiFc-IiFe, (5.2) 

withh the platinum hyperfine interaction principal values A\ = 494 MHz, Ai = 212 MHz and 

A3A3 = 281 MHz. The experimental results as described above are not sufficient to establish a 

detailedd microscopic model for the Si-NL66 center. The tentative model, however, can be 

sketchedd with the platinum at the substitutional site bonding to three interstitial irons. The 

factt that the iron atom has a larger atomic radius compared to that of hydrogen and lithium 

makess it is more difficult to find three equivalent positions for three iron atoms. 

5.55 Conclusions 

Inn this study, we have reported two EPR spectra labeled Si-NL65 and Si-NL66 of the 

Pt-H33 and Pt-Fe3 centers in silicon, respectively. The observation of the Si-NL65 spectrum 

off  the Pt-H3 center with trigonal symmetry is the first observation in EPR of a transition-

metal-hydrogenn complex containing three hydrogen atoms. A detailed analysis of the 

experimentall  data has provided sufficient material for the atomic model of the center in 

whichh the platinum occupies a substitutional position and three hydrogen atoms arrange 

themselvess equivalently in trigonal configuration anti-bonding to three silicon nearest 

atomss on <111> axes passing through the platinum site. This model is in good agreement 

withh the theoretically calculated result obtained by Jones et al. [5.6] Though the energy 

levell  of the Pt-H3 center cannot be determined by magnetic resonance, evidence from the 

EPRR observation seems to support the assignment of an acceptor level as measured in 

DLTS.. The Si-NL66 spectrum was attributed to a complex of one subsitutional platinum 

atomm and three interstitial iron atoms. Although the direct incorporation of 

hydrogen/deuteriumm into the center is not observed, the hydrogen plays an important role 

inn enhancing the formation probability of the Pt-Fe3 center as it only observed in the 

hydrogenated/deuteratedd samples. The observation of lower symmetry of the Pt-Fe3 center 

comparedd to that of the Pt-H3 and Pt-Li3 centers is a good evidence indicating that if 

atomss with larger atomic radius are involved to form the complex, it is more difficult to 
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findfind equivalent positions for all of the atoms than for the smaller atoms, such as hydrogen 

orr lithium. 
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-- George Matheson -

ChapterChapter 6 

HYDROGENN PASSIVATION OF PALLADIU M IN SILICON 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Magneticc resonance study on hydrogen in-diffusion into palladium-doped silicon samples, in an 

environmentt of vapor water at high temperature, has revealed the removal of the predominant 

isolatedd substitutional palladium center Pd$, indicating the possibility of full passivation of this 

centerr by hydrogenation, with the implication that the passivation products are non-paramagnetic. 

Underr a low-temperature (400-500 K) heat-treatment process, the gradual recovery of the Pd$ 

centerr is observed. At the same time a new EPR spectrum, labeled Si-NL68, emerges. The angular 

dependencee of the new spectrum has been measured for the rotation of the applied magnetic field in 

thee (O i l ) plane from the [100] to [Oil ] crystallographic directions, enabling us to determine the 

monoclinic-II  symmetry for the corresponding defect. The identification of the new spectrum is 

madee based on the observation of twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines, the monoclinic-I 

symmetryy of the defect, and on correlation with the experimental results from deep-level transient 

spectroscopyy (DLTS), as well as results from theoretical calculations. We tentatively assign the Si-

NL688 spectrum to a complex of one-palladium-one-hydrogen (Pd-Hi), which is formed as the 

resultt of a conversion process under heat treatment at low temperature. 

105 5 
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6.11 Introductio n 

Soo far the reported transition-metal-hydrogen complexes (TM-H) in silicon by 

magneticc resonance are confined to only the 5d transition-metal elements Au, Pt [6.1-6.3], 

andd the 3d element Fe [6.4]. The observation of other TM-H complexes from the 3d and 

4dd groups seems to become a challenge to this method. Strongly motivated by the 

detectionn of a large number of TM-H 3d and 4d transition-metal related levels, such as 

Ag-H,, Pd-H, Ni-H, Cu-H, etc., using deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) [6.5-6.9], 

manyy efforts have been made to observe these centers by electron paramagnetic resonance 

(EPR).. In this chapter, we report on the first identification of a Pd-H related center 

observablee in palladium-doped hydrogenated silicon by electron paramagnetic resonance. 

6.22 Experiments 

Thee preparation of samples used in this experiment is very similar to the method 

describedd for gold in chapter 4, and platinum in chapter 5. The same silicon materials were 

usedd in this experiment. The palladium was diffused into silicon at high temperatures of 

12000 to 1300 °C for a duration of time from 1 to 100 hours, followed by a fast-quench into 

waterr at room temperature. The hydrogen was incorporated by heating the samples in an 

environmentt of water vapor at around 1250 °C for 30 minutes. 

Thee EPR measurements were carried out using a K-band superheterodyne spectrometer 

operatingg at the microwave frequency ƒ ~ 23 GHz. The dispersion part of the magnetic 

susceptibilityy was recorded with the microwave power kept at the microwatt level. The 

samplee was mounted with the [0 11] direction perpendicular to the plane in which the 

magneticc field could be rotated. The EPR spectra were measured at liquid-helium 

temperaturee 4.2 K. 

6.33 Results and discussion 

Thee experimental results showed that after hydrogenation the EPR spectrum of the 

substitutionall  palladium center Pds", which was observed strongly before in the samples, 

hass disappeared [10]. The EPR spectrum of Fet
0, and in several samples the spectrum of 

thee Pd-Fe pair, has emerged [6.11]. No immediate Pd-H spectrum was detected. In figures 
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6.1(a)) and (b) typical spectra observed in the palladium-doped sample before (a) and after 

(b)) hydrogenation are presented. The spectra clearly show that even in case of formation of 

thee Pd-Fe center after hydrogenation, the concentration of this center is much lower than 

thee concentration of the Pds" center (see also figure 6.2 (a)), i.e., by the hydrogenation a 

losss of Pd-related EPR centers has occurred. This suggests that there must be a fraction of 

palladiumm atoms involved in the formation of new Pd-H complexes. The fact that we do 

nott observe these hydrogen-related complexes by EPR might be due to full passivation of 

thee centers by hydrogen or the passivation products are non-paramagnetic. 

re re 
c c 

c c 
£ £ 
£ £ 
"re e 
c c 

Si:Pd,H H 

7900 80 0 81 0 82 0 83 0 84 0 85 0 

Magneticc Field (mT) 

7500 76 0 77 0 78 0 79 0 80 0 81 0 82 0 83 0 84 0 

Magneticc Field (mT) 

Figuree 6.1. The typical EPR spectra observed in the palladium-doped sample (a) before and (b) 

immediatelyimmediately after hydrogenation. A comparison clearly shows that after hydrogenation the EPR 

spectrumspectrum of the Pds' center has disappeared. No Pd-H related spectrum is observed immediately 

afterafter hydrogenation. 

Itt is known from DLTS experiments that by annealing the samples at temperatures of 

4000 to 550 K, one can promote the conversion processes in which the hydrogen-related 

centerss capture or release one or more hydrogen atoms to form new complexes [6.6, 6.12]. 

Theree is a possibility that the new-formed complexes are paramagnetic and observable by 

electronn paramagnetic resonance. We, therefore, have carried out the isochronal thermal 

annealingg of our samples. The samples were again put into ampoules filled with argon gas 
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andd heated up to the desired temperature, and then quenched into water at room 

temperature.. Results showed that after annealing at 450 K for 60 minutes, the EPR 

spectrumm of the substitutional palladium center has weakly recovered (figure 2(a)). Further 

annealingg revealed the gradual recovery of the Pds" center. At the same time a new EPR 

spectrumm has emerged. This spectrum, labeled Si-NL68 for further references, achieves its 

highestt intensity after annealing at 500 K for about 120 minutes (figure 6.2(b)). In figure 

6.2,, the spectrum Si-NL68 is indicated by dashed arrows. 
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Figuree 6.2. EPR spectra observed in a palladium-doped hydrogenated sample after isochronal 

annealingannealing at 450 Kfor 60 minutes (a), and at 500 K for 120 minutes (b). The spectrum of the Pds' 

centercenter is weakly recovered in (a) and is adequately recovered in (b). The new spectrum, Si-NL68, 

hashas emerged and is indicated by dashed arrows. 

Onee of the hard points in this experiment is, as can be seen in figure 6.2, the very low 

intensityy of the Si-NL68 spectrum, even at its highest concentration. Also, the spectral 

liness are superimposed, in many parts, on the much stronger Pds" and Ps° spectra. These 

handicapss make the task of identification of the Si-NL68 spectrum difficult . Fortunately, 

byy careful measurements with slower scanning speed and highest resolution, we were still 

ablee to collect the positions of all the spectral lines versus the magnetic field when rotated 

inn the ( O i l ) plane from the [100] to [011] directions. The corresponding pattern is shown 

inn figure 6.3(a) presenting monoclinic-I symmetry for the Si-NL68 center. In figure 6.3(a), 
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pointss are experimental data; solid lines are calculations using spin-Hamiltonian equation 

(6.1), , 

HH = MaB-g-S, (6.1) ) 

withh the principal values of the g tensor gi = 1.998, gi = 2.0361, and gi = 1.9651, and angle 

6»== 22°. 

Especially,, at the main directions [100] and [Oil] , where the intensity of the spectrum 

iss higher, we observed twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines, providing evidence 

forr the hyperfine interaction with a nucleus with spin / = 1/2 and 100% natural abundance. 

Thiss splitting is in the order of 7-10 MHz and is anisotropic. The extended view of 

spectrumm showing this small splitting is depicted in figure 6.3(b). 
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Figuree 6.3. (a) Angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL68 spectrum observed for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (01 1) plane from the [100] to the [011] direction, disclosing the monoclinic-I 

symmetrysymmetry for the corresponding defect, (b) An extended view on the EPR line of the S1-NL68 

spectrumspectrum shows small twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines indicating the hyperfine 

interactioninteraction with a single hydrogen nuclear spin 1 = 1/2 and 100% natural abundance. The 

spectrumspectrum was recorded for the magnetic field parallel to the [100] direction. 
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Inn the electron paramagnetic resonance method, the identification of a center, its 

electronicc and atomic structure, is established based on the observed hyperfine interactions, 

andd the spin-Hamiltonian parameters obtained from analysis of the experimental spectra. In 

thee present case, as the observed signal is weak, the hyperfine lines which represent the 

hyperfinee interaction with the 105Pd isotope (/ = 5/2, abundance 22.2%) are too small for 

detection.. No such direct identification of the involvement of a palladium atom into the Si-

NL688 center can be made. However, as the components of the g tensor of the Si-NL68 

center,, derived from fitting the angular dependence pattern figure 6.3(a), deviate 

considerablyy from ge = 2.0023 of the free electron, the involvement of a transition-metal-

likee impurity in the microscopic structure of the Si-NL68 center is suggested. This, and the 

factt that the Si-NL68 spectrum is only observed in the sample intentionally doped with 

palladium,, directs us to a tentative assignment that the Si-NL68 spectrum is originated 

fromm a Pd-related center. 

Observedd in the hydrogenated sample after annealing at 450-500 K for a certain 

durationn of time, characterized by the twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines as due 

too hyperfine interaction with an atom with nuclear spin / = 1/2 and 100% natural 

abundance,, as shown in figure 6.3(b), the incorporation of a hydrogen atom in the Si-NL68 

centerr is established. Interestingly, the anisotropic splitting in the range of 7-10 MHz, is 

welll  analyzed by isotropic part a ~ 9 MHz and anisotropic component b ~ 1 MHz, which 

aree characteristic values for the hyperfine interaction of hydrogen with transition-metals, as 

observedd for other TM-H complexes, the Pt-H2, Au-H2, and Pt-H3 centers [6.3]. 

Thee assumed conclusion of formation of Pd-H center is well in agreement with results 

fromm DLTS measurements in which up to seven Pd-H related levels have been observed 

afterr wet-chemically etching the samples. In particular, the £"(200) level with activation 

energyy at EQ - 0.43 eV and assignment to a Pd-Hi complex [6.6, 6.13], supports our 

conclusionn toward a Pd-Hi complex for the Si-NL68 spectrum. Further supporting this 

assignment,, the monoclinic-I symmetry observed for the Si-NL68 center is well matching 

withh the theoretically calculated results of Jones et al. [6.14], who concluded the 

monoclinic-II  symmetry for the transition-metal-one-hydrogen atom complexes. 

Further,, the observation of the Si-NL68 center after low-temperature heat treatment 

suggestss a possibility that after hydrogenation the Pds" center has actually been passivated, 

i.e.,, a neutral center has been formed. This center, however, is not thermally stable, 

thereforee easily dissociated to complexes with smaller number of hydrogen atoms under 
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heatt treatment at low temperature. As suggested in Ref. [6.13], and as a center of Pt-H3 has 

beenn observed by magnetic resonance as reported in chapter 5, this neutral center most 

probablyy contains four hydrogen atoms. Nevertheless, as no firm conclusion could be 

establishedd from EPR measurements only, other possibilities accounting for the loss of 

Pdgg centers after hydrogenation including the formation of non-paramagnetic complexes 

cannott (fully) be ruled out. 

Att this point, based on the identification of the Si-NL68 center as the Pd-Hi complex, 

fromm the very similar hydrogen hyperfine interaction observed for the Si-NL68 center in 

comparisonn with that of other TM-H complexes, we tentatively propose an atomic model 

forr the Si-NL68 center copying the general configuration as proposed for other TM-H 

complexes.. In this model, the hydrogen atom lies at an anti-bonding site, being back-

bondedd to one of the silicon nearest neighbors of the substitutional Pd atom. For a more 

detailedd microscopic model of the Pd-Hi complex, we refer to Refs. [6.14, 6.15]. 

Finally,, the observation of the Pd-Hi complex in silicon in this experiment, together 

withh the observation of Pt-Fh [6.1, 6.2], Au-F ,̂ and Pt-Fh, as described in chapters 4 and 

5,, respectively, provide quite a detailed and convincing picture of the microscopic and 

electronicc structures of transition-metal-hydrogen complexes in silicon. These results, in 

combinationn with results from DLTS, IR measurements, as well as with theoretical 

calculations,, create a reliable picture of how the hydrogen atom interacts with transition-

metall  impurities in silicon. It also suggests that in silicon the transition-metal atom can 

bindd up to three hydrogen atoms without passivating the electronic activity of the 

correspondingg defect, whereas the complex with four hydrogen atoms is neutral. 

6.44 Conclusions 

Wee have performed electron paramagnetic resonance measurements on palladium-

dopedd hydrogenated n-type silicon samples. The experimental results showed that after 

hydrogenn in-diffusion the complete removal of the predominant isolated substitutional 

palladiumm center has occurred, suggesting the formation of a passive Pd-H complex which 

iss responsible for the loss of Pd-related EPR spectra. Under a low-temperature heat-

treatmentt process, a new spectrum, labeled Si-NL68, has been observed. This spectrum, 

fromm its observed g tensor typically for transition-metal impurities, the symmetry of 

monoclinic-I,, and the appearance of twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines, was 
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tentativelyy assigned as originating from a one-hydrogen-one-palladium complex. A 

generall  atomic model for the center has been proposed in correlation with the models 

proposedd for other TM-H complexes. 
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SILVER-GOLDD AND GOLD-RELATED CENTERS IN 

SILVER-DOPEDD SILICON 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Wee report on studies of silver-gold-gold and gold-related centers in silver-doped silicon by 

electronn paramagnetic resonance. The experimental results showed that in samples doped with 

monoisotopicallyy enriched silver, either 107Ag (99.5%) or 109Ag (99.4%), a previously non-reported 

EPRR spectrum, labeled Si-NL67, was observed. The new spectrum, which has an electron spin S = 

1,, is characterized by a large twofold splitting and smaller fourfold splitting as being due to 

hyperfinee interactions with a silver atom (7 = 1/2) and with a gold atom (/ = 3/2). Further hyperfine 

interactionn with a second gold atom was observed when the external magnetic field was applied 

parallell  to the [100] direction of the sample. The angular dependence of the spectrum was 

measuredd and the symmetry determined to be trigonal. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters of the 

centerr have been determined revealing zero-field splitting D\\ = -4780  50 MHz and DL = 2425

500 MHz, silver hyperfine interaction Al09Ag\\ = 4770  30 MHz and A,09A\ = -1010  30 MHz, gold 

hyperfinee interaction AAu0) = 370-760 MHz and AAu{2) = 10MHz. On this basis, it is possible to 

proposee that the S1-NL67 spectrum originates from a silver-gold-gold complex in silicon. In the 

samplee doped with natural silver (99.99%), the previously identified gold center Si-NL50 was 

againn observed. The new appearance of the spectrum, its co-existence with the Au-Fe pair and 

detailedd analysis of the formation probability and thermal annealing of the center, as well as its 

originn will be presented and brought up for discussion. 
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7.11 Introductio n 

Thee contamination by transition metals of silicon materials, and therefore of silicon 

wafers,, in general is unavoidable. This happens, for example, during crystal growth, heat-

treatmentt processes or when metallic contacts are made to devices. As unintentional 

contaminantss Fe, Cu, and Ni are found in concentrations of ~1012 cm"3, the concentrations 

off  Au and Ag usually are less [7.1]. But even with these minor amounts, effects of the 

transition-metall  impurities on the electronic properties of the materials and devices are 

considerable.. It is known from experiments that the main effect of the transition metal 

impuritiess is to introduce carrier traps and recombination centers. As a consequence, the 

minorityy carrier lifetimes are driven by the numbers of traps and recombination centers in 

thee materials. Luckily, the presence of transition-metal impurities is not always 

detrimental.. In several cases, for special purposes, the transition metals Ag, Au, and Pt are 

intentionallyy incorporated into the materials or silicon wafers in order to control the 

lifetimee of charge carriers. Such applications are known for the production of fast-

switchingg devices. 

Inn spite of the wide technological use, there are still many questions related to the 

fundamentall  understanding of the microscopic properties and structures of the transition-

metall  impurities in silicon that need to be clarified. Let us consider the particular case of 

silverr and gold in silicon. Gold as an impurity in crystalline silicon is, in many aspects, one 

off  the most thoroughly studied defect systems in any semiconductor. It is used together 

withh silver in silicon as an effective recombination center. The isolated substitutional silver 

andd gold centers are amphoteric, giving rise to two deep levels within the silicon bandgap. 

Thesee are an acceptor level at Ec - 0.55 eV and a donor level at £v + 0.35 eV for Aus [7.2], 

andd an acceptor level at Ec - 0.55 eV and a donor level at Ev + 0.38 eV for Ags [7.3]. 

Experimentally,, these deep levels of silver and gold are so close that in case of a sample 

contaminatedd by both silver and gold, distinction of these levels might not be possible. 

However,, this similarity is not unexpected since the electronic configuration of the free 

silverr atom (Ag:4d105s) is similar to that of gold (Au:5d106s) and copper (Cu:3d!04s) 

likewise.. It was also established that the neutral substitutional gold Aus° is isoelectronic to 

thee negative substitutional platinum Pts . EPR studies have revealed that isolated 

substitutionall  silver Ags° and platinum Pts" centers have orthorhombic-I symmetry (C2V) in 

theirr paramagnetic charge state with electron spin S = 1/2, and with g tensor, g[]00]  = 
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1.9954,, g[on] = 1.9960, g[0Ï1] = 1.9980 for silver [7.4], and g[100]= 2.0789, g[0U]  = 1.3867, 

gg - = 1.4266 for platinum [7.5]. For the Aus° center, as different experimental results 

andd opinions have been reported [7.6, 7.7], no direct and unambiguous identification could 

bee made. This indecisive situation and the fact that the reported gold center Si-NL50 has 

beenn observed in silver-doped samples, and silver-gold related complexes have never been 

reported,, strongly motivated us to do this research. 

Moreover,, as silver and gold are rather commonly used (but not always useful) in 

semiconductorr technology, the phenomenon of transition-metal (TM) clustering is also of 

enormouss importance. Having very high diffusivities and large covalent radii, the TM 

impuritiess easily react with defects and dopants, as well as with other transition metals or 

themselvess to create clusters of homotype [7.8-7.12]. They are also attracted to aggregates 

off  vacancies and precipitate at stacking faults and along dislocations [7.13]. Their gettering 

byy voids, created by irradiation, and located in the inactive regions of the devices, can be 

usedd to control the effects of the transition metal impurities. 

Inn this chapter, upon investigation of p-type silver-doped silicon, we report for the first 

timee the observation of a complex identified as a silver-gold-gold defect in silicon by 

electronn paramagnetic resonance. Also the center previously claimed to be the 

substitutionall  gold center (Si-NL50) is again observed. Detailed analyses of the spectra are 

presentedd and brought up for discussion. 

7.22 Samples and spectrometer 

Sampless were prepared from commercial high-grade p-type single crystal silicon. After 

orientationn by X-rays the crystals were cut to bar samples with typical dimensions 1.5 x 

1.55 x 15 mm3 with the longest side parallel to a [Oil ] crystallographic direction. For the 

purposee of silver identification, two different sets of samples were prepared. The first set 

wass diffused with high-purity natural silver (99.99%) containing two isotopes with 

approximatelyy equal abundance (107Ag 51.83%, 109Ag 48.17%). The second set was 

diffusedd with less pure isotopically enriched silver, either 107Ag silver (99.5%) or ' 9Ag 

silverr (99.4%), in a temperature range from 1150 to 1250 °C for durations of time from 10 

too 100 hours. In order to verify the involvement of Fe and Au in the observed centers, we 

alsoo made samples, which are co-doped with either enriched iron (57Fe, 99.5%) or pure 

goldd (197Au, 99.99%) under the same preparation conditions. After diffusion, all samples 
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weree quenched to water at room temperature and then stored at liquid nitrogen temperature 

untill  the first measurement. 

Thee EPR measurements were carried out using a K-band superheterodyne spectrometer 

operatingg at microwave frequency ƒ = 23 GHz. The dispersion part of the magnetic 

susceptibilityy was followed with the microwave power kept at the microwatt level. The 

samplee was mounted with the [Oil ] direction perpendicular to the plane in which the 

magneticc field could be rotated. The EPR spectra were measured in the temperature range 

off  1.5 to 20 K. 

7.33 Results and discussion 

Thee two centers reported in the following sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 were observed in two 

differentlyy doped sets of p-type silicon samples. The Si-NL67 spectrum of a silver-gold-

goldd complex was observed only in the sample doped with enriched silver (low purity, 

eitherr Ag or Ag). The Si-NL50 spectrum was observed only in the sample doped with 

high-purityy natural silver (99.99%). 

7.3.11 The Si-NL67 spectrum of the Ag-Au-Au center 

Inn the samples doped with enriched silver, l07Ag or 109Ag, a new spectrum covering the 

magneticc field region from 480 to 1150 mT was observed. The spectrum, labeled Si-NL67, 

iss depicted in figure 7.1 for the magnetic field B parallel to the [100] direction of the 

sample.. Only in this direction, the observed spectrum shows a fourfold splitting (dashed 

arrows)) as being due to the hyperfine interaction with a nucleus with spin I = 3/2 and 100% 

naturall  abundance. The non-equal separation of lines in the quartet groups reveals a strong 

quadrupolee effect. Such a behavior is typical for gold, as was discussed in chapter 4 for the 

Si-NL622 center. Upon rotation of the magnetic field away from the [100] direction by a 

feww degrees the intensities of the four lines in each group decrease quickly and then vanish 

completely.. The positions of the lines do not move, neither is the threefold splitting which 

shouldd take place for a trigonal center observed. At the same time a single line on the 

centerr positions of the quartet emerges. These later lines can be followed over the entire 

angularr range. Also recordable and indicated in figure 7.1 are spectra of the interstitial 

chromiumm (Crf) about two times higher and the neutral interstitial iron (Fe,°) about two 

orderss higher in intensity. The spectrum was measured at temperature T - 4.2 K, 
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microwavee frequency ƒ = 22.68632 GHz. For a clearer view on the hyperfine structure of 

thee Si-NL67 spectrum, part of the EPR spectrum measured with slower speed and higher 

resolutionn is presented in figure 7.2. On this expanded scale, a small additional fourfold 

splittingg in each of the spectral lines due to the hyperfine interaction with a second nucleus 

II  = 1/2, 100% natural abundance is just resolved. The Si-NL67 spectrum is not observed in 

thee sample doped with natural silver or in the sample co-doped with pure gold or enriched 

iron. . 
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Figuree 7.1. Typical EPR spectrum of the Si-NL67 center observed in p-type silicon doped with 

AgAg isotopically enriched silver. The spectrum is characterized by a twofold splitting (solid 

arrows),arrows), a large fourfold splitting (dashed arrows) and a smaller fourfold splitting in each of the 

spectralspectral lines (unresolved) revealing interactions with at least three different nuclei. The spectra of 

interstitialinterstitial iron and chromium are also observed and indicated. Magnetic field B // [100], 

temperaturetemperature T = 4.2 K, and microwave frequency f = 22.68632 GHz. 

Inn order to verify if all observed spectral lines belong to the same center, the angular 

dependencee of the Si-NL67 spectrum has been measured for the rotation of the magnetic 

fieldfield in the (0 1 1) plane. The result, as depicted in figure 7.3, shows explicitly two pairs of 
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opposite-sidedd trigonal-symmetry patterns, clearly revealing the trigonal symmetry of the 

defect.. In figure 7.3 the points are experimental data, solid lines are results from fittin g and 

simulationn using spin-Hamiltonian equation 7.1. 
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Figuree 7.2. Part of EPR spectrum of the Si-NL67 center on an extended field scale revealing the 

hvperfinehvperfine structure of fourfold splitting as due to hyperfine interaction with a nucleus I = 3/2. The 

spectrumspectrum was measured for magnetic field B about 10 degrees away from a [OilJ direction, 

temperaturetemperature T = 4.2 K and microwave frequency f'= 22.69812 GHz. 

Itt  is important to note that the mentioned angular  pattern could only be obtained with 

ann assignment of electronic spin S= 1 to the center. Verifyin g this experimentally, we have 

carriedd out a measurement at lower  temperature, T = 1.5 K. A typical EPR spectrum 

observedd at 1.5K is shown in figure 7.4 clearly showing the reduction of intensity of the 

twoo outer  groups of spectral lines to about 50%. This intensity reduction indicates different 

transitionn probabilit y as predicted by Boltzmann formulap ~ expi-E/ksT) confirming S = 1 

forr  the center  (E = hf with ƒ = 23 GHz). From this result, the two twofold splittings, which 

aree indicated by solid arrows in figure 7.1, could now be interpreted as due to the zero-field 
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splittingg S-D-S with S = 1 and the hyperfine interaction with a nuclear spin 7 = 1 /2 and 

100%% abundance. 

Apparently,, by the observed spectra as shown in figure 7.1, 7.2, and 7.4, and the 

angularr dependence pattern as shown in figure 7.3, the involvement of at least three 

differentt nuclei to the microscopic structure of the Si-NL67 center is established. Of those, 

onee has nuclear spin I = 1/2 and 100% abundance and is responsible for the large twofold 

splittingg and the other two nuclei have I = 3/2 and 100% abundance and are responsible for 

thee observed fourfold splittings. 

[100]]  [111] [011] 

00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Anglee (degrees) 

Figuree 7.3. The angular dependence pattern of the Si-NL67 spectrum of an ,mAg-doped sample 

measuredmeasured In the (011) plane from [100] to [Oil]  direction. The (*) points are experimental data, 

solidsolid lines are simulations using spin-Hamiltonian equation 7.1 and parameters as given in table 

7.1.7.1. The microwave frequency f = 22.90382 GHz. 

Thee observation of a hyperfine structure due to a nucleus with spin 7 = 1 /2 and 100% 

abundance,, no doubt, has to be related to silver as the sample was intentionally doped with 

silver.. In such a case, the hyperfine interactions observed in the samples doped with silver 
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enrichedd in the ' 7Ag and ' Ag isotopes have to show a slight difference corresponding to 

thee differences of nuclear magnetic moment |i = -0.1 135ÜN for '07Ag and u = -0.1305uN 

forr ' Ag. Indeed, the observed difference of the hyperfine interaction values is about 15% 

fullyy confirming the incorporation of silver into the microstructure of the Si-NL67 center. 
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Figuree 7.4. EPR spectrum of the Si-NL67 center observed at lower temperature of 1.5 K. As 

predicted,predicted, the two outer groups of spectral lines have lowered their intensity revealing the lower 

occupationoccupation of one of the two transitions from level with ms = +1 to ms = 0 and ms = 0 to tns = -I, 

i.e.,i.e., the corresponding center has electron spin S = 1. The spectrum was recorded for the magnetic 

fieldfield B nearly parallel to the [100] direction, with microwave frequency f = 22.740556 GHz. 

Identificationn of gold incorporation is more difficul t and in a less direct way. From 

experimentss as described above, the involvement of two nuclear spins / = 3/2 and 100% 

naturall  abundance into the Si-NL67 center has been established. For the first nucleus, its 

hyperfinee interaction is rather small with an average value of about 5-10 MHz. The second 

nucleuss is observable only when the magnetic field is applied parallel to the [100] direction 

off  the sample and then presents a much larger hyperfine interaction. As can be seen in the 

figuress 7.1 and 7.4, the magnitude of this larger hyperfine interaction depends on the 
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magneticc field at which the EPR lines were observed. The largest hyperfine interaction of 

7600 MHz is observed for the lowest group at around 730 mT, the smallest value is about 

3700 MHz and is observed for the group at around 833 mT. 

Inn the periodic table there are a number of elements fulfillin g the requirement of I = 3/2 

andd 100% natural abundance, the candidates include 9Be, 75As, IS9Tb, and 197Au. However, 

itt is known from the experiments that contamination of  9Be, As, and Tb in silicon is 

ratherr unlikely whereas gold is recognised as a major contaminant in natural silver. We 

thereforee tentatively assign the two nuclei with ƒ = 3/2 and 100% natural abundance to gold 

atoms.. Since in the experiment we did not diffuse with gold, the existence of gold in the 

sample,, if true, must be due to the contamination of gold in the silver dopant. At first, as no 

evidencee of gold or gold-related centers is observed in our samples, this assumption seems 

ratherr speculative. Fortunately, upon further experiments which have been carried out and 

inn which the same sample was used to diffuse with hydrogen, the EPR spectrum of the 

well-knownn Au-Fe pair is detected, confirming the existence of gold in the sample. 

Thee observed spectrum could, in principle, be described as a S = 1 center and the 

followingg spin-Hamiltonian: 

HH = //BB-ge-S + S-AAg-IAg + S D S + Ii=,-2S-Ai
A,J-I i

Au+ Ii-,-2liAu-QiAu-IiAu (7.1) 

withh all symbols having their usual meaning, i.e., D represents the zero-field splitting 

tensor,, Q stands for the gold quadrupole interaction tensors, AAu and AAg for the gold and 

silverr hyperfine interaction tensors, respectively. However, as mentioned above, for ease of 

calculationn in the fitting by the least squares method only the first three terms are taken 

intoo account. Results of the fit are given in table 7.1 for the g tensor, zero-field splitting 

andd silver hyperfine interaction tensor. Values for the gold hyperfine interactions are also 

givenn in table 7.1 but are averaged values taken directly from experimental data. 

Withh these results, it is now possible to propose an atomic model for the Si-NL67 

center.. Having trigonal symmetry, all three atoms incorporated in the defect must be 

situatedd on a <111> axis. With the assumption that the silver atom occupies the 

substitutionall  position, there are two possible arrangements of the gold atoms. In the first 

configuration,, the two gold atoms bond directly to the silver atom, one at the bond-

centeredd site between silver and silicon nearest-neighbor atom, while the second gold atom 

iss anti-bonding to the silver. In the second configuration, one of the gold atoms stays at the 
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bond-centeredd site, and the second atom is anti-bonding to the silicon nearest neighbor 

atom.. The fact that the hyperfine interactions with the two gold atoms are largely different, 

thee dependence of hyperfine interaction amplitude on magnetic field of the larger hyperfine 

interaction,, and its observability only for B II [100] direction, indicates that the two gold 

atomss are not equivalent with respect to the silver atom, providing a more plausible 

argumentt for the second configuration. 

Finally,, for an open discussion of the experimental results, we should note here that as 

thee observed hyperfine interactions of the two nuclei / = 3/2 are largely different, there is 

alternativelyy a possibility that the smaller fourfold splitting is due to a nB atom (nuclear 

spinn / = 3/2 and abundance 80.42%), which is naturally available in the p-type boron-

dopedd samples. 

7.3.22 New appearance of the SÏ-NL50 spectrum 

Inn 1992 Son et al. [7.7] reported a new spectrum, labeled Si-NL50, observed in a 

samplee intentionally doped with silver. The spectrum, from its hyperfine structure of 

fourfoldd splitting as due to the hyperfine interaction with a nuclear spin I = 3/2, 100% 

naturall  abundance and hyperfine interaction with four silicon nearest neighbors, was 

claimedd to be due to the single substitutional gold in silicon. The existence of gold in the 

samplee was explained as gold contamination in silver diffusion. The low concentration of 

goldd and the simultaneous presence of silver in the sample were considered to be important 

factss that prevent the formation of gold-impurity pairs as well as gold clusters themselves. 

Inn the same sample also the spectra of Fe;0, Tij+, Agj° and some other, silver-related, spectra 

weree observed. No direct evidence of other gold-related centers was reported. Further, the 

Si-NL500 center was observed in only one sample and Son and co-workers were unable to 

reproducee the center even after several trials. The spectrum was observed in a sample at 

liquid-heliumm temperature using X-band EPR spectrometer operating at 9 GHz. The typical 

EPRR spectrum of the Si-NL50 center is depicted in figure 7.5 characterized by fourfold 

splittingg with the two outer lines about 15% or more higher in intensity due to the 

coincidencee with two forbidden transitions. 

Inn this experiment, we again observed the Si-NL50 spectrum in the p-type silicon 

samplee diffused with pure natural silver (99.99%) under visible-light illumination. The 

concentrationn of the center is rather low, at the detection limit of our K-band EPR 

spectrometer.. The spectrum is well reproducible and is observable in all investigated 
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sampless with comparable intensity (10 samples). No traces of Fe°, Ti ;
+, or Ag° spectra 

weree observed. Additional studies of the formation capability carried out by changing the 

coolingg rate of the sample after silver diffusion have revealed, along with the formation of 

thee Si-NL50 center, the formation of the Si-NL43 center of the Ags-Fej pair [7.14]. 
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Figuree 7.5. EPR spectrum of the SI-NL50 center as measured at the angle 50° away from [100] 

showingshowing the hyperfine structure due to one gold nucleus with nuclear spin I = 3/2. The microwave 

frequencyfrequency isf- 9.1773 GHz. After Son et al. [7.7]. 

AA typical EPR spectrum recorded in the sample with the Si-NL43 center is presented in 

figuree 7.6 for the magnetic field B II [011] direction, temperature T = 4.2 K, and 

microwavee frequency ƒ = 22.621862 GHz. As can be seen, the Si-NL50 center observed in 

ourr case has a quite different appearance. The spectrum is characterized also by fourfold 

splittingg but the four spectral lines are not equal in intensity. The intensity of the two inner 

liness is quite stable. The two outer lines are unstable. Their intensity depends on the angle 

off  the applied magnetic field and can be in the range of 0% to 80% of the two inner lines. 

Thee observed spectrum has orthorhombic-I symmetry with the g tensor equal to that 
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previouslyy reported in Ref. [7.7], as given in table 7.1, and can with certainty be attributed 

too the Si-NL50 center. 
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Figuree 7.6. EPR spectrum of the Si-NL50 center observed using K-band EPR spectroscopy for 

magneticmagnetic field B // [011] direction, T = 4.2 K, and microwave frequency f = 22.621862 GHz. The 

spectrumspectrum Si-NL43 of the Ag-Fe pair is also observed and indicated by dashed arrows. In this 

spectrumspectrum the fourfold splitting is only observed in the low magnetic field region with intensity of 

thethe two outer lines only about 25% of the two inner lines. At higher magnetic field, the two outer 

lineslines have completely disappeared. At around 810 mT, the two inner lines are coincident as 

evidencedevidenced by the double intensity resonance. The splitting between the two lower groups of spectral 

lineslines at around 738 mT and 749 mT is due to a misorientation of about 3.5". 

Ass the spectrum Si-NL50 is observed in the samples intentionally doped with natural 

silver,, one first must attempt to analyze the Si-NL50 spectrum in terms of a silver-related 

center.. Therefore, the fourfold splitting of the observed spectrum can be viewed as due to 

thee hyperfine interaction with silver atoms. Natural silver contains the two isotopes '07Ag, / 

== 1/2, and abundance 51.83%, and l09Ag, / = 1/2, 48.17%. If it is the case, the observed 

hyperfinee splitting wil l present a small dissimilarity corresponding to the difference of the 
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nuclearr moments of the two silver isotopes//= -0.1135//N for 107Ag and// = -0.1305//N for 

109Ag.. This difference of hyperfine interaction of the two silver isotopes, with the absence 

off  quadrupole interaction (I < 1), wil l be a constant factor = 0.87 against applied magnetic 

field.field. However, the experimental results do not support this assumption, the fourfold 

splittingss are arbitrary, and the differences of corresponding pairs are much larger than 

expectedd for silver. Moreover, the absence of observation of the Si-NL50 spectrum, or 

evenn a part of it, in the samples doped with monoisotopically enriched silver, either Ag 

(99.5%)) or 109Ag (99.4%), gives a negative indication of the involvement of the silver in 

thee Si-NL50 center. 

Tablee 7.1. Principal values of g, hyperfine A, zero-field D, and quadrupole tensors Q as 

determineddetermined for the Si-NL67 and Si-NL50 spectra. For the Si-NL50 center, in our measurement, due 

toto the vanishing of the two outer lines at the two principal [Oil]  and [011] directions, it was not 

possiblepossible to determine hyperfine interactions at these directions. Hyperfine constants A " are 

determineddetermined in the low-Q approximation. 
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Thee variation of the structure of fourfold splitting, both in relative line positions and 

amplitudes,, observed for the Si-NL50 spectrum suggests another possibility, namely that 
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thee spectrum originates from a defect involving an impurity with nuclear spin I = 3/2. The 

mostt prominent candidate in this case, as already reported by Son et al. [7.7], is gold with 

nuclearr spin 1= 3/2 and 100% natural abundance. As gold is not intentionally diffused into 

thee samples, the only source of gold is contamination in the silver diffusion. It is therefore 

essentiall  to have independent evidence disclosing the existence of gold in the sample. 
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FigureFigure 7.7. Part of the EPR spectrum observed in the natural-silver-doped sample after annealing 

atat room temperature for two weeks revealing the simultaneous presence of the Si-NL50 spectrum 

andand the well-known spectrum of the Au-Fe pair, indicating the existence of gold in the sample. The 

spectrumspectrum was recorded at temperature T = 4.2 Kfor the magnetic field B // [011] direction, and a 

misorientationmisorientation of about 2.7°. 

Interestingly,, from the experiments we found that: 

a)) As the sample was quenched to water at room temperature and then immediately stored 

inn liquid nitrogen until the first measurement, we observed only the Si-NL50 spectrum. 

Iff  the sample was quenched a bit slower, we observed also the Si-NL43 spectrum of the 

Ags-Fe,, pair. 

b)) In the fast-quenched samples, without Ags-Fe; pair, if we keep annealing the sample at 

roomm temperature for weeks the EPR spectrum of the Aus-Fe; pair emerges and is 
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growingg up slowly while the intensity of the Si-NL50 spectrum decreases. A part of the 

EPRR spectrum of the SUNL50 center with Aus-Fe; center is shown in figure 7.7. 

c)) The Aus-Fei center was not observed in thee samples with the Ags-Fej center, even after 

annealingg the sample at room temperature. 

d)) The Si-NL50 spectrum was not observable in the samples co-doped with either pure 

goldd (99.999%) or enriched 57Fe to 99.5%. 

Obviously,, the observation of Au-Fe center has taken away the objection that no 

evidencee of gold or gold-related centers has been reported by Son et al. [7.7], by providing 

aa clue for gold involvement in defect formation in the silver-doped samples. Secondly, the 

simultaneouss presence of the Si-NL50 center and the Aus-Fei center in the sample at 4.2 K 

excludess the speculation that the Si-NL50 center is a metastable orthorhombic-I Aus-Fei 

pairr that springs from the known trigonal Aus-Fei one [7.15, 7.16]. Thirdly, the observation 

off  the Aus-Fej center only after annealing the sample at room temperature and only in 

sampless without the Ags-Fej center suggests that there actually was a competition between 

thee formation of Ags-Fej and Aus-Fe; centers in the sample. 

Carefull  measurements of the Si-NL50 spectrum in its principal directions have 

revealedd that for BII [011] direction, in the high-field region, the two outer spectral lines of 

thee fourfold line structure have disappeared. At one of the [011] directions the two inner 

liness are coincident creating the hyperfine structure of 1:2:1 as observed for the Aus-Fe; 

pairr [7.9] (due to the disappearance of the two outer spectral lines, only one line with 

intensityy double is observed in figure 7.6). Similarly, in the [100] direction the two inner 

liness are coincident with the two outer lines creating the 1:1 hyperfine structure. These 

pictures,, in a detailed treatment of hyperfine and quadrupole interaction as carried out for 

thee Aus-Fej [7.9], and for the gold-related center Si-NL62 [7.17], require a large 

quadrupolee interaction a few times stronger than the hyperfine interactions, thus in 

contradictionn with the results reported in Ref. [7.7]. We should also note that the linewidth 

off  the Si-NLSO spectrum is exceptionally narrow, in the order of 0.35-0.5 jiT, about five 

timess smaller than that for the Aus-Fei, and the Ags-Fej spectra, indicating a deep and 

ratherr isolated center within the silicon lattice. 

Alll  the above-described facts bring us to the conclusion that the Si-NL50 spectrum is 

ann important gold-related spectrum. The assignment of the spectrum to the isolated 

substitutionall  gold center from EPR measurement only, as given in Ref. [7], however, is 
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nott strong enough. For an unambiguous identification of the center, further correlated 

experimentss such as DLTS and optical Zeeman spectroscopy are obviously necessary. 

7.44 Conclusions 

Uponn investigation of p-type silver-doped silicon, for the first time, a complex of silver 

andd gold in silicon has been observed by electron paramagnetic resonance. The spectrum, 

labeledd Si-NL67, which from its hyperfine structures is concluded as due to hyperfine 

interactionss with one silver atom and two non-equivalent gold atoms, was identified as 

originatingg from a trigonal defect with electron spin 5 = 1. Based on the experimentally 

observedd data, a tentative microscopic model for the center has been established in which 

alll  atoms are on a <111> axis with the silver atom at the substitutional site. 

Alsoo in this study, the center Si-NL50, previously identified as isolated substitutional 

goldd center, was again observed. Having a quite different appearance when measured in K-

bandd EPR spectroscopy, the spectrum, however, shows many similarities to what was 

reportedd in Ref. [7.7], identifying the same defect. Further, in a more careful measurement 

andd treatment, evidence of gold contamination in the samples has been observed. The 

intensityy reduction of the Si-NL50 spectrum as the Au-Fe center emerges is a decisive 

evidencee for the gold involvement in the Si-NL50 center. However, as the observed signal 

iss weak, no ENDOR measurement has been carried out, and the identification of the Si-

NL500 center as isolated substitutional gold center in silicon could not be investigated. 

Furtherr experiments on this center are highly recommendable. 
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"When"When one door of happiness closes, another opens: but 

oftenoften we look so long at the closed door that we do not 

seesee the one which has been opened for us.': 

-- Helen Keller -
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Summary y 

Thee understanding of the behavior of hydrogen in all forms of silicon continues to 

evolvee and is an essential component of the silicon-semiconductor technology. Among the 

variouss experimental techniques, magnetic resonance with its varieties of electron 

paramagneticc resonance (EPR) and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), is 

capablee of providing the most detailed direct insight into the microscopic structure of 

defectss in semiconductors. This thesis presents a study of hydrogen interaction with 

impuritiess in silicon by advanced electron paramagnetic resonance and electron-nuclear 

doublee resonance. 

Inn chapter 1 a brief introduction into the emerging role of hydrogen/deuterium in 

semiconductorr technologies and the fundamental research on hydrogen in silicon is given. 

Inn chapter 2, the up-to-date experimental data on the paramagnetic centers of hydrogen and 

hydrogen-relatedd centers in silicon observable by electron paramagnetic resonance are 

reviewed.. With respect to topics of the thesis, in this chapter, four main-subjects, namely, 

thee isolated hydrogen center, the hydrogen-vacancy complexes, the passivation of 

chalcogenn double donors by hydrogen, and the interaction of hydrogen with deep levels of 

transition-metall  impurities in silicon are considered. 

Inn chapter 3, the successful experimental observations of hydrogen passivation of the 

seleniumm double donors in silicon are described. Hydrogen was introduced by heat 

treatmentt at high temperatures in an atmosphere of water vapor. Two new paramagnetic 

centers,, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61, were observed. By using isotopically enriched 

seleniumm and heavy (deuterated) water, the participation of selenium and hydrogen in the 

structuree of the centers was conclusively established. The atomic and electronic structures 

off  the centers were characterized by their g tensors, hyperfine interactions, and nuclear 

quadrupolee effect. The selenium-hydrogen complexes have the trigonal symmetry, with all 

impuritiess on a <111> axis, selenium on a substitutional site, hydrogen atoms on interstitial 

sites.. For the Si-NL60 center a single hydrogen position on the Se or Si antibonding sites is 

preferred.. The Si-NL61 center can correspond to two very similar one-Se-one-H centers or 

too one SeHaHp center with two slightly inequivalent hydrogen sites. The ambiguity is not 

finallyy resolved. To first approximation the core of the center consists of a neutral selenium 

atomm and a positive hydrogen. Some transfer of charge is likely to occur resulting in a 

Se++ H+1~ charged pair. An electron is electrostatically bound to this core in an extended 
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orbit.. The center resembles in its properties the shallow single or double donors which are 

welll  described by the effective-mass theory with an additional central-cell potential 

accountingg for the ground-state properties. 

Threee paramagnetic centers related to gold observable in gold-doped and gold-doped 

hydrogenatedd silicon samples are reported in chapter 4. A center labeled Si-NL62 requires 

thee diffusion of gold only and reveals itself in the measurements as a single substitutional 

goldd atom, but in a monoclinic-I environment. It can be characterized by Zeeman 

interactionn g, gold hyperfine interaction A, and quadrupole interaction Q of nearly axial 

symmetryy with axes of the three tensors coinciding. The center is successfully discussed 

withinn the vacancy model and then shows almost equal electron localization N2 ~ 0.40 in 

thee 5d electron shell of gold as the established single substitutional gold center. Center Si-

NL633 has a more complex structure consisting of two, probably equivalent, gold atoms 

decoratedd by two or three hydrogen atoms, with all atoms in a monoclinic-I configuration. 

Hydrogenn atoms occupy the common interstitial antibonding sites to a silicon nearest 

neighbor.. The third center, Si-NL64, has one gold and two nearly equivalent hydrogen 

atomss in a triclinic arrangement. It appeared to be quite similar to the well-studied 

platinumm center Pt-H2 and the (dis)similarities between these centers are discussed. In all 

modelingg the idea of accommodating gold atoms in a silicon divacancy has been a leading 

thought. . 

Twoo EPR spectra, labeled Si-NL65 and Si-NL66, respectively, of the Pt-Ĥ  and Pt-Fe3 

centerss in silicon are reported in chapter 5. The observation of the Si-NL65 spectrum of the 

Pt-H33 center with trigonal symmetry is the first observation in EPR of a transition-metal-

hydrogenn complex containing three hydrogen atoms. A detailed analysis of the 

experimentall  data has provided sufficient material for the atomic model of the center in 

whichh the platinum occupies a substitutional position and three hydrogen atoms arrange 

themselvess equivalently in trigonal configuration anti-bonding to three silicon nearest 

atomss on <111> axes passing through the platinum site. Though the energy level of the Pt-

H33 center cannot be determined by magnetic resonance, evidence from the EPR 

observationn seems to support the assignment of an acceptor level as measured in DLTS. 

Thee Si-NL66 spectrum was attributed to a complex of one subsitutional platinum atom and 

threee interstitial iron atoms. Although the direct incorporation of hydrogen into the center 

iss not observed, the hydrogen plays an important role in enhancing the formation 

probabilityy of the Pt-Fe3 center as it only observed in the hydrogenated/deuterated 
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samples.. The observation of lower symmetry of the Pt-Fe3 center compared to that of the 

Pt-H33 and Pt-Li3 centers is good evidence indicating that if atoms with larger atomic 

radiuss are involved to form the complex, it is more difficult to find equivalent positions for 

alll  of the atoms than for the smaller atoms, such as hydrogen or lithium. 

Inn chapter 6, the observation of the Si-NL68 spectrum of the Pd-Hi center is presented. 

Thee behavior of Pd is different from the other cases of the Pt-H and the Au-H complexes 

ass described in chapters 4 and 5. In this experiment, the Si-NL68 spectrum is observed 

onlyy after a low-temperature heat-treatment process of the sample. This spectrum, from its 

observedd g tensor typically for transition-metal impurities, the symmetry of monoclinic-I, 

andd the appearance of twofold splitting in each of the spectral lines, was assigned as 

originatingg from a complex of one-hydrogen-one-palladium defect. The experimental 

resultt also showed that after hydrogen in-diffusion, the complete removal of the 

predominantt isolated substitutional palladium has occurred, suggesting the formation of a 

passivee Pd-H complex which is responsible for the loss of Pd-related spectra. 

Thee last chapter of this thesis reports on studies of the silver-gold-gold center Si-NL67 

andd the gold-related center Si-NL50 observable in silver-doped p-type silicon. The 

spectrumm Si-NL67 which from its observed hyperfine structure is concluded as due to one 

silverr atom and two non-equivalent gold atoms was identified as originating from a 

trigonall  defect with electron spin S= \. Also in this study, the center Si-NL50, previously 

identifiedd as isolated substitutional gold center, was again observed. Having a quite 

differentt appearance when measured in K-band EPR spectroscopy, the spectrum, however, 

showss many similarities to previously reported result, identifying the same defect. Further, 

inn a more careful measurement and treatment, evidence of gold contamination in the 

sampless has been observed. The intensity reduction of the Si-NL50 spectrum as the Au-Fe 

centerr emerges is decisive evidence for the gold involvement in the Si-NL50 center. 

However,, as the observed signal is weak, no ENDOR measurement has been carried out, 

andd the identification of the Si-NL50 center as isolated substitutional gold center in silicon 

couldd not be investigated. Further experiments on this center are highly recommendable. 
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Samenvatting g 

Hett begrip van het gedrag van waterstof in al zijn verschijningsvormen in silicium 

bevindtt zich in een fase van voortdurende ontwikkeling en maakt een wezenlijk deel uit 

vann de technologie van de halfgeleider silicium. Onder de verschillende experimentele 

onderzoekmethodenn onderscheidt zich de magnetische resonantie, in de variëteiten van 

elektronn paramagnetische resonantie (EPR) en elektron-kernspin dubbelresonantie 

(ENDOR),, door de kwaliteit op directe wijze een nauwgezet inzicht te verschaffen in de 

microscopischee structuur van centra in halfgeleiders. In dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek 

beschrevenn naar de wisselwerking tussen waterstof en onzuiverheden in silicium waarbij 

gebruikk is gemaakt van een geavanceerde methode van elektron spin en elektron-kernspin 

resonantie. . 

Hoofdstukk 1 bevat een korte inleiding in de zich ontwikkelende rol van waterstof en 

deuteriumm in de halfgeleidertechnologie en van het fundamentele onderzoek van waterstof 

inn silicium. De meest recente experimentele gegevens over paramagnetische centra 

gevormdd door waterstof en daarmee verbonden centra, waargenomen met behulp van 

paramagnetischee resonantie, worden in hoofdstuk 2 samengevat. In afstemming tot de 

onderwerpenn van het proefschrift worden vier groepen van centra behandeld. Dit zijn het 

centrumm van geïsoleerd waterstof, complexen van waterstof en kristalvacatures, 

passiveringg door waterstof van dubbele donors uit de chalcogeen groep van elementen en 

dee wisselwerking van waterstof met de diepe elektronische niveaus van overgangsmetaal 

onzuiverheden. . 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 worden de geslaagde experimentele waarnemingen van de passivering 

vann de dubbele donor selenium in silicium beschreven. Waterstof werd in de preparaten 

ingebrachtt in een warmtebehandeling bij hoge temperatuur in een omgeving van 

waterdamp.. Twee nieuwe spectra werden waargenomen en werden als Si-NL60 en Si-

NL611 gecodeerd. Door gebruikmaking van isotopisch verrijkt selenium en van zwaar, 

gedeutereerd,, water werd de aanwezigheid van selenium en waterstof als structurele 

componentenn van de centra onomstotelijk vastgesteld. De atomaire en elektronische 

structurenn van de twee centra werden gekarakteriseerd door de tensors g van het Zeeman 

effect,, A van de hyperfijnwisselwerking en Q van het quadrupooleffect. De 

waterstofcomplexenn bezitten de trigonale symmetrie waarin alle onzuiverheden op een 

<111>> kristalas liggen, selenium op een roosterplaats, waterstof op een 
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tussenroosterpositie.. Voor het Si-NL60 centrum gaat de voorkeur uit naar antibonding 

positiess ten opzichte van Se of Si voor een enkel waterstof atoom. Het Si-NL61 spectrum 

kann corresponderen met twee zeer overeenstemmende centra van één Se en één H atoom, 

dann wel als alternatief met een SeHaHp centrum waarin de a en P waterstof atomen zich 

nagenoegg gelijk gedragen. Deze dubbelzinnigheid werd niet in een uiteindelijke vorm 

opgelost.. In een eerste benadering bestaat de kern van het centrum uit een neutraal 

seleniumm atoom en een positief geladen waterstof. Vermoedelijk vindt enige overdracht 

vann lading plaats met als resultaat een Se+ H1 geladen paar. Rondom deze kern is een 

elektronn elektrostatisch gebonden in een uitgestrekte baan. Daarmee vertoont het centrum 

grotee gelijkenis met de ondiepe enkelvoudige of dubbele donors waarvoor de effectieve-

massaa theorie een goede beschrijving geeft. Een additionele potentiaal in de centrale 

roostercell  is van invloed op de eigenschappen in de grondtoestand. 

Driee paramagnetische met goud samenhangende centra, waargenomen in met goud 

gedoteerdd en in goud gedoteerd tevens waterstof beladen silicium, worden in hoofdstuk 4 

beschreven.. Het als SJ-NL62 gecodeerde centrum vereist alleen de diffusie van goud en 

manifesteertt zichzelf in de metingen als een enkelvoudig substitution eel goud atoom, maar 

inn een omgeving met monoklien-I symmetrie. Het centrum werd gekarakteriseerd met de g 

tensorr voor het Zeeman effect, A tensor voor de hyperfijn wissel werking en Q tensor voor 

dee quadrupoolinteractie. Alle tensors bezitten een nagenoeg axiale symmetrie en de 

hoofdassenn van de drie tensors vallen samen. Een succesvolle beschrijving in het vacature 

modell  wordt gegeven en leidt tot een elektron lokalisatie JV2 = 0,40 in de 5d schil van het 

goudd atoom, hetgeen gelijk is aan de waarde voor het algemeen geaccepteerde model voor 

hett enkelvoudig substitutionele goud centrum. Centrum Si-NL63 heeft een meer complexe 

structuurr en bestaat uit twee goud atomen die waarschijnlijk gelijkwaardige roosterplaatsen 

innemen.. Rondom de kern bevinden zich twee of drie waterstof atomen op de gebruikelijke 

plaatsenn met een antibonding karakter tot de silicium atomen op een naaste-buur positie. 

Ookk dit centrum bezit de symmetrie monoklien-I. Het derde centrum, gemerkt Si-NL64, 

bestaatt uit één goud atoom en twee vrijwel gelijkwaardig gepositioneerde waterstof 

atomenn in een configuratie met de trikliene symmetrie. Dit centrum vertoont grote 

gelijkeniss met het intensief bestudeerde centrum Pt-H2 en de overeenkomsten en 

verschillenn tussen de twee centra worden in discussie genomen. Bij de modellering van de 

centraa is de opname van goud atomen in een dubbel vacature een leidende gedachte 

geweest. . 
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Tweee EPR spectra, als Si-NL65 en Si-NL66 gecodeerd, en toegeschreven aan de centra 

Pt-Fhh en Pt-Fe3 worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. De waarneming van het Pt-H3 

complexx is de eerste vermelding van een overgangsmetaal met drie waterstof atomen 

gebaseerdd op magnetische resonantie. Uit een volledige analyse van de experimentele 

gegevenss volgt een microscopisch model waarin het platina atoom een substitutionele 

roosterpositiee inneemt en de drie waterstof atomen zich op gelijkwaardige posities 

bevindenn in een trigonale symmetrie, in de gebruikelijke antibonding configuratie tot een 

naaste-buurr silicium atoom, op <111> kristalassen die door de platina positie gaan. 

Alhoewell  uit de magnetische resonantie metingen niet op directe wijze een elektron 

energiee niveau kan worden afgeleid, ondersteunen de EPR waarnemingen de toekenning 

vann een acceptor niveau aan het Pt-l-b centrum, in overeenstemming met DLTS resultaten. 

Spectrumm Si-NL66 wordt toegeschreven aan een complex van een substitutioneel platina 

atoomm en drie ijzer atomen op tussenrooster posities. Waterstof vormt geen bestanddeel 

vann dit centrum. Desalniettemin speelt waterstof een belangrijke rol als katalysator in de 

vormingg van het Pt-Fe3 centrum, omdat dit alleen wordt gevormd in preparaten die 

waterstoff  of deuterium bevatten. De symmetrie van het Pt-Fe3 centrum is monoklien-I, dus 

lagerr dan de trigonale structuur van de vergelijkbare centra Pt-Fb en Pt—Li3. Het verschaft 

eenn aanwijzing dat het voor atomen met een grotere straal moeilijker is allemaal 

gelijkwaardigee posities in te nemen dan voor de kleinere atomen, zoals waterstof en 

lithium. . 

Inn hoofdstuk 6 wordt de waarneming van het Si-NL68 spectrum, toegeschreven aan het 

Pd-H|| centrum, gepresenteerd. Het gedrag van palladium onderscheidt zich duidelijk van 

goudd en platina zoals beschreven in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5. Het experiment wijst uit dat 

naa de indiffusie van waterstof het sterke spectrum van substitutioneel Pd geheel is 

verdwenenn en er geen andere met Pd verbonden spectra worden gevormd. Het resultaat 

suggereertt de vorming van een passief palladium-waterstof complex dat verantwoordelijk 

iss voor het verlies van alle Pd activiteit. Pas na warmtebehandeling van het preparaat op 

lageree temperatuur (= 250 °C) verschijnt het Si-NL68 spectrum. Uit de karakteristieken 

vann dit spectrum, zoals de g waarden, de monoklien-I symmetrie en de tweevoudige 

splitsingg van alle spectraallijnen, wordt geconcludeerd dat het Si-NL68 spectrum behoort 

tott het paar van één palladium en één waterstof atoom. 

Inn het laatste hoofdstuk van het proefschrift wordt het onderzoek aan het zilver-goud-

goudd centrum Si-NL67 en het goud centrum Si-NL50 beschreven. Beide spectra werden 
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waargenomenn in met zilver gedoteerd p-type silicium. Op grond van de hyperfijnstructuur 

wordtt het Si-NL67 spectrum toegeschreven aan een centrum met één zilver atoom en twee 

ongelijkwaardigee goud atomen. De symmetrie van het complex is trigonaal. De analyse 

mett een spin Hamiltoniaan vereist de waarde S = 1 voor de elektron spin. In dit onderzoek 

werdd het centrum Si-NL50, eerder geïdentificeerd als een enkelvoudig geïsoleerd 

substitutioneell  goud atoom, opnieuw waargenomen. De huidige metingen met de 

frequentiefrequentie van een K-band spectrometer vertonen zowel sterke verschillen in de 

verschijningsvormm van het spectrum als wel duidelijke overeenkomsten met de vroegere 

X-bandd experimenten en identificeren het zelfde centrum. In verdere behandeling van het 

preparaatt werd de aanwezigheid van goud als verontreiniging in de doteerstof zilver 

vastgesteld.. De teruglopende intensiteit van het Si-NL50 spectrum, gelijktijdig met het 

verschijnenn van het Au-Fe centrum vormt een ondubbelzinnige aanwijzing voor de 

participatiee van goud in het Si-NL50 centrum. Als gevolg van de lage intensiteit van het 

Si-NL500 signaal was het niet mogelijk ENDOR metingen uit te voeren. Zulk een verdere 

studiee naar de identificatie van het Si-NL50 spectrum met het geïsoleerde goud centrum in 

siliciumm kon niet worden uitgevoerd. Verder onderzoek aan het S1-NL50 centrum is ten 

zeerstee aanbevelen swaard. 
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